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Race heating up 
Local B.C. Liberals will soon 
decide who gets the party's 
nomination in Skeena\NEW$ AIO 
Support is out there 
A cancer resource centre is open 
to help people avoid and live with 
the disease\COMMUNITY B1 
Swim with the best 
Terrace Bluebacks travel to 
Vancouver for the BC Senior 
Championships\SPORTS B6 
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Health critics hit with legal threat 
By ALEX HAMILTON Don Ritchey apologize by March 1 for [Memorial Hospital.] . . .  Your statements are textbook exam- care dollars to be spent on health care, 
A LOCAL health advocacy group says 
the Terrace and Area Health Council 
has threatened to sue them for libel if 
they don't apologize and retract criti- 
cisms by today. 
Ida Mohler, spokeswoman for the 
Terrace Health Watch Group - made 
up of about 50 local residents con- 
cerned about the state of health care 
in Terrace - received a four-page let- 
ter from Vancouver law firm Lawson 
Lundell Lawson and Mclntosh Feb. 23 
demanding she and fellow spokesman 
Islanders 
to look at 
merging 
BRAUN's Island is about 
to take a serious look at 
joining the City of Ter- 
race. 
A committee of island 
residents has indicated 
they want to have a look 
at the option of the city 
extending its boundary to 
take in the island, said Ki- 
timat Stikine regional dis- 
trict administrator Bob 
Marcellin. 
"It was something the 
committee advised us they 
would like to pursue," he 
said. "The (regional dis- 
trict) board and the city 
are both prepared to do 
that." 
The idea came up last 
fall when mayor Jack Tal- 
stra suggested a vote of is- 
landers to join the city 
could trigger release of 
provincial restructuring 
grants that could be used 
to extend city water to the 
island. 
Testing of island wells 
after last summer's flood- 
ing revealed many are 
contaminated. 
The move could signal 
a thaw in the often chilly 
relationship between the 
city and islanders, who 
have tried to get the city 
to admit island water prob- 
lems are connected to 
spills of city Sewage. 
They've also threatened to 
sue the city. 
"This is a good, posi- 
tive step," Marcellin said 
of the residents move to 
look at joining the city. 
He said the process, 
which should get underway 
soon, starts with no as- 
sumptions about what is- 
landers might be offered. 
"Everything is wide 
open," he. said. "They 
want to know what are the 
advantages of doing this 
and what are the cost im- 
plications to the parties." 
The regional district has 
also applied for a 
water/sewer infrastructure 
grant from the ministry of 
municipal affairs to go to- 
wards a water system. 
Marcellin said they're 
seeking the maximum 
grant, which would see the 
province pay 50 per cent 
of the bill. 
That's something that 
could be pursued even if 
residents decide not to join 
the city, 
Mareellin said the min- 
istry no longer offers larger 
grants for water systems. 
For a brief period 
several years ago, he said, 
Victoria approved some 
unfairly criticizing the health council's 
practices and defaming its reputation. 
The lawyer's letter accuses Mohler 
of writing false statements and degrad- 
ing the reputation of the health council 
and its employees. 
But Mohler refuses to apologize or 
retract anything she's said or written 
about he health council's practices. 
"I've not lied," Mohler said. "1 
can't even consider an apology be- 
cause I believe strongly that we have 
a critical health problem at Mills 
What is in dispute is a letter Mohl- 
er wrote December 14 to health min- 
ister Penny Priddy stating that a 
number of people have died as a result 
of the hospital's bed shortage and 
nursing shortage. 
In her letter Mohler also states the 
hospital has misallocated funds, in- 
cluding spending $10,000 on a public 
relations employee and $180,000 relo- 
cating administrative offices to Sleep- 
ing Beauty Lodge. 
Lawyer Tom Woods' letter states: 
pies of what constitutes an actionable 
libel." 
But Mohler insists she isn't per- 
sonally attacking anyone nor accusing 
anyone of killing a patient. 
"1 have implied that patients are 
being caught in the middle of nursing 
shortages and a lack of beds and some 
patients have died as a result," she 
said. 
And as for her criticizing the health 
council's spending priorities, Mohler 
explained she simply wants health 
USE THIS WISELY: Idelta Botelho, customer rela- These days, Botelho s;ays debit cards are issued to 
tions manager at the Royal Bank, holds up a tem- .clients as young as seven, because carrying a card 
porary debit card, which would be issued to new ~ with a password is safer than carrying cash. That is, 
clients or customers who report their cards stolen, if nobody shares or sells their bank information. 
Scam targets teens 
and their bank cards 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
THERE'S A NEW type of debit card 
seam being spread around Terrace 
and it's something you, and your 
children, should know about. 
The seam has been operating here 
since at least November last year 
and is alleged to focus on teenagers, 
who sell their bank card and pass- 
word to other teens to earn a quick 
$1o0. 
The buyers of the bank card tell 
teens to report the card stolen and 
then bankrupt he account and enter 
phony deposits, or bank empty bank 
envelopes in hopes of being able to 
withdraw that money as cash from 
the account. 
Bob Debirl, security manager at a 
Copperside store where a few of the 
cards were used last November or 
December launched his own inves- 
tigation into the incidents. 
"They're in their late teens or 
early 20s," Debiri said. "They'll take 
whatever they can." 
He believes the culprits are in 
high school and other, sometimes 
younger students fall for the seam 
because they're told they won't be 
liable for any withdrawn cash. 
"They're in their late 
teens or early 20s. They'll 
take whatever they can." 
But because a thief uses the card 
pin number, Debiri says that,s proof 
the card and number were sold, not 
stolen. 
And since the card seller and 
buyer are willing participants, both 
could be charged with fraud under 
the criminal code, making it difficult 
for victims to step forward. 
Terrace RCMP Corporal Rod 
Holland said the detachment has not 
received any complaints from youth 
who say they were beaten up or co- 
erced into giving up their bank infor- 
mation. 
The RCMP have not seen any 
charges laid in the connection to the 
incidents. 
The Terrace detachment is send- 
ing letters to all local banks to make 
sure managers are aware of the prob- 
lem. 
Royal Bank branch manager Da- 
vid Wilson said he only knows of 
one instance at his branch where a 
teen sold his card to another youth. 
Bank of Montreal staff were also 
aware of the problem, but could not 
document he number of cases the 
bank is currently dealing with. 
In both cases the account holders 
were told the bank would not reim- 
burse them for the lost money. 
Withdrawal linli s can help prevent losses 
BANK CARDS are being 
distributed to children as 
young as seven. 
The cards are consid- 
ered safer than cash be- 
cause they require a pin 
number to use. 
Depending on the 
child's age and maturity 
level, cards are issued 
with different daily with- 
drawal limits and restrlc- 
$20. Ten to 15-year-olds 
qualify for a $100 limit 
and older teens generally 
qualify for a $500 limit. 
Idelta Botelho, at the 
Royal Bank, says all youth 
are told not to share their 
card or pin number with 
anyone. 
Some accounts will 
also freeze account use af- 
ter  a bank machine deposit 
tions, is made for 24 hours, giv- sewer grants covering 75 
per cent of costs, including Atthe Royal Banki fo r  ing account holders and: 
the Queensway-Churchill example, chi ldren under banks an added safeguard 
Drive sewer system. 10 have a daily limit of on phony deposits, 
Still Interne representa- 
tive Sara Feldman says 
parents hould talk' to their 
children about debit cards. 
She offered the follow- 
ing tips: 
• Pin numbers hould be 
memorized, not written 
down. Never share it with 
others when using the card. 
• Read the cardholder 
agreement. Some agree- 
ments won't reimburse 
missing money if you've 
been too obvious with the 
pin number. 
Don't use birth dates, 
known nicknames or any 
anyone, If the bank finds .other number that can be 
you've shared the number easily picked up from in- 
and something oes wrong, formation in your wallet. 
the account holder will be • Cheek bank state- 
held llable for the missing merits carefully to catch 
money, discrepancies as they hap' 
• Hide the number from pen. 
not new offices for administrators. 
"They're saying there is enough 
money in the budget for health care in 
the northwest," Mohler said. "I'm say- 
ing if we have adequate funds, then 
where's the health care? We want a 
re-audit so someone will look into 
this." 
And as for the apology the health 
council demands as of March 1, Mohl- 
er says it's not coming. 
"1 know the facts I've stated are 
Continued Page A2 
City okays 
compost 
collection 
Free 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE CITY will soon take 
your yard waste away for 
composting, but it won't 
give back the end product 
fo r .use in local gardens. 
The move to a serious 
curbside composting pro- 
gram could take effect as 
early as May 1st. 
The biggest surprise so 
far as city officials work 
out tile logistics has been 
their discovery that com- 
post is regulated by the 
government. 
If the stuff is going to 
be sold, says city director 
of engineering Stew Chris- 
tensen, it has to meet 
standards et out in the 
Canada Fertilizer Act and 
B.C.'s Waste Management 
Act. 
"If we're going to sell it 
we have to meet all these 
regulations," Christensen 
said. 
Instead, the city has de- 
cided not to let locals buy, 
or even take the compost, 
and to use it instead as top 
fill to cover the top of the 
Terrace landfill. 
"I don't think we could 
even give it away," Chris- 
tensen added. "The level 
of quality will not be as 
high because we're not go- 
ing to be turning it or mon- 
itoring the termperature 
carefully. We're just going 
to be putting it in a pile 
basically." 
The move to curbside 
compostable pickup has 
come swiftly since city 
council made composting 
bags, curbside pickup 
Stew Christensen 
a priority in a Jan. 24 mo- 
tion led by councillor Da- 
vid Hull. 
It's council's first sig- I 
nificant step into the realm 
of recycling after years o f  
refusing to spend money 
on regional recycling pro- 
grams. 
The city plans to pro- 
vide free biodegradable 
bags for residents to fill 
with grass clippings, 
leaves and other yard 
waste, and then leave at 
the curb for pickup on 
Mondays. 
Christensen is testing 
different bags' resistance 
to rain to determine 
whether to use paper bags 
that worked well in Prince 
George or starch bags that 
are very similar to plastic. 
Also unresolved is how 
residents will get the bags. 
What is certain is it 
will cost locals more mon- 
ey. 
Continued Pg. A2 
Fish levels probed 
MORE THAN half of the Skeena River salmon stocks are 
either unhealthy or threatened with extinction, says an inde- 
pendent fish biologist. 
Mike Morrell, a consultant for the Northwest Institute in 
Smithers, has analyzed 50 years of federal fisheries records 
and will be coming to Terrace and Kitsumkalum March 7 to 
present his preliminary results. 
So far, coho, chum, and chinook don't look good. 
Based on the government's records of spawning escape- 
ment, tile number of fish that return from tile ocean to 
spawn, very few stocks are healthy. 
But, much of the data needed to complete the study just 
isn't there, Said institute director Pat Moss, 
The government didn't keep accurate records bef0re~d~ 
and many records ince 1980 have been a f fec ted ,~_ .  
constraints, he said. 
The group is looking for local fishers, loggers and 
ranchers who have seen salmon spawn or migrate on the 
river to complete their study. 
"We need to get a common understanding Ofthe state of 
the resource," Moss said. 
She bills the study, paid for by Fisheries Renewal B.C., 
as an independent study, free of bias. 
Local meetings will be held at Northwest Community 
College March 7 at 7:30 p.m. and Kitsumkalum at 2:00. 
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," COLLEGE WORKERS ON STRIKE: Northwest Community College picket the main entrance to the college. Students were locked out of 
,"student association vice president Dan Buck, support clerk Michael classes February 23 and 24 as striking support workers walked pick- 
i Tugwood, BC Government and Service Employees' Union (BCGEU) et lines and roped off all entrances to the college in a province-wide 
,' staff representative Shelley Anderson, and support staff Diane Bell 'strike. 
Strike closes college for two days 
NORTHWEST Community College students staff representative of the the B.C. Government Workers will receive a two per cent wage in- 
'. were back in classes last Friday after being locked 
:out of classes for two days due to a province-wide 
i strike by technical and support workers. 
The college's 75 support workers, who handle 
; everything from clerical work to custodial duties, 
;joined 3,500 other workers at 10 post-secondary 
• institutions in the province-wide strike. 
• " NWCC instructors and students honoured the 
i striking workers, refusing to cross the picket 
~!ines. 
. . . .  The students and other union members have 
i been very supportive," said Shelley Anderson, 
and Service Employees' Union (BCGEU). "The 
support seems to be very strong." 
The two unions representing the workers - the 
B.C. Government and Service Employees' Union 
(BCGEU) and the Canadian Union of Public Em- 
ployees (CUPE) - reached a tentative four-year 
contract with their employer early Friday morn- 
ing. 
The new agreement provides for improve- 
ments in many areas including job security, con- 
tracting out, benefits for part-time workers and 
workplace flexibility. 
crease this April and a guarantee of the same 
wage increase that faculty and instructors receive 
in 2001. 
Union members will vote on the new tenta- 
tive agreement ext month. 
The tentative contract covers upport workers 
at Comosun College, Malaspina University Col- 
lege, North Island College, College of the Rock- 
ies, University College of the Cariboo, Kwantlen 
University College, Douglas College, Justice In- 
stitute, Northwest Community College, and 
Northern Lights College. 
Libs mirror NDP approach on offshore oil 
THE B.C. LIBERALS aren't 
taking a stand on whether to al- 
low offshore oil and gas explora- 
tion. 
But they are backing up the 
steps taken so far in that direction 
by the government and Northern 
Development Commissioner 'J~lih 
Backhbuse: * ' "  "~" ' : ,~  ~:  
"For the first time'there's a 
}rocess in place to look at this," 
said Liberal northern development 
critic Richard Neufeld during a 
swing through the northwest last 
week. 
Backhouse has spearheaded a 
survey of northwesterners on the 
idea that is now being expanded 
to a broader province-wide assess- 
ment of't]i~ ~iubli'c's appetite to 
allow oil and gas drilling~i~!'=~; 
"We have to prepare~ With 
.th.¢ proper information to counter 
anything that may come out of a 
decision like that," Neufeld said. 
"The way we lose big time is if "We're not going to say yea or 
we don't have all our ducks in a 
row." 
Both the NDP and B.C. Liber- 
als are extremely cautious on the 
nay," he said. 
Estimates suggest the Queen 
Charlotte Basin could hold 9.8 
billion barrels of oil and 25.9 tril- 
issue because of the potential for lion cubic feet of gas - 10 times 
public backlash over environmen- the reserves of the east coast Hi- 
.~ tal concerns. " ' "; bernia.developmenL 
Neufeld, an MLA from thi¢~/?:)~:;/)Ehvi~9.grnetitalgroups;:say n- 
'Peace River country, said that dei'sea seis'mic testing for oil gen- 
while he personally supports in erates explosive shock waves that 
principle lifting the moratorium, can harm fish and marine mam- 
the party hasn't aken a stand, reals, they say. 
Big Mountains. Big Snow. Big Horizon. 
Great Big News. 
The 2001 800 Mountain Cat 
with all new Hi.Tech Design is herd 
New light weight 
New fuel tank flexible hood 
design with built 
in gauge _ ~ 3  :'~i~. I 
\ ~ "  ~ill Light weight 800 
~ ~ " , . ,  I Twin producing a 
New 144 - 2 ,.~ .... 
Cam0plast track "'~.-.~...." ,~,.-, /;~:' 
New parabolic Ski 
design 
: PRE SEASON YOUR 2001 
Arctic Cat before 
April 15, 2000 and get up to 
*600.00 
Cat Cash. 
Cat Cash can be used toward the purchase of 
Arcticwear~ or genuine Arctic Cat parts and accessories. 
Or don't miss your chance to choose from many financing 
options until 2000.* So come in soon before all the great 
deals, and sleds, are gone. 
US 
FREE 
2 year bumper to 
bumper warranty 
included with 
Cat Cash offer m 
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What Snowmobiling~ All About7 
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News In Brief 
Axe-robbing trial set 
THE LOCAL man accused of using an axe to rob the 
Clarke street Copperside store in Thornhill Dec. 28, 
1999 has been ordered to stand trial in B.C. Supreme 
Court. 
Douglas Glen Peterson, 38, of Jackpine Flats, faces 
one count of armed robbery and one count of wearing 
a mask with intent o commit an indictable offence. 
Police say the suspect hreatened store occupants 
and assaulted acustomer before he leaving the store 
with a small amount of cash. 
Peterson's trial is scheduled for Nov. 6, 2000 and is 
expected to last five or six days. 
Drivers cautioned 
SPRING MIGItT be right around the corner, but 
ICBC is warning drivers to be on the look out for lin- 
gering winter driving conditions. 
The insurance corporation says drivers need to be 
aware of road conditions, that change quickly from 
region to region and adjust your habits accordingly, 
Besides looking out for extra cyclists and pedes- 
trians testing warmer weather, ICBC warns drivers to 
slow down when you encounter fog or snow glare 
and check road reports when planning long trips. 
They also warn against using cruise control except 
in optimal driving conditions. 
Manor gets city approval 
PLANS are advancing for the Terrace Mountain 
Manor seniors upportive housing complex. 
The project got development permit approval from 
city council this week. 
Council also opted to waive a $1,000 fee for the 
permit. 
The local group hopes construction will begin 
quickly this spring. 
The 22-unit building is to go up next to Terrace- 
view Lodge. 
Land eyed by seniors 
A GROUP of seniors who want to build a new sen- 
iors apartment complex have their eye on the unused 
land off Kenney St. between Park Ave. and Davis. 
Only, problem is that land - the site of the old 
Nechako Northcoast road maintenance yard - is also 
where the city is thinking about putting a new fire 
hall and emergency services base. 
Council is in the process of negotiating with the 
B.C. Building Corporation, the province's land-hold- 
ing arm, to acquire the property. 
Dorothy Alway said the group, which plans to call 
itself the Park Place Housing Society, is getting a lot 
of interest, despite being in just the formative stages 
of planning a development. 
"A lot of people are interested in apartments or 
smaller units for seniors where they can relax without 
having to worry about an acre of yard work," Alway 
said. 
She sa'id the setiiors.10oking ~t;tiiC~roj6'ct want o  
b~ close to do~vntown. ' ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The old road maintenance yard north Of Park Ave 
would be an ideal location, she added. 
\\ 
% 
alrBENSON OPTICAL 
, LABORATORY LTDI 
HAS MOVED 
See our new location featuring 
Terrace's only fu l l  se rv ice  lab & 
offering the same great service 
~GrOnd ~" 
Ope~g ,~ 
sole 
,%. 
Rece ive  
50% to  100% o f f  
the  purchase  o f  your  2nd  pa i r  o f  
f rames  when you  purchase  1st  pa i r  
o f  complete  eyewear  at  regu lar  p r i ce  
Rece ive  
FREE 
l enses  fo r  your  2nd  pa i r  o f  f rames  
when you  purchase  the  1st  pa i r  o f  
complete  eyewear  at  regu lar  p r i ce  
( s tandard  las t i c  lenses)  i l l  
~cal Lob ..... O o,.^  Our new address 
4611 Lake lse  Ave  
638-0341 
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A symbol  
THE ASCENT of Ujjal Dosanjh to the premier's 
chair-  the first Indo-Canadian to take the top 
elected job in any province - is something to cele, 
brate in B.C., and not just for Sikhs. 
Indeed, we've come a long way in our collec- 
tive treatment of minorities. 
Seventy five years ago our province barred 
entry to the Komagata Maru, a ship carrying 
hundreds of Sikhs from India, in a standoff that 
dragged on for weeks as conditions deteriorated. 
The new arrivals were all British subjects, and 
technically entitled to entry anywhere in the Com- 
monweath. No matter, they would eventually be 
forced out of Vancouver harbour at gunpoint by 
our navy while surly mobs ashore hurled abuse. 
We've also seen race riots in Chinatown and 
the internment of Canadian citizens of Japanese 
ancestry during the Second World War. 
Some enlightenment came 50 years ago when 
Sikhs and other minorities got the vote in B.C. 
Among their many accomplishments, Indo-Ca- 
nadians today can claim a high degree of political 
interest and participation. 
Folks who somehow think they're hijacking 
the political process through mass membership 
signups have to wake up and smell the coffee. 
If rules have been broken or weren't made clear 
#nough, surely it's up to the NDP and any other i 
parties affected to fix it. 
If the rest of us simply haven't become as ac- ! 
tive in political life, that's no fault but our own. 
.... ,Au dit ,, this 
IT'S THE big s~aiadal of the new year, although 
it's far from new. 
It should come as no surprise federal grants 
from Human Resources Development Canada 
have, besides providing much good, also served 
as a giant slush fund targetted to•recipients and ri- 
dings that often tended to benefit he Liberals. 
Reformers have said so for years. 
The only difference is an audit has put the spot- 
light on the issue and provided lots of ammuni- 
tion that the government has had trouble ducking. 
Enter Mike Scott. 
Skeena's MP has long disagreed with the 
grants and says he has, on a point of principle, 
tried his best to have nothing to do with them. 
Instead of vetting grant requests - which he 
rightly says could lead to political control of 
grants by an area's MP-  Mr. Scott says he al- 
ways signs off as having no objections to the 
grant and sends them straight back to HRDC. 
Whatdoesn't make sense is that he's never 
kept any of the paperwork sent to his office. 
One would think an Opposition MP would 
want to keep track of such stuff in his riding, par- 
ticularly if it's as skunky as has been suspected. 
Seems there's bungling on both sides here. 
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Th( se wou- ds will be hard to hE II 
"THIS IS convention-assisted 
" suicide," said Marcus Davies, 
a Corky Evans campaign 
worker. 
"I'm going back to Saskat- 
chewan tomorrow, but you've 
got to live with this guy," he 
said of Ujjal Dosanjh, who 
won the NDP leadership on 
the first ballot. 
Marcus used to work as a 
communications type for the 
NDP here in B.C. but left a 
couple of years ago to work for 
Roy Romanow's government 
in Saskatchewan. 
He took a leave of absence 
to work on Evans' campaign. 
Marcus is a friend of Evans' 
and his remarks would normal- 
ly have to be taken in that 
context. 
Alas, his feelings were 
echoed by scores of other 
Evans supporters I talked to. 
Every leadership contest 
causes divisions. 
Volunteers put their hearts 
, into ...the ,, campaign,~; ,some. ,,
working 20 hours a day to put 
their candidate over the top. 
Then comes the letdown 
and the inevitable tears when 
their candidate loses. 
That's when the contest 
was fair. This one created at 
last the appearance of consid- 
erable unfairness. 
First there was the phoney 
membership issue. 
l ~1 :|o] L,~ mh |-" 14Eo,/;l"-n II f-'l UlE 
HUBERT BEYER 
A zealous Dosanjh cam- 
paign team waded into the 
Indo-Canadian community, 
signing up new members en 
masse, who would then stack 
delegate selection meetings 
and send pro-Dosanjh dele- 
gates to the convention. 
Many o f  these new mem- 
bers had their fees paid for by 
third parties. 
checked the credentials of de- 
legates, they found that some 
had their convention expenses 
paid by cheques written by 
third parties. 
Some of those cheques, he 
said, weren't signed, implying 
that they wouldn't clear if Do- 
sanjh lost the leadership bid. 
I don't know how these she- 
nanigans tack up against he 
scandals that has cost the NDP 
so dearly over the past few 
years. I don't even know whe- 
ther or not they qualify for the 
term scandal. 
But I do know that they 
have left a lot of old-time NDP 
supporters very bitter. And I 
cannot imagine that they will 
let the matter rest. 
They will not challenge the 
legality of or his moral claim 
to victory, but they will be 
hard to convince to give their 
all to the renewal of the party 
at a time when it faces the 
possibility of annihilation. 
tion of the first Indo-Canadian 
to serve as premier, has unfor- 
tunately been marred by ques- 
tionable campaign tactics. 
Indo-Canadians are celebra- 
ting the event, as they should, 
but in a horrid way, Dosanjh's 
victory may do to the Indo-Ca- 
nadian community more harm 
than good, because the ill feel- 
ings over the way it was 
achieved will fester. 
The NDP has traditionally 
been a party in which policy 
flows up from the membership 
to the elected MLAs, whether 
in government or opposition. 
That process has become 
flawed in recent years, but it 
received a real blow in this 
leadership race. 
When a large contingent of 
the delegates who elect a new 
leader consists of recent mem- 
bers, who have not had any ex- 
posure to the party's grass 
roots, and whose only motiva- 
tion is to elect the first Indo- 
......... And.~w~hen ~the-Liberals:-,-.--Two things got mixedup, in .-.Camidian premier, the,,bedrock 
compared: a leaked NDP •this leadership race. : ! :  ...... On: WhiCh:a:~party • is built be,.; 
membership list to their own, 
they found more than 3,000 
duplicate members who were 
quickly informed of their ex- 
pulsion from the Liberal Party 
and had their membership fees 
refunded. 
One party insider, who 
asked not to be identified, told 
me that when the NDP 
One was the election of the 
best candidate for the job. The 
other the historic opportunity 
of electing the first Indo-Cana- 
dian premier. Both are worth- 
while endeavors, 
The future will tell whether 
Dosanjh is the best man for 
the job, but the second ingre- 
dient of his victory, the elec- 
comes quicksand: 
The election of a party lea-, 
der should not be based on the ! 
members' overt commitment to: 
multi-culturalism. 
When I suggested to a dis-! 
appointed Evans supporter that : 
they'll be back electing a new' 
leader two years from now, he 
said, "less than that." 
Fa'mer vo'vvs pat ience in Ottaw¢  
DAWSON CREEK activist 
Nick Parsons expects to 
wheel his Massey Ferguson 
harvester into Ottawa by 
mid-March. He'll be there to 
rivet the federal govern- 
ment's attention on the plight 
of Canadian farmers. 
Parsons vows he won't 
leave Ottawa until he gets an 
audience with Jean Chretien. 
"The combine stays parked, 
even if I have to chain myself 
to it for a month," Parsons 
says. Let's hope Parsons 
doesn't choose to park his 14 
foot wide Prairie Belle in the 
driveway of 24 Sussex 
Drive. 
Can't you picture the 
breakfast scene when Mrs. 
Chretien discovers the 19- 
year-old Model 860 blocking 
her view of the blue spruce. 
She'll pull aside the lace cur- 
tain for a clearer view. "Jean. 
Come look at this." 
The prime minister closes 
the National Post on his 
index finger and moves to 
W!i 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
peek over her shoulder. 
"Look at what, Aline?" 
"What is that red minister 
sitting in our driveway?" 
"It's flying four flags - the 
B.C. flag, Manitoba's, Sas- 
katchewan's and the red 
maple leaf. It's definite!y not 
from Quebec." 
"Is that the Dawson Creek 
farmer who asked to meet 
with you? You refused?" 
"Well, you know, I 'm 
busy. This morning I'm tap- 
i ii 
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ing a scene with This Hour 
Has 22 Minutes. After lunch, 
I play golf." 
Chretien returns to reading 
his newspaper. "What's on 
your agenda today?" 
"I'm reviewing landscap' 
ing plans with Francois. He 
wants to plant some new flo- 
wer beds. He  mentioned 
more ground cover in a few 
areas but I doubt a combine 
was what he had in mind." 
She shook her head doubt- 
fully. 
"He' l l  be some upset 
when he finds that combine 
interfering with his sight 
lines." 
"Have Francois barricade 
it with tubs of six foot del- 
pheniums. They should help 
rtO blend it in with the alys- 
sum border." 
"Purple delpheniums, red 
combine? Bien. That would 
camouflage the wheels. 
Above that, maybe we can 
hang baskets of trailing ivy 
on every railing and mask the 
gra in  hopper with trellises: 
overgrown by scarlet runner: 
beans." 
She squinted. "Someone's 
sitting in the cab. He looks to l 
be writing." 
"Parsons keeps a diary of 
his trips." 
"Trips? You mean this 
isn't his first combine caper?" 
Chretien shook his head 
absently. "Non. Two years 
ago he travelled from Dawson 
Creek to Victoria, 1200 miles. 
He takes his combine on the 
road every January." 
"Why?" 
Chretien shrugged. "Car 
speeds make him nervous." 
"It wouldn't be because 
politicians refuse to fund far- 
mers the way they do big bu- 
siness?" 
"What are you saying, 
Aline?" 
"I think I'll ask Francois to 
use perennials for the trellises, 
and tell Cook to set another 
.place at our table. Parsons 
may be here a while." 
"FRN Bart~A} _TWO " "" "rRl C:l) BEFoeE .!' 
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Honouring those who 
preserve our history 
WHILE MOST people 
spend their time planning 
and thinking about the fu- 
ture, Yvonne Moen spends 
her days learning about he 
past. 
"How can we look 
ahead if we don't know 
what our past is?" Moen 
says. 
She's astounded that 
many local residents don't 
know who the founder of 
Terrace is. (George Little 
settled here in 1905.) And 
only a handful of people 
are aware Thornhill was 
named after a local man 
namedTom Thornhill, she 
said. 
i: Moen spends countless 
hours meeting with Ter- 
race pioneers because 
she's fascinated by their 
stories of the good o1' 
days. 
"I just love it. You meet 
so many people who are so 
pleased that they can tell 
you their story," Moen 
said, 
"Without them Terrace 
wouldn't exist. When they 
came here there was noth- 
ing but bush." 
PRESERVING THE PAST: Members of the Terrace and Region Archives preserve local histocy by collect- 
ing stories and photographs from local pioneers, and posting them on a newly-created web page. 
Now that she is retired, 
Moen can wholeheartedly 
concentrate on the three 
historical projects she's 
got on 'the go. She wants 
to ensure Terrace's history 
is preserved and well do- 
the Internet can learn 
about the region's pio- 
neers. The Terrace Public 
Library offered the group a 
computer and scanner to 
create the web site. 
Helen Haselmeyer, who 
cumented. 
As a member of a group 
called Terrace and Region 
Archives, Moen and 10 
other dedicaled women 
have created a web site 
documenting the history of 
the Skeena Valley. 
The group, which was 
created last spring, has 
been busy collecting stor- 
ies and old photographs 
and posting them on the 
web site so anyone surfing 
des igned the web page, 
said the site is dedicated 
• to the early settlers - the 
men and women who 
struggled living in the 
wilderness of the Skeena 
Valley 
"We pay a tribute to all 
of them for their many 
hours of hard work and 
struggle and their dedica- 
tion to clear the way for 
the rest of us now to enjoy 
today," Haselmeyer said. 
Moen said she's worried 
that if the early pioneers' 
stories aren't preserved 
today, they may be lost 
forever. 
"I feel if we don't do 
this now we'll be too 
late," she said. "Many 
people won't be alive to 
tell their stories. It'll all be 
hearsay." 
The web site can be 
reached by accessing the 
Terrace public l ibrary's 
web s i te  at :  
http://tpLosg.net. 
Moen is also working 
on a project called "How 
our streets were named." 
She explained none of 
the streets outside of the 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . .  , , . .  , 
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RECORDING HISTORY: History student Maureen Atkinson will get a credit 
from the University of Northern B,C. for the work she's done preserving old 
CBC audio tapes. 
Remembering our roots 
OVER THE past two months Maureen At- 
kinson has listened to 40 years of history. 
Contracted by the CBC and the Prince 
Rupert City Archives, her job involves 
listening to stacks of CBC audio tapes 
from 1950 to 1980 and dubbing them onto 
CDs. 
Singlehandedly, she's recorded, cata- 
logued and preserved 40 years of CBC 
stories, interviews and music for future 
generations of listeners. 
In all she's listened to 290 individual 
tape s that have taught hermore about the 
past than she imagined. 
"It's fascinating," Atkinson said. "I've 
been telling people I've literally been 
dragged through istory." 
The tapes, she says, replicate society 
at the time. 
"They seem to really shadow the so- 
cial changes that took place," she said. 
• After listening to every tape Atkinson 
says she's heard the women's movement 
take shape, noting how attitudes towards 
women have changed over the years. 
: :For example, on a tape from the 1950s 
iWil/Hanklnson, Prince Rupert's CBC 
~tation manager, tells listeners that most 
like this weren't considered erogatory - 
they were the industry standard. 
"I 've been appalled, surprised, en- 
deared, frightened, but mostly amazed," 
she said. 
From 1950 to 1960 there were only a 
handful women who were given on air 
spots. The tapes from the 50s and 60s, At- 
kinson said, were dominated by male 
voices and male broadcasters. 
"I 'm hearing the social attitudes of 
male middle class announcers," she said. 
',They didn't have female voices." 
The exception, she said, was a woman 
named Mary Bird, who in 1954 was 
given a part time summer job announcing. 
But when Bird's contract was up at the 
end of the summer, she was denied full- 
time announcing jobs because she was a 
woman. She worked as the CBC's office 
secretary instead, 
Atkinson said it isn't until 1970s that 
she noticed women became more promi- 
nent voices on air. 
"It was like a quantum leap to the se- 
venties, You can hear the change in soc- 
iety and social values," she explained. 
As a history student at the University 
city of Terrace were pro- 
perly registered. 
No one took the time to 
write down who the streets 
in Thornhill, Lakelse 
Lake, Remo or streets off 
Kalum Lake Drive were 
named after or recorded 
the date the streets were 
created. 
After a bit of investiga- 
ting, which involved mak- 
"ing dozens of phone calls 
to oldtimers and surveyors 
and pouring over city do- 
cuments, Moen and Hasel- 
meyer have determined 
who hundreds of streets in 
the area were named after. 
"It's easy to do," she 
said. "You talk to one per- 
, i i i  r 
son and they give you a 
name of someone who can 
he!p and you go from 
there." 
Another historical pro- 
ject Moen is working on 
is called "This Old 
House." She and Hasel- 
meyer have located, 
photographed and resear- 
ched the history of 65 
local houses that were 
built before 1940 and still 
standing today. 
"It's interesting learning 
the stories about these lit- 
tle houses," she said. 
Both the House and 
Street projects will be 
completed by the end of 
March. 
I 
Terrace author's 
second history book 
ready for publication 
LOCAL AUTHOR Norma Bennett's econd his- 
tory book entitled Pioneer Legacy Volume II, is 
written and ready for publication. 
"I think the pioneers should be re- 
membered because they have our history. 
I would like them to be remembered." 
- Nornm Bennett. 
Bennett's first book "Pioneer Legacy: Chroni- 
cles of the Lower Skeena Rivet"', which focussed on 
the history of the Skeena, was published in 1997. It 
was a huge success, winning second prize from the 
BC Historical Society. 
Bennett, 88, has been collecting information 
and photographs for the books for over 25 years. 
After interviewing dozens of pioneers over the 
years, she has enough information for four vo- 
lumes, all on local history. 
"I think the pioneers hould be remembered be- 
cause they have our history," Bennett said. "I 
would like them to be remembered." 
Pioneer Legacy Vol 2 encompasses a time per- 
iod from 1800 to 1920, and contains information 
about the building of the railway, telegraph line, 
and the early mail services. 
The third and forth volumes, which have already 
been written, will contain information on the his- 
tory of Terrace and the pioneers of the area. 
Bennett said it's critical for people to learn their 
local history. 
"It's very important to know where you came 
from," she said. "It's your roots." 
All proceeds from the book go to the Dr. REM 
Lee Hospital Foundation, which publishes the 
books. 
"I want to give back to the community," Ben- 
nett said. 
Helene McRae, who's editing the book, said 
each volume contains over 100 pictures of the 
area. 
"She's done a tremendous job," McRae said. 
THE PROVINCE celebrated Heritage Week Feb. 21-27 
to give people an opportunity to celebrate the impor- 
tance of our heritage as an essential link to our past. 
More than 300,000 visitors passed through the gates 
of B.C. Heritage sites last year. Research says that more 
than half of B.C.'s six million visitors each year they are 
interested in some cultural activity. 
Heritage and historic resources comprise almost two- 
Iradiostations, including his own, won't of Noithern B.C., Atkinson knew listening thirds of the province's cultural tourism assets. 
',accePt women as announcers, to the tapes would be great learning tool. BC's first designated historic site: Victoria's Helmck- 
~ i"It's important to have women as lls- Now .tMt her work cataloguing and en  House, designated in 1941 
~,tenets/, he says tn an interview, "Women ' ' ' ~ ' . preserving the tapes Is complete, she said Number of deslgnated iprovlnctal and municipal hls- 
~wiil notJisten to women announcers," i she hopes the CDs will be accesstble t o torie sites in BC, including buildings and shipwrecks: 
' Atkinson is as!ounded that interviews the public in the future. :more than 1,100, 
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The Mail Bag 
Public frozen out 
Dear Sir: 
I am writing in response to the article "Health 
forums dumped" (Terrace Standard, Feb. 9. 2000). 
The reasons given for not having the public in- 
volved doesn't make sense to me. 
It says they arc willing to still meet with some 
groups or individuals who "have a stake in health 
care". 
Don't we all have a stake in that? 
Private meetings will take just as long, and how 
else can we, the public, take this but as an attempt 
to freeze us out? . . . . .  
Our ltealth Council claims they had no knowl- 
edge of this decision. How come? 
Helen Davies 
Terrace B.C. 
Overpass idea overdue 
Dear Sir: 
Concerning your lead article, "Let's drive under 
the overpass" (Terrace Standard, Feb. 16, 2000), 
this is a traffic project which has been long over- 
due for Terrace. 
This proposed road should have been construct- 
ed more than a decade ago, before most of the 
commercial development along the north side of 
Keith Avenue was built, let alone having to wait 
several more years for more studies, remedial work 
and funding. 
Jamie Middleton 
Kitlmat B.C. 
Police had three names 
Dear Sir: 
Thanks for bringing us another interesting Cana- 
da Quiz (Terrace Standard, Feb. 23, 2000). The 
answer for question #22 is incorrect, however. 
In fact, the title "Royal" was not conferred on 
Canada's national police force until 1905 owing to 
their contribution during the Boer War on behalf of 
the Crown. 
Between 1905 and 1920, the correct title was 
"Royal Northwest Mounted Police" as you have 
listed. 
However, the earliest name for the force was 
simply "Northwest Mounted Police", in effect from 
its inception in 1883 until 1905. 
Tom Kalis 
Terrace B.C. 
Still searching 
Dear Sir: 
I thought my search for a meaningful life was 
complete when The Ultimate Source landed on my 
doorstep last Sunday. 
A book with a title like that should have the an- 
swer to just about any question Imaginable I 
thoughfl 
;How sorely disappointed~ I.~,w~s¢~hon I flipped 
through the Yellow pages Iiol~['~g t~ find Spiritual 
Fulfilment. All I got was Spill~leandp!fflfd Cbut/bl! " 
- a poor substitute. 
A check for Wisdom only got me between Win- 
ery Tours and Wire Fences; maybe a little closer. 
Enlightenment? Sorry, not even close. 
Maybe the phone book should just stay a phone 
book and I'll continue my search the old fashioned 
way. 
Michael Bruce 
Terrace B.C. 
A sad epitaph 
Dear Sir: 
Where are the howls of indignation? 
One short line in a full page P.R. publication by 
our Coast Mountain School District read "there 
will be no resumption of grade six and seven 
band". 
What a sad epitaph for what has been for many 
years, tile pride of the northwest. 
And just who are these most omnipotent people 
that can throw around countless thousands of dol- 
lars - our dollars - to merely give credence to their 
view that they are right, and we, the underlings, 
are wrong? 
I may be badly mistaken, but I was under the 
impression that the school district was employed 
by the taxpayers of this province. 
And just what does some distant bottom, line 
company in the Lower Mainland know just What is 
and is not important to us in the Pacific Northwest? 
I will say, in their defence, they follow in the 
footsteps of the provincial and federal governments 
when it comes to throwing around money like a 
drunken sailor. 
Something is very wrong with this administra- 
tion, and I don't think it takes another multi-thou- 
sand dollar report o figure this out. 
It's not really necessary to go into the benefits 
of music programs. 
This has been clearly stated time and time 
again, but just does not seem to sink into our flat 
earth administration. 
Where are the 700 hundred angry people that 
filled the theatre at the school board meeting, and 
flooded the school board office at the other meet- 
ings when our administration dug in their heels to 
say "we're right and your are all wrong"'/ 
These programs must not be hung out to dry. 
They are far too important to our students. 
These programs are not so much about building 
good musicians as they arc about creating good 
people. This cannot be overstated. 
Come on now. Let's not give up the fight. 
It's our right to determine our children's or 
grandchildren's opportunities offered towards their 
education. 
God, please send us back Ted Wells and Jack 
Cook to restore some sanity to this district~sal ~ 
ministration, j i~t~n 
Terrace B.C. 
About the letters 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters 
to the editor, Our deadline is noon Fridays. 
You can write to us at 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race, B,C, V8G 5R2. Our fax number is 
250-638-8432. 
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Air ticket price refugees 
threaten airport, city fears 
By JEFF NAGEL Prince George," he said.' . . . . . . . . .  Westjet's arrival here, a 
THE LOCAL practice of "There's no doubt about drop in major airline fares 
driving to Prince George to 
take advantage of cheap 
flights there is beginning 
to alarm some Terrace city 
councillors. 
"It really worries me 
that people are not sup- 
it," 
If the practice continues 
or increases further, the vi- 
ability of the airport could 
be threatened, Power said. 
"If you don't support it, 
we'll lose it," she said. 
porting the airport," coun- "This is very detrimen- 
cillor Olga Power said. tal to our area," she said. 
Travellers booking well "Something has to be done 
in advance can fly with 
Westjet round trip to Van- 
couver from Prince George 
for $197 including all tax- 
es. The other major air- 
lines also dropped their 
fares in Prince George af- 
ter Westjet's arrival. 
By comparison, the best 
price a traveller can get 
flying out of Terrace is 
about $450. Even in the 
latest seat sale, which ex-. 
pired in January, the 
cheapest flights came to 
about $380 including all 
taxes. 
Power said she's en- 
countering increasing 
numbers of people who 
will drive more than six 
hours to save money on 
flights. 
Terrace-Kitimat Airport 
Society president Frank 
Hamilton said he believes 
the draw of Prince George 
is a significant part of why 
the number of passengers 
using the airport dropped 
11 per cent in 1999. 
"We are well aware 
there's quite a bit of leak-. 
age out to Westjet and the 
competing airlines in 
about it." 
Councillor David Hull 
said it's hard to blame 
people, particularly larger 
families that could save 
more than $1,000. 
"For a family of four it 
comes down to the bottom 
line," he said. 
And he says it's not just 
families. 
"We are well 
aware there's qu- 
ite a bit of leakage 
out to Westjet and 
the competing air- 
lines in Prince 
George. There's 
no doubt about it." 
"There are business 
people I know driving to 
Prince George, parking 
their truck and taking 
Westjet to go down," he 
said. 
Power said the practice 
at times defies logic. 
She said she recently 
Oiga Power 
met two Kitimat men who 
were taking the train to 
Prince George to fly out on 
Westjet. 
By the time the duo had 
spent money on train tick- 
ets and a hotel in Prince 
George, she predicted, 
they would have paid 
close to the same amount 
to fly from home. 
Hamilton noted that the 
conditions of the merger of 
the nation's major airlines 
guarantee service to 
smaller centres for three 
years, but that there are no 
• promises of the cost of that 
service or whether there 
' will be any competition. 
Hopes for cheaper 
flights here rest on either 
in recognition of the leak- 
age to Prince George, or 
sale of Canadian Regional 
Airlines in a manner that 
leads to regional carrier 
competition. 
Hull said although the 
merger is leading to fewer 
planes flying in and out of 
Terrace, if those planes fly 
closer to full the regional 
carrier could end up in 
better position to reduce 
fares. 
As for Westjet, its im- 
mediate plans are to ex- 
pand into eastern Canada. 
"Terrace is probably 
still on our plan," said 
Westjet's Bill Lamberton, 
but added it won't happen 
this year. 
"We expand one air- 
plane at a time," he ex- 
plained. "Our one airplane 
has gone into eastern Ca- 
nada for our 2000 plan. 
That means our western 
Canada expansion takes 
place next year." 
If the airport society is 
unable to break even on 
running the airport, the 
city may have to consider 
an ongoing subsidy to sup- 
port it, councillor Val 
George said. 
But Hull said in such a 
situation higher user fees 
should be applied to tick- 
ets, so actual air travellers 
-including those from oth- 
er communities - pay the 
bill, rather than Terrace 
taxpayers. 
On HRDC audit list 
Local firm 'thrilled' to be 
part of job grant program 
By JEFF NAGEL : 
THE CLOSES T the Human Resourc- 
es Development Canada scandal 
consuming Ottawa has come to 
Skeena is an audit that includes a 
Smithers native friendship centre 
and a business in Terrace. 
Federal grants to Northwest Tile 
and Marble and the Dze L K'ant 
Friendship Centre in Smithers were 
named in HRDC's internal audit of 
459 randomly selected projects. 
The audit determined many 
HRDC files had missing or inade- 
quate documentation to ensure grant 
money was actually used for its in- 
tended purpose. 
Neither of the grants probed in 
this region were among the 37 iden- 
tified for further investigation of ir- 
regularities. 
HRDC regional manager Shirley 
Kimery said she doesn't believe 
there was anything wrong with the 
local grants on the audit list. 
"I'm proud of them," she said. 
Northwest Tile and Marble got a 
$9,000 wage subsidy to hire an un, 
employed youth as a tile setter. 
The worker gained job experience 
and skills in a marketable trade, the 
audit concluded, and has remained 
employed full time. 
"I'm thrilled," says Northwest 
Tile and Marble owner Gary Chris- 
tiansen. "I managed to put a guy 
through an apprenticeship." 
"Without hat grant I don't think I 
would have hired anybody," he ad- 
ded. 
Christiansen said the young man 
he hired is continuing ceramic tile 
setting training and is expected to 
remain a permanent employee with 
his business. 
"Knowing the government, there's 
probably lots done wrong," he said. 
"But in my case I can say it went for 
something ood." 
"If the guy was on welfare or un- 
employment it would have cost the 
governmentmore in the long run,";~::, 
he added. "This way they end up~ 
with a journeyman tile setter who 
will always have work." 
The Dze L K'ant Friendship Cen- 
tre in Smithers got $119,871 to pro- 
vide employment counselling servic- 
es in the grant selected for audit. 
"It's like a tempest in a teapot," 
centre executive director Debra Ison 
said. 
"They're talking about grants-  
grants are giveaway money. That's 
not what we do with HRDC. We 
have a contract for service. We de- 
liver services for them." 
Ison added the audit isn't about 
the friendship centre's record-keep- 
ing, but rather HRDC's internal 
recordkeeping. 
"They're not auditing us," she 
said. "They're auditing those files 
that carry those names that are their 
own internal files." 
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Crash cuts short couple's 
South American vacation 
In F lo r ida  for  
spinal surgery 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
A TERRACE woman re- 
mains in hospital in Flori- 
da with serious spinal in- 
juries after she anti her 
husband survived a terri- 
fy ing vehicle crash in 
South America. 
Newly weds Alexis Ah- 
rens, 30, manager of 
Ground Works Coffee, and 
Roll, 30, who works at Cy- 
press Forest Consultants, 
left Vancouver for Vene- 
zuela Feb. 12 for their 
honeymoon. 
The couple were pas- 
sengers in a Toyota Land- 
cruiser - on their way to 
the mountains to go hiking 
- when the vehicle rolled 
over an embankment. 
Chris Chicoine, Alexis' 
brother, said the couple 
were seated across from 
each other in side seats at 
the rear end of the Land- 
cruiser. 
"The seats weren't bolt- 
ed down and they weren't 
buckled in," Chicoine 
said. 
Alexis, who was thrown 
from her seat, has broken 
vertebrae in her neck and 
back. 
Roll, who was imme- 
diately knocked uncon- 
scious, has fractured his 
shoulder and tibia and torn 
knee ligaments. He does 
not require surgery and 
was released from hospital 
last week. 
Chicoine said three 
hours passed before '  
Alexis, Rolf and the other 
passengers were rescued. 
"Alexis was conscious 
the whole time and lucky 
she  was because she had 
to concentrate on breath- 
ing or she would have 
died," he said. 
Following the accident, 
the couple were flown to 
pacifTc 
ltd,, 
' "Tradiflclr~ are a btg pod o! my 
cullure. Unlorlunalely, so la 
--.---....dinhr~fn% " 
, : ; Bernie. First Nations counsellor 
so.,o.,  .ow, 
~1 :..Ao . . . .  .o:,..,o. 
OIABEIES CANAOISNNE 
ASSOCIATION OU OIAB~TE 
! www.dlobel0s.co 
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DIVIDEND NOTICE 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
the Board of Directors of 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. 
has declared the following 
dividends on the issued and 
outstanding share of the 
Corporation: 
CLASS A and CLASS B 
COMMON SHARES: A quar- 
terly dividend of 28 cents per 
share payable on March 17, 
2000 to shareho lders  of 
record at the close of busi- 
ness on March 3, 2000. 
By Order of the Board 
Kelly Stark-Anderson 
Assistant Secretary 
Vancouver, B.C., February 10, 2000 
BO YOU BELJ I  
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For Memberddp Information 
Contact~ 
Brian K f r~ 
At 835-~/90 
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Mem~p Director 
Roy,/Canadian Le~on 
Brand= No. 18 
,1425 Z. o. Ave. 
Te, r~ee. B.C. 
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Alex is  Ahrens  
hospitals in Miami, Flori- 
da. 
Doctors at Jackson 
Memorial Hospital in Mia- 
mi, known for having one 
of the best spinal cord 
units in the U.S., operated 
on Alexis Thursday to fuse 
and pin together the verte- 
brae in her neck. 
Although the operation 
went well Chicoine said 
the major concern is 
whether or not Alexis' 
said the couples' recovery 
expenses will be very 
costly, especially since 
Alexis will have to remain 
in the Miami hospital for a 
month. 
Although insurance will 
cover most of the hospital 
bills, l iving expenses in 
spinal cord will scar or be- Miami will be expensive. 
come infected . . . . .  
"There is no guarantee 
she'll have use of the low- 
er part of her body,', he 
said. "But she's expected 
to get 80 to 90 percent use 
of her hands back over 
time." 
His mother, sister and 
Roll's parents are currently 
in Miami with the couple. 
Chicoine and his father 
Roger will be joining them 
next week. 
Lara Roldo, a longtime 
friend of Alexis and Rolf, 
Residents want ing  to 
help the Ahrens can make 
donations to a special ac- 
count at Northern Savings 
Credit Union or at Ground 
Works Coffee. 
"Any donations from lo- 
cals is going to be 
helpful," Roldo said. "It 
will help cover any ex- 
penses other than hospital 
expenses." 
The Chicoine family is 
currently selling the cou- 
ples' vehicle, to help pay 
medical and other bills. 
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FEATURES: 
Venture has the best fuel economy in its class'* 
• 185HP 3AL SFI V6 engine 
• 4-speed automatic transmission 
• AM/FM Stereo 
• Next Generation Dual Front AJrbegs 
• Dual Side Nrbags .: 
• 4-wheel An,t-Lock Braking System ~: 
• Air Conditioning 
• PASS Key Ill theft deterrent system 
~i! ~¸ ~ • i~ ...... FEATURES: 
• Vortec 4300 V6 200 ItP Engine 
• 5-Spned Manual Transmission 
with Overdrive 
• 4-Wheel Disc and 4-WbeelAnB- 
Lock Braking System 
• Full Instrumentation Indudlng: 
Tachomoler, Engine Hour Meter 
and Crlver Message Centre 
• Chrome Wheels, Grille and 
Dumper 
........................ ::~*~::::~:::iii:i:i~ : ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ei!i::. .~...~+:~;.'~!i~i~.'~i~l~ 
MONT,,.Y LF"A SEooi~ 'IIONS ,OTAL ~ ~ " ~ ~ ; ~  :i l'~:i': ................................. [~ REGULAR CAB LEASE OPTIOHS 
L,TJ~SE PAYMENT PAYMENT ON .~IN~" I .... .......... , ,, ...... [ MONnlLY DOWN TOTAL DOt " ' . .  LEASE PAYMENT PAYmENt OU .~GNIDO" 
$238 $3,920 $5,040 I SgAli11,ZASt P~RC~ F I~ '~ [ $288 ,$11975 $2,930 
$294 $2.000 S2,915, S 2 3 8 .  19 0. v~, l~,  OCA'SH~PRICE I $319 $988 $,,884 , $352 $0 $701 J OR VO OR .~11~ J~ J~t~t  1 5349 . . . . . .  $0 $797 , 
Great COMMUNICATORS 
for professionals on the move 
helller yell need Io t:dk to orte, trite 
dozen or one hundred people, 1he 
CDM ,~ries keeps learns t,tt the move Professional Radio 
eolBItltlllicathlg eflleiently-;dl wilhoIll As Dedicated As You Are TM 
costly airtime charges 
CI)M Series radios contbine high imrfornt:mce 
widi e:L~e :of use, giving you inst:utt, iitdMdu'.d 
or group cOnttutmicatiotll ai ile totieli era but ton .  ~ . ~  
Cli60se ihe riidi6 Ihiit iiieets y6iir iiccedS .:fr6m' . . . . .  ~ / - ~ " ~  
pr:tctic;d nlobile riidios dml deliver b ;ks ic :  ~ f ~ ' _ . f W  
funcli0nality, o S0pllisdcated mobileS, ~ , ,  f ~ ' / ~ . ~ f ~ f f ~ . ~  
!o ,,,,,!o ,,tore .... 
(;.all today and disco~;er how ~ ~ ~ - 7 - - ~ ~  
Ihe CI)M Series of Professiomd ~ - -  - 
MOTOROLA 
Authorized Two-Way 
Radio Dealer 
Motorola and Professional Radio - As Dedicated 
As You Aro ore ~ademorks of Molorolo Inc. 
© 1999 Motorola Inc. All rights reserved. 
Radios can keep your 
husiness ntoving. 
~ O ' ~ ~ z ~  #101 - 4443 Keith Ave. 
~ v u ~-'~-~J~"~Terrace, B.C. V8G 1J7 
RADIO LTO.  P~ 638-o577 
MOBLE RADIO - SALES & ,~VlCE Fax: 638-0210 
SMARTLEASE PURCHASE FBANCE 
I:er rT~lh k~ 36 moelh~ wlU Purchase fmm'~mg ~dudes heighl Of $960 gad PDL 
el,915 d O~rl~ SecUrll'/Uepo~l $350 up Io 48 n~oU~s D;u=se. insutonce I:md IMes extla 
~ I I I T l l I ~  • ,v l  v , .  i l ' i ' l  r I 
FEATURES: FEATURES: 
• Vortec 4300 V0 190 HP Engine ,, Vortec 4800 V8 270 HP Engine 
• 4-Speed automatic transmission • 4-spend Automatic Tmnsmlssion 
• 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System with Overdrive and Tow/Haul 
• Next Generation Driver and Front • Air Conditioning with Interior ~r 
Passenger Air Dogs • Air Conditioning Filtration System 
• Power Door Locks/Windows/Mirrors • 4-Wheel Disc and 4.Wheel Anti.Lock 
• Locking Differential Braking System 
• 0if-Road Suspension • Full Instrumentation including: 
• Tilt-Wheet and Cruise Control Tachometer, Engine Hour Meter and 
• Roof Luggage Carrier • CD Player wltl Driver Message Centre 
theft-deterrent , Chrome Wheels, Grille and Bumper 
F e ~  va EXmWEO ram LF.A~ OPTm~S MONTHLY DOWN TOTAL DOE IL~PAYMENT PAYPr~NT ON St~ING* I MONTllW DOWN TOTAL DOE L[KS[ PAYMENT PAYMEN! ON S~N~NG j 
i $298 $4,770 $6,128 I S I I IARILEAsE PORC~ RN~ $368 $2,990 ,~4,253 SIWtLEASE PI,ZRCI~SE I:B~B.NClE 
| $439 $0 $t,028 | * o t ~BHPURCHASEPIgOE 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635-4941o  ,  
~ [ ~ ~  paymenPtrade. Offers apply only 1o new or demonstrator models of vehicles equipped as described and applies to qualified retail customers in British Columbia only, Dearer order Or trade may be necessary, 
t t "The SmadLoase monthly payment end the GMAC Purchase Finance role for the Venture Value Van/Silverodo flag, Cob/Blazer 2Dr/Silverado Ext, Cab are not available With end are nol Calculated on the'Cash 
Purchase' pdce as shown, The difference between the price for the SmadLeaee/GMAC Purchase Finance offer and the'Cash Purchase' offer in deemed under provincial disclosure laws to be a cost of boffowlng, 
I~ I,,~,~q~,eb,,, whether or not the same represents actual interest and Is required to he expressed as an annual percentage rate which is 4,77%/5,96%/4,86%/5.29%, Limited ime offers Wh ch may not be combined with 
other offels, See your dealer for conditions end details, *'Published by Natural ReSources Canada Vehlde Consump [on Gu de 2000 
i 
We'd like you to know more: Come visit us at your local dealer, on our websile at ww',v.gmcanada.com or carl us st I-SOO.GM.DRIVE, °Based on a 36 month tease for Venture Value Van/Sifverado Rag Cab/ 
Blazer 2DR RTZ R1B/SIIvorado Ext, Cab R?8,A down payment or Imdo of $3,920/$1,915/$4 710/$2,990 required.Total obligation is $t2,488/$ 2,3341515,813151623LAnnuaikilometerllmg2OOOOkm / $0 t2 per excess kilometer. Op ion o purchase a ease end s $ 3 473/13,631119,206/17,802 pus app cab a axes, O her lease options available, ':ffreight Included, License, InSurance and ~ee col I:HEVRDLET included. Dealers are free to sat Indlvfdonl prices, tFinanoing on approved GMAC oracle only. Example: $10,000 at 1,9%/23% APR, the monthly payment is $2t 6,52./220,90 lor 48 months. Cost of borrowing is 
$392.48/603.20, Total obllgaUon is $10,392.48/10,603.20, Down payment end/or trade may he required. Monthly paYment and Cost of borrowing will vary depending on amount borrowed and down O~lsmob i lo  
\ 
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1 Fish fact ions ' . . . . .  . . . .  
split on Howe - ,,P "., 
Creek idea t!] ;J ! 
fisheries activist, turns out the creek is pal- ii! t DOWNTOWH TERRACE - 
Alois, Schfl]inger says lined, it's dumping con- 
Fisher,es Renewal B.C. taminantsintotheSkeena, ,~  ~: i~-~__~ H e  
medea mistake in giving and something ought to be a~"t  
Terrace-Kitimat Partners done about hat. ~ '  
forSalmonids $12,000to He noted Schillinger ~~ ~ ~~.  O~Of i  ~ 
create a plan to restore the had a chance to artiei 
, , , . P .  
creek s salmon access., pate m dectsmn making. 
Schillinger says the Schillinger was in- 
idea doesnt make sense valved in the early stages 
because of the pollution of the Terrace-Kitimat 
threatto any fish in the Partners for Salmonids, i ~  ~ I /  m 
creek from industrial prop- which acts as intermediary 
erties and from four pipes between Fisheries Rene- 
that drain sometimes ea- wal and local groups and 
py storm water from the projects eeking financing. 
bench into the creek. Schillinger said he quit . . _ -~  
Siltation is also a prob- two years ago after the ~f / /~ ' ILL-,. .  ' '~' - - - ' - ' '~ 
lem along some parts of first five meetings because 
the creek, he said, as is he believed they were too . ~' 
the water level, focussed on getting rants. ~ i ! ; I  ' /~ i i -  / 
For those reasons, he The Howe Creek study 
said, it's not worth spend- is just one of 24 projects 
ing money necessary to worth $480,000 that Fish- L ~  ! I~ : : :  i ,  
help salmon ascend the 12 cries Renewal financed 
feet from the Skeena River last-year here and around ~ ~ . . , ~  
to the creek's exit culvert. Kitimat, the Hazeltons, w ~ ~ [ f f e ~ ~  1 
"They don't even know Stewart and the Nass. 
if it's viable for fish to get Schillinger also doubts . . II ,4605 Lakelse Avenue 635-5420 
in there," Schillinger said. the worth of a $50,000 stu- Tuxedo Rentals ] "Celebrating 40 years serving- you" 
"There should not be men- dy of juvenile coho. 
oy spent for any restoration Schi.inger had a grant $69~ & up  II 
work unless there has been proposal of his own- part k ,, Watch  Spring ar r ive  
a proper assessment." of his long running effort o ~ Bridal,. Grad Dresses. I~ ,**~ . . . . . . . . . .  at E " 
Northwest Steelhead use small ponds and water ~:1~ H VS 
Society branch chairman bodies to enhance fish and Accessories II ~ :~i# ~ :bi:~:@ ~;i~:;(ii~:~: /" .... ~ :!:::::~:!'i~!ii~ 
Doug Webb said the study habitat - that was turned Our  ~: lew;!0fr~liS ring St6ck isarri~ing daily. 
hopes to answer questions down by the partners body. Ph: 635-4211 ell ~ "  "~'i 
about feasibility before Asked if he's attacking i 
there's any construction, the creek proposal because 
"He's entitled to his of his rejection by the ~ ~ 
opinions," Webb said. group, Schillinger said ab- ~ TETERRY'SRRY'S "Commercial,~l, R eside.ntiaI,Residential, ~,~%: ~ CENTRAL FLO~KRS 
"There may not be a way. solutely not. II ~ ~="~ !ocks~thing ~ ~" Since 1973 
II ~ i  n~l_  f fd  .~u,hor~z~ ASSA & 
Ai r l ine  se l l -o f f  i s  final ~ "vv"~l l l l l~ l  MIWADealers i ~ ~l  
Terry & Pat Heinricks ,., o, ° . . .  ~ ~ '~ 70  All in-stock p=ece of merger puzzle Journeyman Locksmiths .oares-oa,escxoervtce I I~  VOFF  _A~I~ CORNELL 
THERE remains one last 
issue to be resolved re- 
garding passenger service 
into the Terrace airport. 
And that is who will 
eventually own Canadian 
Regional, the only airline 
that will be flying into 
Terrace as of April 1. 
The airline is a subsidi- 
ary of Canadian Airlines 
which has now been 
merged with Air Canada. 
But to satisfy federal 
competition laws, Air Ca- 
nada has to put Canadian 
Regional on the market. 
It is a profitable compa- 
ny and its market value is 
now being determined be- 
fore being put up for sale, 
says company official 
Dennis Erickson. "The sale 
period is for 60 days and 
all bids will then be eval- 
uated," he said, 
Should'a saie not go 
through, Canadian Region- 
al will be rolled into a 
new, regional company to 
be formed by Air Canada 
by combining regional 
subsidiaries AirBC in the 
west, Air Ontario and Air 
Nova in the Maritimes. 
Air Canada's plan is to 
have one entity flying in- 
ternational and major do- 
mestic routes and another 
covering smaller centres. 
The time is now... 
the price is right!! 
k 
Get your business online today. 
• Website Design • Database Development 
• Training • Management 
Full Service 
Packages starting at ONLY s59°°/month 
201.3240 KALUM ST. (ABOVE TOTEM PRESS) TERRACE ~ j I ~ l l l l l~  
oR 635-3748 
MARCH SPECIALS 
For the month of March, enjoy 
BBQ BONES ~ 
Mouthwatering Pork Ribs ~ - ~ ~ ~  
servied with Rice Pilaf .~- -~~~'~"  
and seasonal v e g e t a b l e s ~ ~  '1 95 : ~;  3 ala C a r t e ~ .  
~~, 'F i sh  & Ch ips  
~/~,# ~or $~-~0 
~ Saturday NiCe Sp.ecial 
'% ~. {~."  6 oz  Szrlo~n I w,, Lob ter 
t I ~ ~  Veggie, Stuffed Potato & 
~ ~ -  ='~=~1 , ~  Garlic Pita !° 
cou~lHN Wheregood 
4702 Lakelse Ave food brings 
Terrace the family 
635.6302 togethert 
4624A Greig Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 1M9 
Toll Free 1-888-560-5549 
° Phone: (250) 635-5549 
eEmergency Openings 
Fax (250) 635-1918 
E-Mail: tlock@telus.net 
rerrace's LARGEST Selection of ¢~ ~ ..... ~ 
,agyines N. ews , er, 7/X  I 
GIFTWARE LOTTERY ~ "'~o,~,~. ~'3"~4",i • co~c~,o~ \~~1 [~ 
• SOUVENIRS I \ -~T-~-~0~/f l  I "N'~RNE"CO"~U'ER ~CCESS I '~~ 
VANS NEWS 
ape. ~am-lOpm ~aily ~ / /  .J 
4607 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 635-8899 ~////,41 
Check out our great selection of hunting 
& fishing supplies & clothing. 
" / ~ ~  ~ LTD [NORTH~ER~ .] 
3217 Kalum Terrace 635.6496 
"We Specialize in Hun~~ 
Call one of our Sales Reps at the 
Terrace Standard 638-7283 
Co lor fu l  Sav ings!  
All 
~ C.i.L. Paint 
~ ~  on Sale 
635-6600 
For Every Bloomin' Thing 
4619 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-1900 ~ 1-888-325-6667~ 
• Furn i tu re  & Home Decor  
• Nat ive  Carved Jewe l l ry  
• Soaps  and  Scents  
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
Open until 8pm weeknights 
Smoker's 
Weekend 
March 3 : 4, 2000 
l i 
Smoking _,, 
Room ,, 
i l  
Gran =, 
t 
TERRACE STANDARD 
B USINES s REVIEW 
BUSINESS MEETING: 
Raps of Saxwhl Lisims 
Constructors, a contra- 
cting and supply firm es- 
tablished by the Nisga'a 
vil lages of Greenville 
and Kincolith, meet with 
reps of Don Hull and 
Sons Contracting, one 
of 14 firms hoping to be 
chosen as the main pro- 
ponent to build a $30 
million road to Kincolith. 
(The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 1,2000- A9 
Services Ltd. 
Saturday, March 4 
at our  new br ight  locat ion  
4635 Greig Avenue, 
Kincolith extension : p -a 
Road builders li g ya 0 ir,  
up to maximize I bs 
By JEFF NAGEL challenges facing them. So negotiate with that pro- go through both federal 
LOCAL CONTRACTORS 
engaged in something of a 
mating dance last week 
with 14 big construction 
firms who are gunning to 
get the contract to build 
the $30 million Nisga'a 
highway extension from 
Greenville to Kincolith. 
Which big firm gets the 
job in part depends on how 
many local jobs they can 
deliver in partnership with 
smaller local and aborigi- 
nal contractors. 
The Business Network- 
ing Fair Feb. 22 at the 
Terrrace Inn was the place 
where those big proponents 
-who include the likes of 
SNC Lavalin and Peter 
Kiewit - met 18 local 
businesses and exchanged 
business cards. 
"The idea is to keep as 
much of the money as pos- 
sible in the northwest and 
even in the Nass Valley," 1 ~  
explained highways minis- 
try spokesman David Bel- 
ford. 
Some proponents bring 
considerable _ ¢.xper!en.ce . . . . . .  
With similar projeCts. ..... 
Yukon Engineering 
Services' president Rob 
Harvey said his firm has 
done extensive work, 
much of it in conjunction 
with aboriginal groups, 
building roads in the Yu- 
kon. 
He said part of the goal 
in such projects is to take 
aboriginal participation to  
a higher level - training of 
engineering, design, plan- 
rang and other profession- 
als - rather than just as 
equipment operators and 
labourers. 
Aboriginals in the area 
can take greater pride of 
ownership in the project if 
they have not only built a 
significant chunk of it but 
are also trained to manage 
and repair it over the long 
term, he said. 
Although 13 of the 14 
proponents are from out of 
town - the furthest away 
was the James Bay Cree- 
owned Cree Construction '.
- there is one local bidder: 
Terrace's Don Hull and 
Sons Ltd. 
Company owner Lloyd 
Hull said their local exper- 
tise and reduced expenses 
by using entirely local 
workers will help their bid. 
"We think that should 
stand us in good stead," he 
said. 
A number of contractors 
said they're weighing the 
risk of the project against 
the potential returns before 
deciding whether they will 
proceed to the next stage. 
Tough environmental 
requirements and budget 
constraints are among the 
NOTICE OF 
ANNUAL MEETING 
The Annual Meeting of 
Shareholders of Pacific 
Northern Gas Ltd. will be 
held in the Stanley Room of 
the Hyatt Regency 
Vancouver Hotel, 655 
Burrard Street, in the City of 
Vancouver, British 
Columbia, on Thursday, April 
20, 2000 at !0:00 am. 
David G. Unruh 
Secretary 
Venoouver, B.C., February 10, 2000 
are fees. 
It cost proponents just 
$1,000 to enter the process 
and participate in last 
week's trades fair, but 
they'll have to put up 
$50,000 to continue. And 
by the end of the process 
the final bidder will have 
paid the ministry $500,000 
in fees. 
The process is also on a 
tight time frame. 
The proponents have 
until March 15 to submit 
expressions of interest. 
They'll be rated and short- 
listed to three proponents. 
Then the ministry will 
invite those three to sub- 
mit comprehensive propo- 
sals. 
A final bidder will be 
chosen after another eval- 
uation process and the 
ministry will proceed to 
ferred proponent. 
Construction of the road 
could start as early as this 
fall and is supposed to be 
completed by March 31, 
2003. 
The first five kilometres 
of the 29-kilometre road 
has already been built to a 
logging road standard. 
The rest isn't built and 
involves navigating some 
extremely rugged country 
to connect road to the iso- 
latedvillage of Kincolith. 
The ministry has spent 
about $3.5 million of the 
$30 million budget already 
on engineering and envi- 
ronmental work, said high- 
ways ministry regional 
project manager Dave St, 
Thomas. 
The project has all its 
environmental approvals 
and is the first such one to 
and provincial environ- 
mental assessments. 
The road extension is 
separate from the ongoing 
$41 million upgrade and 
paving of the entire Nis- 
ga'a Highway, expected to 
take seven years. 
The size of the project (/" ._~ 
and the fact it hasn't been 
split up into smaller 
chunks has drawn criticism 
that there's little chance 
for a local bidder to get 
the main contract, St. Tho- 
mas said. 
Placing emphasis on lo- 
cal hire in the bid evalua- 
tion process should help 
address that, he said. 
"There's no reason why 
a local player can't partner 
up with one of these com- 
panies and be part of the 
winning team," St. Tho- 
mas said. 
2000 F-150 XLT V8 4x4 SuperCab 
Terrace 
( fo rmer ly  Rob in ' s  Donuts )  
• Door Prizes • Refreshments & for the last time...Donuts 
: i:'l l:l'E R TO' /ii, i"'" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " , Amp for two to Vancouver ,, 
"~="f - .  Fill in & drop off at Keenleyside Insurance Services " I 
I . . -  • . • 
, ~ _ ~ o u r  chance to wm Atrfare & 2 mghts Hotel,for lwo ,' 
I . . . . .  I 
I I 
, Name 
' Address = II I 
', Phone , 
===================================== 
. . . .  . . . .  . 
........ 
. Bus .  (604) 635-5232 Fax. (604) 635-3288 
TOLL FREE 1-800-335-8088 
www.keenleyside.eom 
ere are,,a;miil ion things 
you can do with it. 
=388/' 
36-month lease with $3,880 c 
Purchase: s33,230 
MONTIILYPAYMENT: $388 ] $ 4 4 8 ~  
eO,OoW,N.,ePAY,,M~d~r.. $388o1=186o [ .... $0  I 
• 4 wheel ABS brakes 
• Air Conditioning 
• Tow hooks 
• CD stereo system 
• All terrain tires 
• Power windows/locks/mirrors 
* 4.6L Triton V8 engine 
. Limited slip rear axle 
• Dual Airbags 
• Automatic Transmission 
• 4 Doors - Standard 
• SecuriLock passive anti-theft system 
Make that a million and three.  
' i ;  ) V " t 
HURRY, 
L IM ITED T IME 
J ~ ' P  . . . . . .  
Fb.:mr.s. C,t,v, to,I :s' Bt.:sr ,~'t.u,va 
Lm,: o1: Tmx:Ks t:ot~ 34 ))~'At~s:" 
- ADD THESE ACCESSORIES FOR JUSTS17 MORE/MONTH - 
OFFER. 
WiSE BuYERs READ THE LEGAL COPY: Lease e now 2000 F-150 XLT V8,4X4 Supercab with aulo transmission, all terrain tires, llmifed slip rear axle, CD stereo system, monthly paymenl of $388 based on a 36 month lease from Ford Credit to qualified retail lessees, on 
approved crodd. Some conditions apply and a mileage restriction of 60,000 km over 36 months apply, an additional cllarge of $0.08 per km over 60,000 km over 3 years plus applicable taxes, apply. $3080 downpaymonl or equivalent trade, first month's payment and $450 
secunty deposit required• Total ease oNigatlon of $17,848, residual of $t8,910.80 plus taxes, excluding accessory package. Oiler includes $960 freight and excludes license and insurance Dearer may lease for less Lease the accessory package; hood protector (FGSZ.16C 900-AA), 
bedliner/lailgate liner (F75Z-9900038-AB), running boards (black) (XL3Z-I645O-CAA [LH]) (XL3Z-16450-CAB [RH D, monthly paymenl of $17 based on a 36 month lease from Ford Credit Io qualihod relail lessees, on approved credil. Purchase a new 2000 F-150 XLT V8 
4X4 Suporcab with auto transmission, ell lerrain tires, limded slip rear axle, CD stereo system, for $33,230. Taxes payable on full amounf of purchase price, Offer includes $960 Ireighl but excludes license and insurance, Dealer may sell for less. LImilod ttmo offers, Financing 
not available with any olher offers, Some condttions apply. Offers may change without notice. Dealer may nol have vehicle or accessories In stock, Allow 6-8 weeks delivery on laclory orders. See dealer for details. "Based on new vehicle registrations, 
~TERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace,  B,C. (250) 635-4984 .... 
. ~OTEM FOR D Fax (250) 635-2783 Toll Free 1-800-463-1128 DL #SS48 ~: 
! 
I 
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B.C. Liberal nomination 
race coming up fast 
B.C. LIBERALS are prepar- 
ing to choose their candidate 
to take on Skeena MLA 
Helmut Giesbrecht in the 
next provincial election. 
"We're looking at having 
a candidate selection meet- 
ing probably in May,,' said 
Chris Wozney, the B.C. 
Liberal Constituency ASso- 
has told the local organiza- 
tions to get candidates e- 
lected by the end of May, in 
case of a spring election. 
Party rules require that 
notification of a local nomi- 
nation meeting o out to all 
party members 42 days prior 
to the meeting. 
That'S also the deadline 
ciation president: . . . . . . . . . . . .  for signup of  newmembers 
"Two or three people who will be able to vote at 
have expressed an interest ilie meeting. 
(in running), she said: Prospective candidates 
Among those who have 
taken out nomination papers 
is her husband, Kitimat 
mayor Rick Wozney, who 
was the party s candidat e in 
1996. 
"He's toying with it," 
she confirmed, 'Tin not sure 
if I want to go through 
another election campaign 
or not. I haven't exactly en- 
couraged him." 
Wozney said the party 
have to have their applica- 
tion forms approved by the 
party 28 days pri0r to the 
meeting, ~ : 
Sign up of new members 
- a process that can be key 
in a tight battle to secure a 
nomination - has been vi- 
gourous in Skeena. 
"We've had to send down 
for more membership 
books," Wozney said. 
.Rick Wozney 
The 42-day deadline for 
new voting members  
means rival camps have 
from as little as two weeks 
to as much as six weeks left 
to sign up new members if 
the meeting is held in May. 
She said the constituency 
association also holds its 
annual general meeting Apr. 
15. 
Other possible B.C. Lib- 
eral candidates in Skeena in- 
clude Rob Reiling, a Terrace 
businessman who said last 
summer he would seek the 
nomination, 
Terrace mayor Jack Tal- 
stra did not rule out the pos- 
sibility of running when the 
scenario was raised during 
last fall's municipal elec- 
tion. 
Linda Hawes, his unsuc- 
cesful challenger for the 
mayoralty and an active 
B.C. Liberal, had vowed she 
would not run provincially 
- if she became mayor. 
The nominating race is 
also getting underway in 
Bulkley Valley-Stikine, 
where a date of April 29 has 
been set to choose a can- 
didate. 
Those seeking the nomi- 
nation so far include former 
Smithers town councillor 
and lawyer Glen Greene and 
Smithers businessman and 
coroner Dennis MacKay. 
Fed pledge to protecI air travellers 
from new monopoly draws ridicule 
FEDERAL legislation ta- 
bled to bar monopoly air- 
lines from ripping off air 
travellers will prove tooth- 
less, predicts one local 
travel agent. 
George Clark of Ameri- 
can Express Elan Travel 
isn't impressed with trans- 
port minister David Colle- 
nette's move to threaten 
fines of up to $10 million a 
day or even jail for airline 
executives who engage in 
price-gouging. 
"I think it's just an ab- 
solute total smokescreen," 
Clark said, noting the leg- 
islation says nothing about 
quality or type of service. 
Collenette said the leg- 
islation will cover all pas- 
senger and cargo fares on 
read will have the power 
to issue orders to .halt 
predatory behaviour by 
• which a monopoly airline 
. would keep competitiors 
out. 
"We are increasing our 
oversight where it is most 
needed - on monopoly 
routes," Collenette said. 
"This is especially import- 
ant in smaller communi- 
ties and in rural and rem- 
ote areas of the country." 
"To protect consumers 
from price gouging, we are 
ensuring that the agency 
can disallow or roll back 
any unreasonable fare, fare 
:increase or cargo rate on 
monoply routes anywhere 
in Can/~da and order re- 
funds if feasible." 
defined monopoly routes. . "I think it's a little bit 
If there's an inadequate of a farce," Clark said. 
:range of fares the Cana- ' He noted the competi- 
'dian Transportation Agen-: tion bureau is also sup- 
cY can order extra fare op- posed to investigate price ,:: 
tions, gouging when gasoline 
The Competition _Bu- prices rise. 
"Of course they've been 
extremely effective in thai 
area," Clark scoffed. 
• "They'l l  fine the airlines 
about as often as they fine 
the petroleum companies." 
He predicted Air Cana- 
da will find it easy to jus- 
tify whatever prices it ends 
up charging. 
"They'l l  say the same 
things the petroleum com- 
panies say," he added. 
"They' l l  just say costs 
went up, fuel prices went 
up, revenue went down, 
there's an 'R '  in the name 
of the month." 
Air Canada took over 
Canadian Airlines and its 
subsidiaries late last year 
after resisting a hostile ta- 
keover b id  by Toronto- 
based Onex Corp. 
Air B.C. will pull out of 
Terrace on Apr. 3, ending 
more than a decade of 
service here. That was an- 
nounced last month as part 
of a rationalization of air- 
line schedules to eliminate 
competing flights and re- 
duce costs. 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers &Prince Rupert 
Monulnents  Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematori .ujn since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
• Terrace, B..C. V8G 1)(7 
f~  Phone635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
4628 Greig Ave, Terrace 
(250) 638-7252 
opposite the former Co-op building 
EVERYTHING FOR THE HORSE LOVERI 
:: i ,  English & Wesiern Tack & Apparel 
i. • Australian Oiltbadk Wear, Grooming products 
: • l!erbs& Supplements .Tapes.. Books !:~/::  
i :~ i l  We also havea Ubr,,wy: ii: !:: ,i~!: I 
~,.,?.~.~.::3~',.~.::,~>.~'.~.','~,, :; r,:'~ ' - ,  : : . .  " . '~ ' : "~ o:" ;? ' . :>:~"~"~:,b '~:~.  '~'" 
INTRODUCTORY WEEK -~Xefresbne,,,-~ 
MARCH 1-4 
FleeceslO% off I 
WinterBlankets20% off  a oo_r 
Western Shirts 30% off. 
AND MORE'sPECIALS! I 
You BE THE JUDGE 
Take My Ex-Wife! 
Joe was silting facing his psychologist. 
Tears streamed from his eyes, 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
His psychologist, was sympathetic• 
"Tissue?" BASED ON 
"No thanks." ACTUAL COURT 
Silence. CASES 
The psychologist broke the silence. , 
"So how did ~e divorce Irial go, Joe?' The psychologist relaxed. 
"Terrible. Linda, my ex, got custody of "So everything is okay, right?" 
Amanda. Amanda's fifteen••. "Wrong!!! Linda still reuses to allow 
She's such a wonderful child. And I me to see my daughter! And no.w, Amanda 
won't be there for her during these important herself refuses to see me. Linda has pot- 
years," Joe sighed. "The judge ordered me to soned Amanda's mind. I spoke to my law- 
pay. Linda $1200 a month for her support yer. Nothing can be done." 
and $500 a month for Amanda." Joe's head drooped on his chest. 
The ps,ychologist looked puzzled. , "1 love my daug" hter. I don't deserve 
"W~at s the matter with Linda? Can t Linda's hatred?' 
One month later, Ihe psychologist got a she work for herseff? It's not as ff you're a 
high-flying executive. You work in a sawmill." phone call from Joe. 
T~e tears kept pouring. '1 can't come today. I'm going to cour t. 
"Tissue?" I lost my ob. What a disaster! I'm askin 
"No, thanks." the court if can stop paying Linda alimon',. 
Silence. It's time she went oul and got a job." 
Finally Joe spoke up. "Linda never got In court, Joe was desperate, "Your 
beyond high school. Shds only worked in low Honour, it's unfair for me to pay any support 
paying clerical jobs. Plus, she's been off the to my ex-wife. Linda has made no effort to 
work market for 13 years. Because of all find a ob, meanwhile I am being lald off. 
that, the jud~,e ruled that she can't work. SO I She has been n contempt of court and had 
have to pay.' not allowed me to visit my daughter for five 
The psychologist looked at his watch, years." 
"Time's up, Joe. See you next month." Linda fought back, "Joe is grasping for 
At the next session Joe was terribly any excuse he can to ~et out of .paying, Your 
agitated. Honour• I can't work F~ecause I have no job 
"You've got to help me. Linda won't let skills. I should not be persecuted iust 
because Amanda does not want to see ner 
me see Amanda." father." 
The psychologist tensed• 
"Did'you speak to your lawyerg".. 
"Yes. We went to court. But she still Should Joe be forced, to. pay. alimony? YOU! Be the Judge! Then look below for the refused and the edge held her in contempt of 
court. She went to jail for 30 days. decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
WRIGHT & MARDIROS 
TRIAL LAWYERS 
Serving the Pacific Hortbwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 15 years experience DAVID MARDIROS 
Criminal and Family Law Civil Litigation Aboriginal Law 
Free Initial Interview for I.C.B.C. and 
Personal Injury Claims 
4730 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
".~e, you no h~]er, ha',~ ~ pFX b~ouml ~PPOd," ehe J'xJge nAed. . . 
"1 orn concetlng it ~ (  .1~_$ rni~on~d o~ Ida d'No~. She refuses la work, she wos in contempt o! o court grit, ond she ho~ Doted fo 
~ , ~  Ix,~,,,s=~., ~ndo" ~. ~ :~ 
hm, please cansul! Wdght & Maedkos. aalr~ Bernsleln is a h~,~" and Noah Amedcan sFidicated cokennist, Copyright 1999 Haika Enterpdsee, Inc: CI 8.1 I. 
Our new advanced road test will help make roads safer. 
Announcing the Level 2 road test, where new drivers in the Level 2 road test to receive a full privilege Class 5 or 6 driver's licence. 
Graduated Licensing Program can demonstrate their advanced The Level 1 road test lets learner drivers prove they have basic 
driving skills. It's a fair test, and It's necessary to save lives and driving skills. The Level 2 stresses advanced skills. 
reduce Injuries on our roads. • ~ Both tests are part of BC's Graduated Licensing Program. 
We know new drive~s are almost twice as likely This program allows new drivers to gain valuable experience in 
to be Involved In a crashas experienced drivers. So we a lower risk environment over a longer period ~ R " 
designed the Level 2 road test to help Increase new of time. For further Information, please call ~ _ oa~ 
driver competence, Now; new drivers must pass the :1.-800-950-1498. Or In Victoria, call 978-8300. r ~ Sense 
www.lcbc,eom .:~ : " " 
• ( 
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Case of missing man 
still confounds police 635.TIPS 
LARRY VU walked out of 
a house on Terrace's outh- 
side two years ago, and 
hasn't been seen since. 
The case of the missing 
man, now 30, is considered 
so suspicious Terrace 
RCMP Cnst. Liz Douglas 
doubted Vu would ever be 
found alive. 
Yet with no clues and no 
body, officers have no indi. 
cations of foul play. 
She said officers have 
about 25 open files on the 
frustrating case. 
"We're not getting a lot 
of information," said Cnst. 
Liz Douglas. "We're hoping 
we can jog someone's 
memory." 
Larry Vu, also known by 
his Vietnamese name as 
Luat Trong Vu, was report- 
ed missing Feb. 24 when he 
did not show up for work 
-a move family and friends 
say was out of character for 
him. 
He was last seen leaving 
a Pear St. address around 9 
a.m. Feb. 24. 
Larry Vu 
Vu dropped his mother 
off at work at Hanky Pan- 
ky's Cabaret around 11 p.m. 
the night before and he was 
also seen around 1:30 a.m at 
the Skeena Pub. 
His car, a gold 1985 
four-door Dodge Aries, was 
found 10 days later off Ka- 
lum Lake Drive. 
The RCMP polygraphed 
friends and scoured the 
Deep Creek area but their 
investigation lead nowhere. 
Vu is five-foot-three and 
weighed about 135 pounds 
when he disappeared. Fie 
was last seen wearing blue 
Adidas pants with a red 
stripe down the side, Nike 
runners and a black nylon 
jacket. 
Vu was an avid pool 
player and was known to be 
experimenting with cocaine 
in the weeks before he dis- 
appeared. 
He also took thyroid pills 
for a medical condition. 
He was living at home 
with his parents and siblings 
when he vanished. His fam- 
ily launched a desperate 
plea for community help in 
the months following Vu's 
disappearance. 
RCMP want anyone with 
information to call the Ter- 
race RCMP at 638-7400 or 
Crime Stoppers at 635- 
8477. Crime Stoppers call- 
ers will not be asked to re- 
veal their identity. 
"We want the public to 
:know that he is still missing 
and he hasn't been found or 
anything," said Cnst. Liz 
Douglas. 
Killer of Rupert 'giant' on the loose 
A PRINCE RUPERT man 
convicted in the July, 1995 
beating death of an Ameri- 
can fisherman walked away 
from a low-securlty prison 
in Abbotsford last week and 
may return to the northwest. 
Prison officials ay Jason 
Patrick Glover, 20, is a 
"high-risk offender equir- 
ing intensive supervision." 
Abbotsford police said 
Glover has friends and fam- 
ily in Burnaby, Kamloops 
and Prince Rupert and 
issued an alert after he was 
reported missing Monday, 
Feb. 21. 
Glover, and four other 
Prince Rupert teens, were 
convicted for the beating 
death of an American fish- 
erman Trygve Magnusson, 
also known as the "Gentle 
Giant." 
incident, in Kelowna, he was re- 
Glover was transferred to turned to prison to serve 
the low security Sumas two thirds of his remaining 
Community Correctional sentence. 
Centre in Abbotsford three Sumas centre looks like 
days before his escape, a series of condominiums or 
Corrections spokesper- apartment blocks, she said, 
son Debbie Lemay said and operates much like a 
Glover was given statutory "very big halfway house" 
release after serving two- for it's 72 inmates. 
thirds of his sentence last Glover is the seventh 
May. prisoner to walk away from 
But when he walked the prison in as many 
away from a halfway house months. 
• Magnusson was walking .~ .,=,~,-,.,.,.,,o ~;::,..i ~;,,~-;; 
from a bar to his.boat on ihe'i , ..... 
Prince Rupert waterfront 
when he was robbed of $12 
and beaten so badly his face 
was unrecognizable. 
Glover was 16 when he 
was charged with second- 
degree murder. \~ ,~~ Picasso Burger 
In October, 1997 he was ~ A work of Art 
tried as an adult and found 
guilty of manslaughter, as- A 100% pure beef homemade patty with sundried 
sault and robbery with tomato mayo, caramelized onion, roasted greenand red 
peppers, tomato and lettuce on a multigraln sourdough bun. violence charges and was Sen'ed wifl~ French fries. sentenced to serve 55 
months, including the 25 $2 96 
months he spent in custody = plus Gst 
while awaiting trial, in a Wednesday nd Saturday 4 - 10 p.m. 
federal prison. $2.25 Minimum Beverage Charge 
He was expected to be A Picasso at a Renaissance Price 
released April 23, 2000. 
Four other teens got sen- ~ lnThe Best Western Terrace Inn 
tences ranging from three 4553 GreigAvenue,Terrace, BCVSG IM7 
months to two years for the Phone: 250-635-0083 
presents 
William Van Zandt's 
& Jane Milmore's 
II 
I I  
Directed by ,':~i i{: 
Gordon Oates 
i 
March 16 - 18, 23 - 25, 
30, 31 & April 1 
,14oo 
Tickets Available at 
Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
4TH ANNUAL 
ROSSWOOD JAMBOREE 2000 
SATURDAY AUGUST 19TH 
, swood Communi ty  wou ld  like to take this t ime to send  
's many BIG THANK YOU'S to everyone  who made our  
Third Annual  Event all that we  hoped it wou ld  be. 
_VONNE MACK & FAMILY 
For their outs tand ing  Dedicat ion and Sacrifices 
MUSICIANS 
Ken Whi te ley  (Toronto), Many  Nat ions Drummers  & Singers, Telegraph Creek Blues 
Band (Telegraph Creek), Andrew & The Old Timers (Hazelton). Beaux Eaux 
Brothers (Smithers), Samsara  Fish (Terrace), M iche le  Botel (Queen Charlotte Island), 
Frolicking Simpl id i tes (Kispiox), Mar iane  Glover  & the B Team (Prince Rupert), 
Char io t tetones  (Queen Char lotte Islands), No Ego (Terrace), Mildly Salsa (Terrace), 
Frank Lewis (Terrace), Rednef  NRG (Terrace), Karin Ljungh & Friends (Prince Rupert), 
Yawning Dogs  (Hazeltons),  Snow Baby (Terrace), Fair Warning (Terrace), 
Judy & Friends (Terrace), Noel  Riedy, Theresa,  and Mark Battle 
I 
TICKET HANDLERS 
Rosswood General  Store, S ight & Sound (Terrace), Mounta in  Eagle Books (Smit- 
hers), Teddy 's  Ventures  (Prince Rupert) 
SPONSORS 
Best Advert is ing,  River Industries, CFNR, CFI'K, CHTK, CBC, Channel 10, West  Point 
Rentals, Coppers ide  Foods, Backwoods  Silvaculture, R.C.M.P., B.C. Ambulance  
Service,  Bulldey Valley Folk Mus ic  Soc iety ,  Nirvana, Misty River Books, Artistic Hair 
Design,  V ideo  Stop,  Don Diego's ,  Spee  Dee Printers, Viva Clinic, Connect ion  
Magaz ine ,  Terrace Tourism, Kitimat Events,  Ye l lowhead Publications, Terrace 
Music ians Assoc iat ion,  Mount  Layton Hotspr ings,  Cof fee News,  Terrace Chamber  
of  Commerce ,  Nor thwest  Counse l l ing & Training Centre ,  Terrace Standard  
LOGO DESIGN 
, Anita Klein, Ar tcetera  Design & I l lustration (Terrace)  ..... 
THE PEOPLE OF ROSSWOOD AND ALL THE VOLUNTEERS 
" ;  . . . .  ~ -  . . . . .  ,. Unttlwe Jam again, ta tuned to g ,~ ,~,~.. ,  ~:,~,~, ,~,,~ ~.. 
JAMBOREE LOGO CONTEST 
:~ . 
~';: i~' ; ~. , ii~: I ~:': • ~ '. 
I L i2' 
~j7 
:{, iTueSday, March 7, 200O, , 
adhwest Commun,ty College ~, .!i~,< ~' 
a project of: 
,NORTm STITUTE for more Information, call: 
250-847-9693 
e: pmossnwl@bulkley.net 
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Man on trial denies sex 
crimes ever happened ;UNDAY MONDAY > TUESDAY, '  WEDNESDAY "THURSDAY" : ' FR IDAY SATUR,'DA' 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
THE ALLEGED victims of a former 
Terrace resident and auxiliary RCMP 
officer accused of a series of violent 
sexual crimes here in the 1970s and 
80s, made it all up, says the accused's 
lawyer. 
Defence lawyer Darrell O'Byrne 
could not explain during the course of 
the 10-day trial that ended here Feb. 
17 why his client's accusers would 
conspire against him. 
But, he said, the timing of a series 
of phone calls between victims before 
they went to the Terrace RCMP in 
1998 is suspicious. 
O'Byrne attacked the credibility of 
several complainants, saying they had 
"coloured evidence to suit their pur- 
poses." 
He said their evidence as presented 
by the Crown was an "amalgamation 
of memories". 
If true, said O'Byrne, the complain- 
ants would have suffered under a 
"reign of terror." 
Because the complainants were 
young when the offences occurred, 
their memories were fragmented, he 
said. 
Witness testimony also contradict- 
ed itself, argued O'Byrne, and there is 
no medical proof to substantiate any 
sexual assaults. 
The Crown argued some inconsis- 
tencies were to be expected in 25- 
year-old memories. 
The evidence, the prosecutor said, 
was recalled in a non-vindictive way 
and was straight-forward and open. 
Moreover, he said, his witnesses 
would have no reason to lie. 
"Exaggeration is one thing, fabrica- 
tion is something else," he argued. 
When charged in April, 1999, the 
accused welder and restaurant owner 
faced 40 charges, including sexual as- 
sault and assault with weapons charg- 
es. 
'Crown proceeded on half those 
charges and eventually reduced them 
to 16 historical charges including wea- 
pons, assault, attempted rape, rape and 
buggery. 
Several of those charges have been 
renamed in the current criminal code. 
The offences are alleged to have 
happened in the accused's Vancouver, 
Kamloops, Kitimat and Terrace homes 
and on several rural roads in the Ter- 
race-Kitimat rea. 
The 65-year-old man listened silen- 
tly from the accused box as a string of 
alleged victims testified to being vie- 
lently abused over 10 or more years. 
He pointed a gun at them, one ac- 
cuser said, and fired a blank. 
He attempted sexual intercourse, 
said three others, who were girls when 
the alleged offences happened. 
In all, five complainants ook the 
stand and recounted graphic sexual or 
violent alleged offences. 
On the ninth day, the accused testi- 
fied on his own behalf and vehemently 
denied everything. 
"Nothing of that nature occurred 
ever," he said. 
"That did not happen at any time in 
any way." 
The gun incident, he said, was just 
an attempt to get the complainant's at- 
tention. 
He didn't know why anyone would 
accuse him of such things, he said, and 
was only now beginning to understand 
the level of hatred his accusers carried 
for him. 
One of his alleged victims owed 
him money, he said, and was maybe 
trying to shirk payments. 
More than one Crown witness left 
the courtroom in the middle of his tes- 
timony. 
Judge K.E. Neilson's ruling is ex- 
pected April 3. 
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L inda  Lefranc 
Accused 
killer tries 
for youth 
court trial 
R h 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
A TERRACE youth, ac- 
cused of stabbing 37-year- 
old Linda Lefranc to death 
in her Braun Street town- 
house may be tried as a 
young offender despite the 
seriousness of his alleged 
crime. 
The youth, who can not 
be named because he was 
17 when police allege he 
killed Lefranc Dec. 9, 
1998, has been charged 
with second-degree mur- 
der. 
He appeared in court 
here Feb. 25 with his law- 
yer Donna Turko, via vid- 
eo conference from the 
Prince George Correction- 
al Centre, to set a date for 
a transfer hearing, which 
would allow him to be 
tried as a young offender. 
By law, 16- and 17- 
year-old youths charged 
with second degree murder 
are tried as adults, unless 
a judge allows the case to 
be transferred back to 
youth court. 
The hearing, to deter- 
mine whether the Terrace 
man will be tried as a 
youth, is set for July 10 
and is scheduled to last 
five days. 
If the accused is tried 
as a young offender, his 
maximum sentence would 
be three years. If he is 
tried as an adult, that sen- 
tence jumps to as many as 
10 to 25 years before he is 
eligible for parole. 
The accused will also 
undergo testing at a foren- 
sic psychiatric institute to 
determine, among other 
things, his state of mind 
when he allegedly com- 
mitted the brutal stabbing. 
He has been held in 
custody since his arrest at 
the airport Dec. 17. 
His arrest marked the 
end of the Terrace 
RCMP's extensive investi- 
gation into the single 
mother and college stud- 
ent's violent death. 
Lefrane's body was dis- 
covered by her then seven- 
year-old aughter. 
The girl now lives with 
her father in Kttimat. 
Place a 
classified 
word ad and 0 0 0  
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JUST  A::TH, OUGHT 
KATHY FLORIT-rO 
My computer is my 
best friend 
N early a decade ago, when I pur- 
chased my first computer and nerv- 
ously went online, I was told that 
fewer than 200 thousand home com- 
puters were being used in Canada. 
I don't know what the number is today, but 
rd guess it's well beyond a couple of million. 
At that time, cyberspace was a more peaceful 
place than today, although even then I com- 
plained about the unsolicited junk mail that 
landed in my mailbox. 
Apparently, whining about something only 
gets you more of what you don't want, so I 
won't say anything about the overload of Spare 
or even the trashy ads attached to an ever in- 
creasing number of websites. 
Despite the annoyances, I can't imagine 
being without a computer. The only envelopes 
that are delivered by Canada Post these days 
are bills - friends and family use e-mail. 
Being an antique enthusiast and living so 
far from a major centre, I visit shops across 
Canada, the US, the UK and wherever else 
links take me, then stop off at Ebay to see 
what's happening there. 
"Despite the annoyances, I can't ima- 
gine being without a computer. The only 
envelopes that are delivered by Canada 
Post these days are bills -friends and fa- 
mily use e.mail." 
Garage sales are great fun, but getting a 
close look at a one-of-a-kind Lalique vase isn't 
likely to happen on any Saturday here at 
home. Of course, if you're planning to put a 
piece of Lalique on the sale table, do give me 
a call...we'll talk. 
Yep, the computer is definitely here to stay 
and at least one of them will be staying at my 
house for the foreseeable future. Even when 
I'm in my 'declining years', as long as I can 
click a mouse and press a button, there'll be a 
computer at my side. 
While I may not be checking out the finer 
details of a 16th century tapestry, I'll be 
spending a good portion of my days doing what 
there was little time for when I could afford it 
and too little cash for when able to afford the 
time. Perhaps you can relate. 
Have you ever been to Eritrea? How about 
Kazakhstan or the Canary Islands or, closer to 
home, San Francisco? If you haven't yet mel- 
ted under a Mediterranean sun or shivered 
under 39 blankets at least one night in Irkutsk, .'.' 
maybe it's time to treat y.ourself to a virtual ' 
round-the-world holiday... 
Got a computer? Ok, ok, do your "kids" 
have a computer? If you don't have one in your 
house (computer, not kids), you probably know 
where there's a keyboard you can use. The 
ride's not bumpy, so grab a cup of coffee, set- 
tle yourself in front of the monitor, turn on the ~ 
machine and click yourself online. 
There are many was to fast-track your cy- 
ber-trip, but here's a site that offers so many 
ports of call, I don't think You'll be disappoin- 
ted. In the location line, type the following: 
http:/www.twics.com/~takakawa/search/search . 
.html and hit 'enter'. This site has well over 100 
countries listed with over 1000 links. 
Take the tour, go shopping, check out real 
estate offerings, visit art galleries and listen to' 
music reflecting the culture of your destina- 
tion. If you want to learn even more about the 
region and its people, enter one of the chat 
areas and talk to the folks who live there or 
read one of their newspapers online. It's more 
than an education - it's a darned good time. 
I hope you give yourself a trip real soon - in 
February, every Terracite deserves a vacation. 
Ben voyage! 
Thank You 
WE WOULD like to thank the kind-hearted 
lady in the green pickup who gave us her three 
tickets to the multicultural supper Feb. 19. 
We would have been unable to attend 
otherwise. Your generosity was a real blessing 
to us. Our family very much enjoyed the even- 
ing of delicious ethnic food and colourful en- 
tertainment, We would also like to extend our 
thanks to all the organizers, entertainers and 
helpers, esi~ecially the Katimavik crew. It was 
a great evening. 
Kaeleen Foote 
New cancer centre open to all 
A NEW Cancer Resource 
centre opened last week in 
Terrace, offering local re- 
sidents information on 
everything from breast 
'cancer to tips on how to 
: quit smoking. 
The centre, located on 
the third floor of the Tilli- 
cum Twin Theatres build- 
ing, will be the hub for all 
cancer elated activities. It 
will be a place for local 
volunteers to meet and 
discuss fundraising strate- 
gies and a centre for the 
.public to visit to learn 
more about every type of 
cancer. 
"We're trying to pro- 
vide more services to 
locals," said Canadian 
Cancer Society volunteer 
Melanie Olson. 
She added the centre 
welcomes any volunteers 
or helpers. Also welcomed 
are wigs (for women who 
have lost their hair during 
chemotherapy), a tape re- 
corder, TV, photocopy ma- 
chine, pamphlet racks and 
a phone/fax. 
A number of programs 
will be operated out of the 
centre. They are: 
Living with Cancer 
Groups: These groups 
provide support and practi- 
cal information. This free 
service is organized and 
delivered by trained volun- 
teers to people living with 
cancer, their families and 
friends. For more informa- 
tion, call Rose Marie 
Fleming at 635-6985 or 
Craig Simpson at 635- 
0049. 
Breast Cancer Visitor 
• Program: Tralned 16e~il 
volunteers who are breast 
cancer Survivors provide 
one-to-one motional sup- 
port and practical informa- 
tion to newly diagnosed 
breast cancer patients. For 
more info call Melanie 
Olson at 798-9555 or Barb 
Yawrenko at 635-9765. 
Breast Health presen- 
tations: Volunteers with 
i ...... • 
HELPERS: Mary Ann Skill, Lavern Kelln, Kerrie Reay, Melanie Olson and Rosanna Bloomquist are Volun- 
teers at the new Cancer Resource Centre. Local residents are encouraged to visit the centre for pamph- 
lets, videos and information. 
the Canadian Cancer Soc- 
iety, who are nurses, do 
breast health presentations 
to teach women the skills 
needed to detect any 
changes in their own 
breasts through breast self- 
examination in a monthly 
basis. Women are encour- 
aged to be responsible for 
their own breast health. 
For more info call Lavern 
tients who are experien- 
cing financial hardship and 
who have, no other im- 
mediate options. Appli- 
cants are interviewed by 
trained Emergency Aid vo- 
lunteers who conduct con- 
fidential needs asseSs- 
ments For more info call 
Carrie Reay at 635-5555. 
Fresh Star t  Quit  
Smoking Program: This 
offering per support. Cor- French. Service in Chinese 
porate and workplace 
Fresh Start Quit Smoking 
Programs are also avail- 
able. 
Cancer Information 
Services (C.I.S.): Trained 
information specialists 
is available on Tuesday 
and Thursday evenings 
from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 
C.I.S. may also be acces- 
sed via internet:  
http'//www.bc, cancer, ca/cc 
s/or  via e-mail: cancer 
provide confidential, cur- ._info@telus.ca. Call a-888- 
rent a/~d accurate cancer 939-3333. 
information about treat- 
ments, unconventional Cancer Society volun- Kelln. 
Emergency Aid:  
People with cancer may 
receive limited financial 
assistance with expenses 
such as transportation and 
Canadian Cancer Society 
Lodge accommodation. 
This program assists pa- 
is a community-based therapies, cancer statis- 
smoking cessation pro - " t i cs ,  emotional support 
gram. The 16-hour course groups, and community re- 
is run by trained volunteers 
and is designed to help 
smokers make the decision 
to quit and to stay quit by 
teaching coping skills, re- 
laxation techniques and 
ferrals. This toll-free tele- 
phone service is available 
across Canada, Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. 
to 6 p.m in English and 
, . ;  ,, ~:~ 
teers will be selling daffo- 
dils next month. April is 
Cancer Awareness month. 
Flowers will be delivered 
by Friday, March 31, 2000. 
Payment is due on deliv- 
ery.  To order call 635-' 
0069. 
Terrace students clean 
up at skills competition 
FOUR CALEDONIA students carried home gold medals 
Feb. 17 after winning their categories in a regional Skills 
Canada Competition held at Northwest Community Col- 
lege. 
Mike Hendricks was first in the automotive service 
competition, Norman Muller won the achitectural com- 
puter assisted drafting (CAD) division, Chad Buhr 
placed first in the carpentry competition and Antonio 
Trogi won the mechanical CAD. 
The purpose of the skills competition, which attracts 
competitors from across the northwest, is to identify the 
area's top trades and technology students. 
The competition also gives students the opportunity to 
use and test the skills required to be successful in tech- 
nology and trade occupalions. 
Northwest community college instructor Dick Coxford" 
said Terrace students have a history of excelling at 
Skills Competitions. 
Last year, Grade 11 Caledonia student Chad Buhr 
placed first in the provincial and national carpentry 
competitions and college student James Lambert won ' 
the provincial and national welding competition. 
"Both schools do well because instructors pend the 
extra time with students who want to compete to make 
sure they are qualified," Coxford said. 
The four gold medal winners will go onto represent 
the northwest at the 6th annual provincial contest held in , 
Vancouver April 14. 
Results: 
AUTOMOTIVE 
1. Mike Hendricks - Caledonia 
2. Jeff North - Caledonia 
3. Brandan Van Genne - Caledonia 
4. Chad Sutherland - Caledonia 
ARCHITECTURAL CAD 
1, Norman Muller - Caledonia 
CARPENTRY 
1. Chad Buhr - Caledonia 
2. Brad L'Heureux - Caledonia 
3. Kyle Farqharson - Hazelton 
4. Kevin Farqharson - Hazelton 
MECHANICAL CAD 
1. Antonia Trogi - Caledonia 
2. Jeremy Tintishch - Caledonia 
WELDING 
1. Josh Fendick- Smithers 
2. Karl Tabert - Smithers 
I I  Art on display 
Art Gallery coordinator Erin Griffiths stands beside a self-portrait by artist 
Peter Wallin. Wallin's drawings, paintings and sculptures will be on display 
at the Terrace Art Gallery until March 12. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  | • . " .  
Around Town 
Grief support group FILM MAKER Jacqueline Levitin will be 
THE TERRACE Hospice Society is offer- in Terrace to speak at the International 
ing a grief support group for individuals Women's Day celebration March 8, 2000. 
and families who are struggling with loss. Levitin produces, writes and directs 
When you are grieving it can be a lonely 
time, however, it does not have to be. In 
joining with others who are grieving, you 
can find strength, comfort and support. 
You are not alone in your sadness. Please 
reach out. People do care. If you are in- 
terested in attending this program call the 
Hospice office at 635-4811. 
Attention grads of 1977 
TO ANY of the 1977 grads of Caledonia. 
Some of us "displaced-but-loving-it"' 
grads here in Smithers are having a BBQ 
this summer to shoot the breeze. If you 
want to know where and when please e- 
mail: who@mail.bulkley.net or e-mail 
granteharris@hotmail.com, 
Film maker coming 
films. She is also a film theorist and a 
professor at Simon Fraser University. 
Her topic for the evening is "Does 
Popular TV Respond to our desires?" 
She'll be using examples from Ally Mc- 
Beal and Buffy the Vampire Slayer. 
Women and girls aged 10 and up are in- 
vited to this evening. 
For more information, call the Terrace 
Women's Centre at 638-0228. p ~ .  
March 9 will provide another o
ity to hear Levitin speak. She'll be at 
Northwest Community College, showing 
her film "Bad Thoughts - Ironica part 
one" a film about eroticism and irony (an 
ironic film about eroticism?) and speak- 
ing about the film as well. 
The lecture is open to the pu,bl.,~e but 
seating is limited so call 635-6511 to pre-" 
register. 
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CITY SCEN.E. 
Art ~°S: lP~:::: ~ ' DP: trek sEDiiYw~ nihO; d:d cC° mne M U S I C :  
what the 
pieces 
imagination and sometimes wacky look at 
life. From the whimsical to the profound, the 
emotional range may surprise you. What at The Northwest Development Education voices! Tickets are only $8 for adults, $5 for 
first appears to be a humorous look at life, 
sometimes camouflages a sad event. Peter 
Wallin is a former commercial fisherman 
from Prince Rupert. Peter and his wife now 
live in Terrace and operate Queensway Mini 
Storage. 
Terraces artist Edward Epp presents 
paintings at the Museum of Northern B.C. in 
Prince Rupert. His show entitled "Who is 
writing (PAINTING) the future?" celebrates 
almost a decade of painting of northwestern 
landscape. Through his exploration of light 
and colour, Epp connects with the spiritual 
power in our unique wilderness. It is with 
this connection he paints the future. The 
show will began January 21. 
Dance 
Associat ion and the Mult icultural  seniors and students, and free to children 12 II Io(°aturday ~ HUNGRY ? ,,'~:;::1: 
Associat ion presents Cinematheque andunder, and available from band members i lMarch4 ~ OurReslouront /!li 
Pacifique's travelling picture show. The at the door. 
show boasts international nd Canadian films I I Boxing 6pm ~ t =s op¢  /:1: 
that wouldn't normally be seen in Terrace. | I Davtd Re,d vs._~%~, TM . " / I  Theatre 6am-pm .... * I I_ . . . . .  a -~~a~ -Great  Food Anyt ime! /1 :  The l ine-up includes: "Set Me Free" March I [ teltx lrUllUafl ..e / -i • I i;: l', 
13, "The Divine Ryans" March 27, Ter race  L i t t le  Theat re  presents I k, ,~ ~ : : : i '  
"Hamani" April 10 and Felicia's Journey, "Sweethearts", a comedy by William Van I :  . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . .  ::i:a, 
April24. Zandt and Jane Milmore March16,17,18, 23, | r ~t~P°~OKE 1 ~ '  
dy with24' 25, 30, 31 andApri l  1. This play is s t a c k e d g a g s  and o e liners, I /  Every |1 ~.._'_~'~...~..'.'~'_:'. 
Come I /  Thursday /I "°"Z='  I She i/ Comeinand l::i Terrace Little Theatre presents Yuk Yuk 's  m e $  
Stand-up Comedy on Tour ,  featuring 
comedians Marc Sauve and Paul Sveen on Bands are scheduled to play every weekend in I:; : ..xt~ N ~cr~ : ;!;/: :::: :: : : ;  ;: !.:i :::i;:::: 71 :: : I, 
I 3086 Highway 16:: ! 
I [ -  I 
Friday, March 3rd and Saturday, March 4 in 
the Skeena Room at the Terrace Inn. Tickets 
$15 each at Uniglobe.. 
Galloways' Mountain Bar. The bands include: 
Samsara Fish March 25 and Axial 8, Mildly. 
Sals March 5, Dizzy Strings March 11 and 12 
Moonshine March 19 and No Ego April 1 
CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canadiantire.com 
Or Email us at 
www.cantlre.terrace @os~.net 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
~TERRACE 
~RRACE T~ER~CCE 
~IZ9 Irc~rz'~r~ [el g I/~'ik.'! II t ,i 
terrace.automall @telus.net 
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Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
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Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
~ t  Baby's Names: 
Baby's Name: 
Sarah Lynn Marie 
Date & lime of Birth: 
Jan. 5, 2000 at 12:30 p.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs. Sex: Female 
Parents: Scott & Tiffany McLeod 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Megan Claire 
Date & lime of Birth: 
Feb. 3, 2000 at 6:23 a.m. 
Weight:. 7lbs. 8oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Charlotte & 
Graham Geeraert 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Drake Craig Lewis 
Date & lime of Birth: 
Feb. 3, 2000 at 10:48 a.m. 
Weight: 9lbs, 2oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Craig & Farrah Lewts 
Shannon Amber Schuster 
Date & 'lime of Birth: 
Feb. 7, 2000 at 10:54 p.m. 
Wright: 7 lbs. loz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Gerd & Tawnya Schuster 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Trinity Olivia Simonne Beaupre 
Bate & Tune of Birth: 
Feb. 7, 2000 at 2:37 a.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs. IV~oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Corinne Beaupre & 
Jason Fullawka 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Hudson David Gray 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 15, 2000 at 12:08 p,m. 
Weight: 9Ibs. 14oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Kelly Moss k 
Dave C0bbs 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwa tea [ 
Wednesday. March 1 
Heart to Heart: Cardiac Education and 
Support for patients • and spouses. Spring 
session from 7-9 p.m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit. Call 638-8464 to register. 
Past alumni please attend first meeting. 
Thursday. March 2 
Job Information Fair from 12:30 p.m. 
to 3:30 p.m. Learn about public sector job 
opportunities for persons with disabilities, 
Status of Salmon and Steelhead 
Stocks of the Skeena Watershed at 
Northwest Cor0munity College Terrace 
campus at 7:30 p.m. Hear analysis of 50 
years of escapement records for all known 
spawning stocks. Discuss you personal 
knowledge of the history and present state 
of salmon and steelhead populations. 
Wednesday. March 8 
International Women's Day 2000 is 
First Nations, visible minorities and an opportunity for women of all ages and 
women. For more information call the BC . backgrounds to come together in celebra- 
Paraplegic Association at 635-6420. tion and solidarity. Women are invited to 
.;,i~J@J ~ j ~i~lit~qVl'a,~l{c~C.iCj~ ,~'(~,.W~.,~R~E,~F, J potluck~!,~s&e~ anc1 entertain- 
s; ~'~,~ne [nteres~dl3 is inx, trcd' to" ~_,.J.~'~ment:mgl~..g.tl~oastalnh of th~ West 
'i~lnne at 6"30 ,m" • ~ . . . .  ~. ~.,~rl Y ~f~women ontertamers, " g ~ . p . .  at Terrace Alhance ....... ~, • .~ . _, 
. . . . . . . .  ton's'df210~r prizd~yummy ' desserts ~ and a Church Fireside Room, 4923 Agar St. 
The Alpha Course will follow on March film producer and director as a key note 
10. Alpha is a 10-week practical introduc- 
tion to the Christian faith mainly for those 
who don't go to church. Each weekly ses- 
sion begins with an informal dinner fol- 
lowed by a large-group learning time, and 
ends with small-group discussion and in- 
teraction. Alpha began in London and is 
now held in thousands of churches around 
the world. Join the thousands who have 
found answers to their questions about life 
and God and how they relate. To learn 
more about the course, call 635-4119 or 
635-7727 or come to the Alpha Dinner of 
March 3. For reservations call 635-7727 
between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. Tuesday to Fri- 
day or leave a message. 
Saturday, March 4 
The Terrace Community Band and 
the Big Band will be performing their first 
concert of the new century at the REM 
Lee Theatre beginning at 7:30 p.m. This 
event will showcase the band in a 'Pops' 
style, which is familiar to all. They will 
be joined by the Terrace Pipes and Drums 
as well as a Children's Chorus of 150 
voices. Tickets are $8 for adults, $5 for 
seniors and students and free to children 
12 and under, and are available from 
band members or at the door. This is sure 
to be an entertaining evening. 
Monday. March ~; 
• Tennis enthusiasts are invited to come 
out to the Terrace Tennis Club organiza- 
tional meeting from 7-8 p.m. at the Ter- 
race Public Library. For info call Ada 
635-9695, 
Rabbit enthusiasts! Are you interested 
in forming a rabbit club? Learn about 
breeds, husbandry, breeding and showing 
rabbits. For info on the meeting time and 
place call Barb at 635-3813 or Didi at 
798-2110. 
Local FAS Group is working on rais- 
ing awareness about Fetal Alcohol Syn- 
drome and its impact on individuals and 
families and on prevention strategies. In- 
terested? Join us Monday, March 6 10:30 
a.m. to noon at the Family Place, 4553 
Park. 
Rainbows Children's Grief Support: 
The Rainbows Grief Support is a program 
for children in Kindergarten to Grade 7, 
who have experienced a loss in their lives 
as a result of death, separation or divorce. 
A registration and information meeting 
will be held at : Veritas School, 4836 
speaker, women are sure to have a great 
, evening. Bake a dessert and just show up. 
• Festivities begin at 6:30 p.m. First spea- 
ker at 7 p.m. 
Thursday. March 9 
Everyone is invited to a community 
workshop on the Strategy for Youth 
Justice Renewal and The Youth Crimi- 
nal Justice Act in the Skeena Two Room 
at the Best Western Inn from 7-9 p.m. A 
general overview of the strategy and the 
act will be followed by a panel presenta- 
tion on the importance of community pro- 
grams as a proactive approach to reduce 
youth crime. Then, a general discussion 
on the challenges our communities face 
in the development of programs for our  
youth. This is your opportunity to discuss 
many of the concerns that face society 
with regard to youth crime prevention, 
and the importance of investing in our 
I children's future. Call Tina at 635-7087 to 
register. 
The Storytelling Circle will meet at 
the Terrace Public Library from 7:30 p.m. 
to 9 p.m. Call Holly at the library for 
more information at 638-8177. 
Saturday. March 11 
Shames Mountain 4th annual Mogul 
Blaster Hill Climb• Pre-registration Fri- 
day, March 10 from 7-10 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. All spectators welcome. For more 
info call Trevor Gibson at 635-2909 or Joy 
Beedle 635-4858. 
Monday. March 13 
BC Paraplegic Association, Northwest 
:Bulkley/Skeena Advisory Board's Annual 
General Meeting at 7 p.m. at the Health 
• Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum St. in 
,Terrace. For more info call 635-6420. 
Tuesday. March 21 
Aboriginal Youth Council monthly 
meeting at 1:30 p.m. at the Kermode, 
Youth Centre - 2604 Lakelse Avenue." 
Call Luke at 638-7868 for more info. 
Friday. March 31 
Healing Touch Workshops: Levels 
and 11A will be held at Prince.George 
Regional Hospital, For more info Darlene 
962-9529. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
Straume Ave from 6-8 p.m. For more info FRIDAYS 
call Pauline Moldenhauer at 635-6445. 
ORIGAMI CLUB meets, every secona 
LA Branch 13 Legion ladies potluck and, fourth Friday at the hbrary Meeting 
supper and meeting at the Legion at 6 Room at 7 p.m. For more informatton call 
p.m. Meeting at 7 p.m. Noriko at 638,8529. 
WATCH 
THIS 
SPACE 
• / .  g~ 
Fr   :Sbr new 
• ' Spr ing  Toys 
& 
Great Deals 
at 
Marvels & Mysteries 
Skeena Mall 
(250) 635-1887 
,:; Coenzyme Q10: Immune Booster 
Ii Last week we learned about the tremendous benefits t¢ 
i i  the heart offered by CoQ10. But there are more reasons to 
look at this nutrient. 
Several studies indicated benefits for cancer patients. 
:~ Co-Q10 can reduce heart toxicity for those taking potent 
!': anti.cancer drugs. Promising European research by Dr. 
Karl Folkers show that breast cancer patients taking over 
:~i!:~ 300 rag. daily had complete regression of tumors. 
.!: It increases oxygen use and helps the Immune system. 
:i: R.A. Passwater, PhD, found it to double the Immune sys- 
: tem's ability to clear invading organisms from the blood, 
ii doubled antibodies, increased resistance to viruses, and 
ii: protected agalnst chemically-induced cancer: fewer and 
::} smaller tumors, lncreased suwivaltimes. 
? This is also a promising treatment for gum disease. 
y Researchers at Osaka University in Japan gave patients 
~:~: with gum disease 60 mg. of OoQ10 daily. After 8 weeks the 
~i} group using CoQ10 showed considerable improvement, 
::i!~ with reduction of pain and Inflammation compared to control 
::::!,. groups. There are even anecdotal accounts of using it to 
:Z:ZI reverse gum disease, which is generally considered Incur- 
i:::: able. An Informed person mlghtreasonably try CoQ10 
ii::{ before facing the pain and expense of gum treatment. 
:/:i Other uses of Co-Q10 Include support for people sufter- 
ii!. Ing from fibromyalgla, lupus, Multiple Sclerosis, 
~'~ Alzheimers's, schizophrenia, allergies, asthma, and for 
~ix: those with duodenal ulcers. 
:i::i::i: THE SOLUTION: Many researchers believe that our 
iii: decline In CoQ'IO production is a major factor In degenera- 
i~:i • rive diseases common to aging, such as heart disease, 
~:~iii weakened Immune response and loss of vlgour. Even our 
::ii weight Is affected by this. 
i:i:ii It's desirable to use a Coenzyme QtO supplement In 
iii:, combination with vitamin E. 
~i~i • Remember, healthy bodies work, play, and.feel betted j 
information, a consultation or 
purchase herbal nutrition products 
at  wholesale prices contact: 
Claudia Perry, Barbara Emery, Darcie Annesley, 
Maureen Gent, Wayne Gray, Joan Hough (Kilimat) 
Bruno Belanger & Krista Boftyan (Terrace). 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
Phone: (250) 638-1541 - Terrace 
(250) 632-2740-  Kitimat 
Fax: .(250) 635-1565 
EMAIL: bruno@kermode.net 
Cfmt~ing Canadians Health . . 
• One Person at a ~me 
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Fred L indst rom 
WINNER OF THE 
WEST MINISTER WIND CHIMES 
IN OUR MATCH THE MERCHANT CONTEST 
SPECIAL OFFER FROM 
~ Daniadown 
Supreme 27 oz 
I ~ :  | With Baffled 
i 1~- -~ ~ Box Co.~tr.~tion 
~ ~ ~ ~  While supplies last 
~ ~  , :~ Twin Size ~J*' 
~°1u°,,:~71199s 
(other sizes available) 
Skeena Mall - Terrace 
Sambuca 
Service 
& 
Qual i ty  
• Auto Glass 
• Safety Glass 
• Mirrors . ,~ . i , I . j  '~ i 
• Windows ):: * 
• Insurance & ICBC 
Claims 
• Sealed Units 
AL-C 's  GLASS LTD 
3720 River Drive, Terrace BC 
638 -8001 • Toll free 1-888-638-8001 
Karlene Clark 
$1 6 .  6° 
4652 Lazelle Ave 
635-4997 
Toll Free: 1-800-251-4997 
i'L; : 
Kevin Moldenhauer 
Accessor ize 
your Home! 
We have  a great  
se lec t ion  o f  Home 
Accessor ies  
• Lamps  
• P ictures 
• Ornaments  & 
accent  p ieces  
• Artif icial p lants  
TOTEM FURNITURE 
& APPLIANCES 
4501 L~tkelse Ave., Terrace, BC 
638.1158 
4 
, . i f  
, I ,} t  
noel  CR 
Joe Branco ~,~~,,do? I 
L ,  i 
Shirley Peck 
POOPER SCOOPERS 
15% off 
(regular price) 
Club Pet Members  
receive 
25% off 
(regular price) 
Fine qualily 
4706 Keith Ave., Terrace BC Pet Products 
Phone: 635-1600 
Matthew Clarabut 
/ , I  
/ 
"fi'ust The People Kodak Trusts. 
SlOHT SOUND 
Keith Ave • Skeena Mal l ,  Terrace 
, City Centre, Kit imat 
Larry Nordstrom 
TM Come in and check oul our new ATVs from Bombardier: The Traxter model- Ihe 
TM ullimale workhorse, and the DS 650 model- Ihe ultimate duner. They re 
waiting for you al 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD, 
4441 Lakelse Ave Terrace. Ph: 635-6384 
5tephanie Jacobs 
Spring into a new 
Compaq Computer 
- . :~ ,  ~ 
Come in  see  
our  new 
In t roductory  
P r i c ing!  
~ ~d,'ayon Go=pu/~J g, lc. 
103-471G Laze]]e Ave, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tel. (250) 635-3362 
Fax.(250) 635-6383. 
E-Mail merlin@kermode.net 
www.pendragoncomputers.com 
SOMETHING FOR 
EYERYONEI 
See us for that special gift 
New shipments arriving daily! 
• slalionery • toys • cards 
• gifts haircare hardware 
and more 
[i::: saZon ror~,:uJa P~si:iii::~!:i 
i Shampoo&' Con ditioti6i~i~, 
Ines Sullivan il 
°,,,,,-,,-,,~,,, DOLLAR STORE 
7A-4717 Lokelse Ave, Terrace BC 635-2776 
Hours: Mon-Thurs 9-6 Fri 9-9 Sat 9-6 Sun 11-5 
ACKLANDS- GRSdNG~ 
INDUSTRIAL  - FLEET - SAFETY SUPPLY 
Charlie Shepherd 
Introducing 
our  
*'New 
Convenient 
Leasing" 
options 
2809 Kalum 
Terrace, BC 
Ph: 635-6226 
Fax: 635-7654 
Visit our Website 
www.acklands.ca 
I ,~mw. e:el, 0 
I 
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Feeling the loss of a wonderful father 
YVONNE MOEN 
THE CHILDREN of John 
Burton (Buck) Mapes 
were saddened at the loss 
of their wonderful father, 
who left behind so much 
love and wonderful mem- 
ories for his children. 
John passed away 
peacefully Sunday, Feb. 6 
at Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal at the age of 92. His 
children were close by 
him. 
John was born March 9, 
1907 in Carlinville, Illi- 
nois to parents Norman 
Wilson Mapes and Grace 
Eunice. This union was 
blessed with six children: 
Cecil, Emma, John Bur- 
ton, Myrtle Vening, Mabel 
Lenore and Norman Wil- 
son Jr. 
John's father, Norman 
sold products for the W.T. 
Rawleigh Co and won 
many valuable prizes. 
Later as train loads .of 
American Excursions were 
heading north to Canada. 
Norman came to Canada 
to reap a fortune as a 
salesman for the Great 
W.M Pearson Land Co. 
After several trips he 
in 1916 he decided to 
move his family to Ray- 
more, Sask. 
John started school in 
Raymore and grew up 
there. When John left 
home he worked for a fel- 
low in a garage as a 
mechanic. 
In 1943, he signed up 
and was shipped over to 
England and then Belgium 
to fight in the Second 
World War. While over- 
seas he met his wife Rosa- 
lie Ann. They were mar- 
ried in England Sept 23, 
• 1945 - right after the war. 
They didn't move back 
to Canada until 1962. 
In England John worked 
several odd jobs as a 
mechanic for Moon Mot- 
ors. 
All his 11 children were 
born in England. There are 
three girls Joan, Pat, and 
Norma, and eight boys 
Terry, David, Barry, Keith 
and Kevin, Mike, Carl and 
Mark. 
Living in England after 
the war was very difficult. 
With 11 children to raise 
the family went through 
many hard times. They had 
nothing. 
Yet the children re- 
member only the wonder- 
ful things John gave them. 
They remember their fa- 
ther trying very hard to 
make everything better. 
While living in Eng- 
land, John always dreamed 
and hoped to return to Ca- 
nada. 
In 1962 he finally got 
that opportunity when he 
was 57 years old. He came 
to Canada by himself to 
Ticbts avodobl¢ ot the deeP, o~ fpom boncl membe,,s. 
Adults $8, 5¢n~o,~s/Students $5, Chidden 12 and under I::,,e¢ 
liked Canada so much that prepare..fpr .the arrival.of 
TERRACE HOME 
SUPPORT SERVICES 
And i t s  p rograms:  
Core Home Support Worker Program 
Family Skills Program , -  
Meals-On-Wheels 
Alert Line Program 
Shod Term Care 
Bed Rental 
As of March 7th, 2000 
Terrace H0me Supp0d Service will be moving 
To Mills Memorial Hospital, due to our new affiliation with 
The Terrace & Area Community Health Council. 
Our new phone number will be: 
638-4013 
II 
We apologize for any inconvenience this transition may cause. 
~:.~,~,"~:~.i!i!~;!~.'~!~;! !!~ .~:~.- '!~,~,.' ".;~ ::~i~::ii~:.~' ..!~z." .... ~;::, 
~,'.. J :  ~..~ '~: • !~:~ .~:.~;;~%~i!:~ ~ . ............... ,,~ ........ 
.. :...:.:~.,~ ~ ~_: :~: ' : :~: !"  :!~ ::~ ~ ~::~: . , ,  
• . ~::!~i : ~!;:~ ! 
• .:. :~:~:::.~: ,....Q?. ~:~ :.,...:~ ii~::.: 
: ;:..'r~:;::::i':.'~ ~;~ ~ ~:': ":::: 
~,~,. ~::::,!:~:"::~¢.?~::i~ :' 
'" L. ?!':.:~ :.!!!~ . . . . .  . "~ 
Come m and add  your  
name to our  
Bridal Registry 
Skeena Mall - Terrace 1 -800-563-4362 
his family, 
Later, his wife and 
seven children followed. 
They took the Empress of 
England and then a train to 
Regina. They moved onto 
a farm on the outskirts of 
Watson, Sask to live in a 
little house with hardly 
anything in it. They lived 
here for threc months. 
At 58 years of age John 
decided to go back to 
school to get his mechanic 
journeyman papers. He re- 
ceived the highest marks 
in his class. 
The family soon found a 
house in Saskatoon, All 
they brought with them 
were John's tools and their 
clothing, At first John 
worked in a used car busi- 
ness, Eventually he worked 
for himself, He took over a 
fellow's janitorial service 
and window cleaning busi- 
ness. His children helped 
run the business, They 
made a living doing this. 
It wasn't until 1972 that 
John moved to Terrace. 
Here John started another 
janitorial business and 
worked for Columbia Cell. 
He was there until he re- 
tired at age 78. 
John's wife Rosalie 
passed away in Terrace 
June 14 1994. 
John lived by himself in 
Cedars Apartments until 
his death. 
You could often see 
him directing traffic in his 
scooter. In 1970 John had a 
slight heart attack. 
His children say their 
father was a very honest 
and polite man. They re- 
spected him for his teach- 
ing. He was proud of all 
J ohn  Mapes 
his children. 
While in Terrace, John. 
took a creative writing 
course. He wrote many 
poems and stories. He also 
carved, painted and did la- 
pidary work. 
John is survivcd by his 
daughters Patricia and 
Norma and his sons Terry, 
Barry, Keith, Kevin, Mike, 
Carl and mark. He also has 
grandchildren and great- 
grandchilren. 
Speaks  
140  
l anguages  
z z z z z'~" z Z :~ ' r  Z Z z z z z Z z z Z Z Z Z z z f~ I 'TY ' t '~"r~2~'Z2  ~Z Z ' ,
~ut,tt l,~ usr ~ s~rv¢.C 
ST x t 1 TERRACE REALTY ,, , , 
An independendy owned and operated ~ J~ l id l~  l .a  I ~ [ ~ ' J  H i "  
member of Coldwell Banker off'diodes o~ Canada We I~eep 0ur pmmJ~, or.you dodl keep us. 
5110 Kei~ Ave., Terrace, V8G 1K9 
638-0371 
TollFree 1-877-770-2565 
H ~ : I ::::::::::::::::::::::::   ':: i .....:..: : : 
' ~ ..i:: >.~:.i..: 
A-7 1885 Queeenway Dr. 
Assumable mtg @ 6.5% plus 
$500 Bonus for Buyers 
$24,5O0 MLS 
¥ , '  V s T II x . , , .  
. . . . .  :~..:~i:~.:i  
505 Sockeye Cres 
5 bdrm *Den, full bsmt 
Landscaped 2 acres w/gardens 
• $159,900 MLS 
ii!~? ~:i'~i!i !i~ I :~ !{: :~ i::;:? : . :: ::iiiii~ : : .~! : .  : :  ":  !: i:i:!:i~ii~i I i ~:i i ::! i::';:~ i~i~:: 1 ' : : : ~  : i ~! !i ii '!: [ . . . . .  '~'!" :,:~i:;::, :..~:~ 
..... .... i::~i~:~::@~ii~: I : ~;' :~: ~:" 
3504 Eby Stre t 
Well ocated Rancher  y~ bdm 
For young family/retired couple 
$99,900 MLS 
Thinking of selling? 
NOW is a great  
t ime to prepare 
your home.  Call us 
. . .  we' l l  show you 
how.  
.... i~i: : : : "~ ....:e~ 
2812 Skeena St 
5 Mrm, new N/G fumace, Gazebo, 0uLbldgs 
$147,000 MLS 
3771 Paquette Ave 
21 yr old, w/additlon, 8Ox2O0 lot 
wired 220 shop, new n/g furnace 
$89,900 MLS #29474 
1074530 SeottAvenuo 
2 Mrm Townhouse 
$74,900 MLS 
Kitwanga 
Set up as restaurant & 
attached living 
quarters. Great for 
Community Facility 
$29,900 MLS 
Home To Rent Properly Management 
Rural 3 bedroom, t 1/2 bath, You need to move & your 
2 storey. References requ i red ,  home is not sold yet. I'll 
$699. per month find you a tenant & 
3 bedroom,  ! bath home. manage it for you. Call 
$750. per month Steve ~38-7144 References 
Katherine Hicks Steve Cook 
Sales Mseeiate Broker/Owner 
615.9592 638-7144 
i:ii~ !i~iiii: 
!i::i::~:. :! !::,,~i~:. :i. ]!i::ii~:!; 
Lillian Cook Ted Hicks 
Customer  Serv ice  Sa les  AJumeis le 
638-0371 615-9592 
:XXZXXXXXZXZXXZXXZXZZIZZZZXZXXXIXXIZZXZZXXZIZZ: 
SKEENA MALL  
63S.6371 
OR 1-888.549-5552 
Homeowners , . . _~. . :~  
*Condos ~ .~~.~.~.  * * . ~;.~", ~ ,  :! ~,.,, ~., 
Boat A, rcraft ~ ~  
, • ,~ 'h~'  . " . ~,  
Travel Me&cal . . . . .  .~. ~ ~ , ~  
*Bondina *Tenant . . . .  : ~ . ~ i ~ l ~  
*Commercial rMobile Homes ~,  ~,li I J~ i~. ,~~i .~[~ 
*Logging Trucks & Eauioment ( .~t i  "~~!  I~: 
• " . m~ld i r~."  :~ 
Monlhly Payment Plans Ava,lable ~, ! .... ~ ~ ~ ~  
• , ~: . . . : :  ......... ,~,~..' ~. 
mk. - . , .  "o  . . . .  , , ,  ~.~.~. ~,~- - . , , , :~  , 
.L .Lm~&b,'. JL- ¢ l ,y  I~. "~!.'..~?.:,~ ~ ,:. ,,.::: . : / , .  I 
'~ A d iv i s ion  of  Ter race  & Dis t r i c t  Cred i t  Union  
i i 
TERRACE COMMUI"II-FV BAMD 
Di, ectecl 64 Bok Butchad 
pPesen]s 
150 Voice ChilclPen's 
Al o 
ihe Te  oce i~icJ I and 
TePr ace Pipes anti D, ums 
anc l  
Cho, uJ 
5atupdat], Mo.ch 4, 2000 
7":3Opm at the L, e Th otP  
~.ffordable three bedroom 
$74,000MI5 
1983 Mobile, large lot Well Maintained Home 
$36,900 excl $127,000MLS 
Rural Setting 
$169,900MLS 
BRAND NEWII Horseshoe Location Spacious Semi-view Hams Yesl 3 bdrm &'l 4x71 
$53,900MLS 
Starling Out~ 
$109,900MLS 
$124,900MLS 
~.~ ~.~i~:{~ ...... 
$159,900MLS 
View of Mountains Nearly New 
$149,000MLS $155,000MLS 
Immaculate Large Lot 
$229,000MLS $39,900MLS 
$39,000MLS 
: . i . '~ . .~  
Comfy Home 
$124,500MLS 
~ :~': ' i:i :)]~i~ii 
Solid Home, Downtown Location Groat Nelghb~rh<:~d, Ormt Home 
$ IO0,O00MLS $199,000MLS 
Custom Bungalow 
$194,500MLS 
Semi View of Terrace Immaculate Family Home Hobby Farm 
$274,500MLS $162,900MLS $244,000MLS 
Family Home & Healed Shop Home with Suite Easy Living ComForloble & Affordable 
$164,900MLS $124,500MLS $89,900MLS $129,900MLS 
W. 
Jl $159,900MLS MLS $134,900MLS $550,O00MLS 
$485,000MLS $299t900EXCL $215tOOOMLS MLS 
Jim Duff/ Ted Garner Derick Kennedy 
Ph. 635-6688 Ph. 635.5619 Ph. 635-3042 
Carinna Morhart Rush/Ljungh Steve Butler Bert Ljungh 
Ph. 635.333e Ph. 635-5754 Ph. 635-533a Ph. 635.5754 
¢ o m e ~ E  MLS Real Estat~l~ffe'  
i 
www.mls ,ca  
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 1,2000-  B5 g?  Considertheconvenienceoflookingatrealestateinanolhercilytheverymomentyoudecide Movin Visit us First  I tomove. You can search f0r properties by area, type, price; number of bedroorns and bath- I~1[~ ~ 
rooms. Once your choice is made a local REALTOR will arrange viewings for you. sm~cE¢~~ REALTOf~ 
_ _  Find your new home by visiling our online Multiple Listing Service ® at http://www.mls.ca MULTIPL~USIING 
MLS Onlind ~ is monsored by The Canadian Real Estate Association on behalf of itsmembersl 
I1 
Feature Home 
/ 
Bright 8( Spacious 
Affordable Family Comfort 
http://www.mls ca 
Cozy Conffort 
This well maintained family home offers you a lot for your dollar and should 
not be overlooked. 
The 1,157 square foot main floor offers a cozy living room, dining room 
and spacious kitchen with breakfast area. Plus three bedrooms, master with 
2-piece ensuite. 
The basement is partially finished with a large rec room. This home can be 
heated with either natural gas, electricity or wood. 
It is situated in a quiet area in Thornhill on a 1/3 acre lot and has a large 
fenced-in area to keep your young children safe. 
For more information or your appointment on this home, call Jim Duffy at 
635-6361 (office) or 635-6688 (home). 
C-'m  u w21 
• ~i": ' "~-~" 
',~. ~,, :~ , ' . . . .  . : .  . . . . .  %;i  i:! 
t, Sc~L 'd!!' ;~ i. 
~1111111111111111111111 6 3 5 - 2 4 0 4 
ROYAL LEPAGE O~~tt02"4644LazelleAve"Terrace'B'C" 
I / l~/t/www.royal lepag eterrace.com 
i i  illllllllJill II IL _B 
Terrace  ,, 
Independent ly  Owned and  Operated  P ~ , ~  
Erika tang~ owner of Royal LePage Terrace is pleased la
ann0uace lhal Lisa G0dlinski is Ihe ~0cipicnl ol Iha 
"Best  of Ihe Best" Award for 1999. I waald like la Ihook all 
Ihe R0allors ol Royal tePage Terrace [0r Ihnir oulslanding 
achi0vemenls, halping each of us surpass our goals. 
We all Io0k forward Io o prosperous Year 2000. 
4901 Scott Ave 3532 Cory Drive 4321 Birch Ave 
[ / '~~.~l~ ':'¢ :~'~ '~'~:'"~ 
3510 Cory Dr 
3909 Westview Dr 4929 Gair Ave 5241 Mounlain Vista 
4605 Loon Ave 4910 Medeek Ave 4710 Soucie Ave 5015 Graham Ave 
ROYAL LEPAGE 
~l im IIIIIIIl~llIIIIl U
TERRACE 
Erika Langer 
635-4773 
3844 DeJong Cres 
For all the MLS properties available, stop by our office for acopy 
of the new "Real Estate in Northern gc" Newspaper 
I i i ~  ~b ~ 
Lynda Boyce Lisa Godlinski Diana Wood 
635-0229 (cell) 635-4950 635-1976 
Raja Sandhu Liane Habermann 
638-8544 635-4095 
danger@royal uniprep@ l isa.Ralph@ dwood@royal rda@telus.net 
lepageterrace.com kermode.net Kermode.net lepageterrace.com ?~1~1~ 
~ " :  : ' .......... L::*~~.royallepage,ca 
i :  ' ' • '*: :"*'binnail.; infb@royallepageterrace,com . . . . . .  ' 
i i i 
638-1400 
4654 Laze l le  Avenue 
www.  rein ax  - te r ra  c e.  corn 
John Evans 
638.8882 
13 yrs. Exp. 
Quality finishing throughout 
2 storey family home situated 
close to town and schools 
$189,900 MLS 
Shaunee 
Kru isse lbr lnk  
635-5382 
lO yrs. Exp. 
3 bedroom Rancher on 5 Acres 
in Jackpine Flats. Property is
treed & borders Williams Creek 
$149,900 MLS 
I ti~-- o ...... 
Mobile ttome in Copper 
Mountain subdivision. Great 
condition throughout 
$78,900 rdLS 
Good home in great horseshoe 
location, Main floor family 
room offofkitehen 
$179,900 MLS 
~.~~~. . .~:~ k-~,:~:i i . 
ItandymaaAlert! 
1/2 Acre Lot with older home 
located on southside 
$74,900 MLS 
1994- 14'x 70' Mobile 
Includes All Appliances &hot 
tub. Close to town 
$79,900 MLS 
Nice starter or Retirement 
Home. 12' x 12' wired shop 
All appliances included 
$89,900 blLS 
. . . .  .~ I mmmm'r'i~S;,,"~<'~'e'~-'~'~-~,'-~,, H ..... 
Family home on the bench Southside No thru street 
4 bedrooms & full basement Side by Side Duplex Upgraded 3 bdrm home 
Large 8rx 148'Iot 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms 1,296 square feet 
$124,900 MLS $196,900 MLS $89,900 MLS 
Dick Ewms 
635-7068 
20 yrs. Exp. 
l~orseshoe Cul-De.Sac 
Custom Built 
4 Bedrooms 
$189,900 MLS 
,,.. :;."~.':~i:~ ~~'' • .~..: 
4 bedroom home w/many fea- 
tures. In town hobby farm on 
4.47 acres. Set up for horses 
$289,000 MLS 
Strata Titled! Suitable for 
retail/service businesses 
Residential suite potential 
$134,900 - $149,900 MLS 
~ li:~":: F 
• "T 2 
i : i i ,  
~ ,~ 
The Real Estate Leaders ~m 
t~  ~" ,.,/~;, ~ ;:~i~ ......... !:.~i: , i,, ~ .I 
1/'2 Acre On Bench Immaculate 3 bdrm mobile Bring back the Sparkle 
Custom Built Shei la Love 5 new appliances 4 bedrooms, 2 baths 
6 Years Old 635.3004 Country decor in kitchen full basement 
$249,900 MLS 8 yrs. Exp. $42,900 MLS $108,900 MLS 
Horseshoe River frontage- .9 Acre 1,03 Acre- M-I Zone Motel & RV Park- Renovated 
3,700 Square Feet 3 bdrms, covered deck, w n/g 4 loading doors 5 rooms/23 RV sites/SxS 
Excellent Value hook up. 12'x 20'wired shop Warehouse & Office Space Duplex. Highway Exposure 
$229,000 MLS $124,500 MLS $299r000 MLS ~199,000 MLS 
Thornhelghts Revenue Property 
Suzanne 3+1 bedrooms, New Deck Excellent Condition Throughout 
Gleason 638.8198 Full bsmt, well maintained Close To Town And llospital 
lO yrs. Exp. $118,900 MLS $157,000 MLS 
Great place to start Great Family llome 
Feature fireplace 
Large fiunily mmn 
$139#00 MLS 
Great Neighborhood 
Fully finished throughout. Patio Lots of renovations throughout 
overlooks beautiful back yard N/G Fireplace in livingroom 
Gordon 
Olson 
638-1945 
20 yrs. Exp. 
Beauty on the Bench, Great Starter 
Executive Home- hardwood Recent Updates 
floors, quality finishing ltorsehsao L cation 
$244,900 MLS $89,000 MLS 
Good starter home Waterfront home with guest Executive Style home 
nicely renovated cottage. 150' sandy beach Will consider smaller home 
2 bedroom and dock- Meziadin Lake in trade. Open to offers 
$26,900 MLS $169,900 MLS $269,000 MLS 
Laur le  Forbes  
635-5382 
20 yrs. Exp. 
37 Acres of good farm land 
Home & several outbuildings 
20'x 20' wired/insulated shop 
Ill " 
Location! Well maintained family 
home, attractively decorated 
with the warmth of cedar 
$134,000 MLS 
~:~ ~ 
Large Euro Kitchen, large deck Exceptional 11/2 storey log home 
with view of surrounding Private & Treed setting 
mountains. 1.79 Acres Many unique features 
$174,500 MLS $174.900 MLS 
Updated 3 bedroom home Good family home on ltome plus large shop 
near schools and hospital Hans Stach 2 Acres Viv Steele 
New vinyl windows, iding, roof  635.5739 Jacuzzi Tub 6'15-6905 
$109,000 MLS 12 yrs. Exp. $109.000 MLS 2 yrs. Exp. 
3 bedrooms 5 bedrooms I Bench 
Great location Private nlral setting. [ Sidn By Side 
Close to all amenities 5.78 Acres Duplex 
$94,700 MLS $242,500 MLS $225,000 MLS 
2 acres in Jackpine Flats 
Private Setting 
$142,500 MLS 
Bank says elll 
Quanset hut 
3 lots 
$89,900 MLS 
Spacious 4bedroom 3 bedrooms with a unique 
Rancher on 112 acre in towu layout. In a family 
Fridge, Stove& Dishwashcrlachdc~l oriented park in town 
$114,900 MLS $22,000 MLS 
Executive florae with view Immaculate 6 bedroom home 
Almost 4,000 sq. ft. of finished with a full basement 
living space. Privacy 4 fruit trees 
$299,000 MLS $154,500 MLS 
i i. 
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" "11  ;~ =1 =1 ~ Ir:'~:q ~ [el q =1 ~m 
ROB BROWN 
The secret lake, part II 
When we left them last week, our two intrepid 
lO-year-old anglers and their tag along dog, Tip, 
were atop Sperling Hill, astride their bikes, shiver- 
ing in the early hours of the morning, about o 
cross Still Creek Bog en route to the Secret Lake 
nestled somewhere in the distant mists. 
~"m ur bikes didn't give off light or reflect it. At one ! ]~ time or another we all tried those puny genera- 
~- - -  tom that rubbed up against he front tire and 
generated enough friction to power a puny head lamp, 
but they never lasted long. As for reflectors- reflectors 
needed fenders. Rough rides made fenders rattle. 
Repairing a fender attle meant fender emoval. After a 
pair of repairs we had no rattles and no fenders and no 
reflectors. 
This lack of light gave us stealth, useful for late night 
raids on fruit trees or nocturnal cruises when we glided 
unseen along the city streets leering at the people of the 
night. What was gained in stealth was lost in safety. 
Night traffic lacked competition; it was was unpre- 
dictable and wild. Even sharp, young eyes strained to 
navigate the inky nights. Almost silent, moving, and set 
deeply in the dark, we had to be hawklike. 
One early morning some grease ball - who'd been up 
all night on Bumaby Mountain, steaming up the win- 
dows in his yellow '49 Mere with his girlfriend no doubt 
- careened around a comer, pinned Brace in his head- 
lights, then swerved at the last second, shattering a stop 
sign and bulling through aditch before coming to rest on 
the sidewalk. 
i ,Bruce raced up to the shack before tile pape/[tuck and ~ 
the sun. Panting and gasping, he told the story tO the tag- 
tag, sleepy-eyed assembly. 
I coulda been killed! he yelled, You coulda barely got 
a cigarette paper between me and that Mere. 
Whadja do? said Jimmy Duncan. 
Gave him the finger then I took off, said Brace defi- 
antly. 
Anyone killed? asked the kid who wore a band aid 
across part of his #asses to cure a stray eye and whom 
we called Oswald, not knowing whether that was his 
first or last name. 
Probably, said Bruce, but I didn't hang around to find 
out. 
Normally I was comfortable riding in the dark, but 
here in the guts of Still Creek bog, under a blanket of 
foul smelling fog, I could have used some light. I heard 
Brace's tires against the road up ahead, and the rattle of 
his bike chain from time to time. Those small reassur- 
ances were all that separated me from night fright. 
The frog song made things worse. It was faint when 
we f'nst heard it a mile away, but here, in the midst of the 
amphibious choir, the croaking was so loud it had 
weight; it made peddling ponderous; it made the fog 
seem thicker, harder to push through. 
I admit I was scared. Bruce was too because he was 
concentrating onthe road and not saying anything, and 
because he'd apparently forgotten about his dog Tippy 
who was far behind us by now. 
I'm gonna wait for Tip, I shouted into the darkness. 
There was no answer. Bruce was farther ahead than I 
thought. I stopped, craving the company of Brace's mutt 
now. Without the whir of my bike, the frogs seemed 
louder. I called back for the dog. There was no response. 
I imagined some slimy swamp creature reaching out 
from the fen, wrapping its tentacled knuckles around 
poor Tip then slithering soundlessly back to its fetid lair. 
/filer a long string of anxious moments I heard the rasp 
of dog nails against pavement. Tip trotted up. She was 
wagging her tail so vigorously her butt moved too. 
Good girll I said, giving her a pat and a rub, Stay 
close. I moved off at a speed that insured she could. 
There is only one road. If I stay on it, I told myself, I
can't get lost. No way. Not ever. 
Even with this knowledge - and Tip trotting on my 
flank like a body guard - I was spooked. 
A little lamp is a big light in a dark place. I took some 
comfort from the solitary street lamp hanging over the; 
drive that led to the rod and gun dub, the place where, 
many times we'd watched, fascinated, as gunners 
slaughtered clay pigeons in broad daylight. 
As we neared the range, I saw Bruce's wheeled sil- 
houette against he light. In minutes we reached him. 
We're almost hrough it, he said in a cloud of vapour. 
He was still breathing hard; Tip and I were breathing 
harder. 
A short time later we crossed Grandview. The lights 
in the white-sided iner on the comer were on and I 
thought of bacon and eggs and toast and jam. 
Is it far? 
Bruce hesitated, A little farther, he said, which, I knew 
'from experience, could mean a ride anywhere from 10 
miles to two blocks and just about any distance in 
between. Bruce hesitated again then turned own a side 
street. There Were a lot of houses. I wondered how any- 
one could keep a lake filled with g~ant flsh a secret in a 
place as settled as this To be continued .... 
Terrace wins gold at B.C. 
Senior Swim Championships 
FOUR TERRACE swimmers tra- 
velled south to the University of 
B.C. pool Feb. 5-6 to study some 
of the nation's top senior swim- 
mers in action. 
"They got to meet national 
team members as well as the top 
university swimmers from U.B.C., 
Calgary and Washington State," 
said coach Mike Carlyle. 
Carlyle said Jenine Barton, 
Kaya Downs, Kyle Narzt and Judy 
Stevenson didn't chart as many 
best times as expected, but he's 
not worried. 
"They're focussed on process 
right now," he said 
The event was also a rare op- 
portunity for Terrace swimmers to 
compete in a 50-metre pool. 
One swimmer, Judy Stevenson, 
• managed best ever times in three 
out of four of her swims. 
"It was really a rewarding meet 
for her," said Carlyle. 
He added 17-year-old Kaya 
Downs, who competed in seven 
races, performed well technically 
and the consistency of her swims 
is steadily improving. 
Jenine Barton made the finals 
in the 400-metre medley, but was 
later disqualified. 
And Kyle Narzt, 16, finalled in 
all of his races, winning gold me- 
dals in the 200-metre backstroke, 
100-metre freestyle (with a perso- 
nal best time) and 100-metre back 
stroke. 
Narzt also recorded a fourth 
place finish in the 400-metre free- 
style as well as two sixth place fi- 
nishes and an eighth in 200-metre 
medley. 
Narzt and Barton are expected 
to place well in national age 
group rankings due out at the end 
of February. 
BLUEBACK SWIMMERS Judy Stevenson and Jenine Barton 
take a minute when they're not in the pool to snap a photo with 
national team swimmer Mark Versfeld. 
Women's  soccer 
kicks in for playoffs 
JUST ONE week away 
from the end of the Ter- 
race Women's Soccer As- 
sociation season and end- 
of-year stats are anything 
but final. 
The game scores are 
getting so competitive, 
said league spokesperson 
Lianne Funk last week, 
that gone are the days of 
5-0 blowouts. 
After 16 games of regu- 
lation play,' Artistic Ha i r  
-,":Studio ~continues':~ tO, ~l~iitl ,~ 
the way with 45 points. 
Oasis Sports is still in 
the chase with 38 points 
and Flower Power rounds 
out the top-three with 34 
points. 
Fourth place is also up 
for grabs with only two 
points separating Begin- 
ners Luck (25 points)and 
Blessings Children's Wear 
(23 points). 
The hard-working Mol- 
son team trails the league 
with 19 points to date. 
And, Funk says, new 
faces have made their way 
to the top of their team's 
point's totals as well. 
As of last week, Janet 
Haw scored nine goals for 
Artistic Hair Studio and 
Nina Peden scored seven 
goals for Blessing Child- 
ren's Wear. 
Lynn Rushton and 
Shauna Rysavy each 
scored six goals for Begin- 
ners Luck and Molson. 
~qt's SueAlger, o f  Oasis ~ 
Sports Club, who leads the 
league with 11 points so 
far. 
Sheila Denomme, al- 
ways a strong Flower 
Power player, tails Alger 
with 10 points. 
The last game of regu- 
lar season play runs Tues- 
day, March 7 and the 
women's playoffs begin 
Thursday, March 9 at 8 
p.m. All games are held at 
Cassie Hall Elementary on 
Terrace's outhside. 
II Strike a pose 
Dee Piper, Shannon MacLean and Tanya McLeod were caught at the 
arena Feb, 25. The girls are just a few of the Clarence Michiel Elementary 
students who learn to skate once or twice a month at the arena as part of 
their physical education class, The girls are in Mr. Robinson's Grade 6 class. 
Joseph rink wins 
Valentines Bonspiel 
MORE THAN 25 teams from Terrace, Kitimat, Prince 
Rupert and Smithers turned up Feb. 11-13 for the annual 
Ladies Valentine Bonspiel at the Terrace Curling Rink. 
And the weekend belonged to Terrace's Helen Joseph 
rink - who won the A-event over tough competition from 
three local rinks. 
The Lynn Apolczer rink of Terrace placed second in 
the A-event. Aina Carlson and Jackie Munson rinks fin- 
ished third and fourth. 
The Laurie Monture and Marie Beckley rinks of Ter- 
race lead the B-event, while Kitimat's Seppela rink 
placed third. Terrace's Lisa Bullied rink placed fourth. 
The Kathy Simpson rink won the C-event over second 
place McLean rink from Prince Rupert. Terrace's Kathy 
Gardiner and Barb Vousden rinks finished third and 
fourth. 
In the D-event, Kitimat's Dzluba rink won top hen- 
ours, while three Terrace rinks - Joan Kucharyshyn, 
Sandy Horbachewsky and Judy Dcgerness - rounded out 
the bottom three positions. 
The Theresa Melanson won dubious honours of being 
the first rink out of the bonspiel. 
Midget teams coming here upped 
to 11 after Terrace aced at zones 
Bone goes by the nick- 
name "Boner" when on the 
ice and his birthday is Jan. 
13. 
Craig Walsh, Terrace's 
185-pound 6'2 tall goalie, 
no other NHL star measures 
up to Martin Brodeur. 
ready injured his ankle this 
season. Check them outl 
At 17, Jesse Bone stands 
5'11 and weighs 200 
pounds, which is good news 
for a defenceman. 
The Prince Rupert born 
player has already had a 
center and has scored five 
goals and nine assists as of 
Feb. 3 this year. 
His favourite NHL play- 
er is Paul Kariya. 
And last, but definitely 
not least 17-year-old Bren- 
dan Harris, who says he 
can't remember when he 
started playing hockey. 
Harris is 5'9 tall, weighs 
180 pounds and was born in 
Port McNeil. 
Harris has scored one 
goal and one 'assist this 
year. 
TERRACE'S midget rep 
hockey team didn't earn 
their spot at the AA midget 
provincials in Terrace next 
month by warding off 
northwest rivals in a zone 
championship. 
But they'll be therel The 
team's loss in the regional 
standings will mean a sec- 
ond northwest zone hockey 
team will be here to join in 
the festivities come spring 
break. 
concussion this season, but "He's quiet and knows 
it couldn't have been too how to do his job," says 
serious as Bone stands on Walsh, who plays his best 
record as of early February under pressure. 
as playing more games this Walsh has won seven out 
year than any other player of 13 games this season and 
In the fourth week of our on the bench. . : 'has played with a twisted 
ongoing coverage of the Only 38 minutes ofthose knee, 
midget  players, we cover games were spent in the~ Klyokazu Godo, 17, has His favourite player is 
the ice- f rom a goa l iewho penalty box and Bone has already proven he's no '  Brendan Shanahan and his 
plays best under pressure to scored two goals and five lightweight with a pucL favourite NHL team is the 
a right winger who has'al- assists thlsyear. Godo is a hi~h-seoring PlttsburghPenguins, 
Jesse Bone Craig Walsh 
~ii!ii!y~i>~ii~iiii~::~ +::' ;!i 
Klyokazu Godo erenden Harrlu 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638.7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a slat hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all dlselav and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Sl~ndard &Adverliser) ~13,~8"(In¢. os1") 
~ weeks  (Standard & Advertiser) ~(~nc .  o~n 
'Additional words (over 25~ 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.g0 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARWCARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.70 c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.14 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your  display ad in the 
weekend ed|tlon of the Weekend Advertlser. 
105 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
:: ;::':' 1051 !";: : 
:ANNOUNCEMENT 
: '  " , ':~ ~ : '  / . i ' i ,  
TION D 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 616 COMMERCIAL 
105 K~NOUNC~ENTS 628 FOR SALE OR RENT 
I 10 ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES fOR RENT 
120 ~RTHDAYS 640 MISC. FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 MOBILE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 648 ROOM & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMOOATK~N 
145 IN MEMORIAM 6~0 STORAGE 
150 LEGAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
155 c~nUARIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
165 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PERSONAL REAL ESTAIE 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 7OSACREAGES/LOTS 
230 lOST & FOUND 715 COMMERCIAL PROPERn 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SALE BY OWNER 
MERCHANDISE 735 HOUSES 
31S AucnoNS 745 MOBILES 
330 COMPUTERS 755 OPEN HOUSE 
355 EURNffURE 770 WANI"ED 
360 GARAGE SALES AUTOMO/'WE 
365 MISC. ~ SALE 810 CAES FOR SALE 
380 TIMBER 815 TRUCKS r-OR SALE 
395 WANTED 820 VANS FOR SA~ 
PElS / FARM R~(~EA/7ON~ 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 
425 UVESTacK 854 AIRCRAFT 
435 PSTS es8 AT~S 
862 BOATS / MARINE 
INDUSIg¥ 866 MorORcYCLES 
460 EQUIPMENT 870 RV5 CAMPERS 
470 LOGGING/TIMBER 874 RV'S STH WHEELS 
480 MACHINERY 
87e RV'S MOTORHOMES 
EMPLOYMENT 882 RV RENTALS 
51 O BUSINESS 890 ,~NOWMOBILES 
OP~ORTUNInES 
520 CAREERS SERVICES 
530 EDUCATION 910 BUILDING SERVICES 
540 HELP WAN~ED 912 CARPENTRY 
5701UTORING 914 CHILD CARE 
580 WOBK WANTED 920 CONSTRUCTION 
RENTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
604 APARTMENTS 936 JANffORIAL 
608 EASEMENT SUTTE 944 MISC. SERVICES 
612 CABINS/COn'AGES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates Iheretore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that It Is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discrimlnale on the basis of children, marital stalus and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box renlaL 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss, 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertlslng. 
Name Address  
Phone Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Credit  Card No. Expiry Date - -  
VISA n MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
6 
11 
16 
12  
17  
21 22  
13 .64  13 .91  
25 ,95  26 .22  
B 
13  
18  
23  
14 .18  
26 .48  
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2 
4 
g 10  
14 15  
19  20  
24  
14 .45  
26 .75  
13.313 
25 .68  
14 .71  
27 .02  
S T, RD 
For  longer ~d. ) lease  use ~ 8ep~rgte shoe!  
Phone Fax 
638-728:3 6:38-8432 
ANYONE INTERESTED in sell- 
ing Tupperware or hosting a 
party/presentation. Phone Kar- 
en Mattheis. 250-635-7810 
Mana.qer with P.P.P. 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. 
American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portation, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications. 
1-800-347-2540. 
ROCKFEST IN Vanderhoofl 
August 4-6. John Kay and Step- 
penwolf, Creedence Clearwate 
Revisited. Nick Gilder and 
Sweeney Todd, Harlequin. Toll- 
free information 1-877-762- 
3378, Ticket into 250-614-9100 
website www.hwy16.com/rock- 
test 
WANTED SNOMOBILES! Pok- 
er Ride March 5, Burns Lake. 
High hand $300G, low hand 
S1500, 10- $100, Jokers infor- 
mation 250-695-6519. Spon- 
sored by Burns Lake Rodeo 
Club. Watch for signs. 
! I 
~'  & HEALING CENTRE* I 
Open Channel/Aura, 
Tarot, Palm Readings. Confidential, 
directive guidance 
By appointment 
Laurel Ballard Msc. V., Phd. 
J Menno Driedger 
210 BUSINESS 
*PERSONALS 
JOCELYN 
SEBASTIAN 
Of Binakayan, Kawit, 
Cavite, Philippines has 
been granted a degree 
of 
Bachelor of Science 
(Computer). 
Grandmother Beatriz 
: Sailor and Aunts Irma 
i Hunt and Jessie Gowe 
wish her every success 
in the future. 
~55 OB~ITUARIES : 
J Mrs. Beatriz Sailor and 
daughters Jessie Gowe 
and Irma Hunt proudly 
announce that 
Christina Grace 
Sailor, R.N., 
B.Sc.(N) 
has successfully passed 
all board exams and is now 
a Registered Nurse and has 
received her degree as 
~ I Bachelor of Science 
I (Nursing). 
I Tina camp eted school at 
J ~ Caledonia, 
iii J Grant McEwan College, 
; ~ I and University of AIberta 
, 
' i  
Congratulations 
Automot ive  
3504 Kalum St.- Shell 
On your new business venture.We know 
you will give good and reliable service to 
your customers. 
Your friends and family 
PUBLIC MEETING ON 
HEALTH CARE 
Terrace & Area Health Watch Group is 
holding a public meeting 
Saturday, March 4 
at the Elks Hall - 10 a.m. 
Come and support our efforts for better 
health care in the North. Guest speakers 
have been invited. It's our community our 
health,~cam,,bring your~concerns, bring~.a 
friend. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
Don Ritchey 638-7093 
Ida Moh ler  635-7215 
With n three weeks of ,,,~'~E%~ 
conception.., before :~!~j  
the molher ven knows l ) r~i]  
she is pregnant.., the tiny ~;w~:  J 
heart of her pre born child I 
is already beating, circulating blood J 
throughout a system separate from I 
the mother's. J 
Terrace Pro-Ufe Education Association I 
Box 852, Terrace | 
( ,~  VIVA CLINIC 
Recover your health in a 
natural integrated way. 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
includes environmental 
and food allergy testing 
AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE 
REFLEXOLOGY, EAR CANDLING 
AURICULAR ACUPRESSURE 
Frances Birdsell, 
Natural Health PractiIloner 
Call 635-2194 for an appointment 
4506 Lakelse (=~,t~. x=~ F.~,~) 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request, Phone 635-9592 
or Email: rnanucomp@uni- 
serve.corn 
LOST JUNE 17 at g:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
LOST ONE pair bifocal glasses. 
Gold & brown frame in black 
case. Lost one wk ago. 250- 
638-7763 
BC'S LARGEST chatline, Over 
4000 men & women call a day. 
Connect live or Just listen. Use 
free trial code 5030. Call locally 
310-CHAT. www,trylive- 
links.cam 
A. EDITH KAWINSKY (LITTLE) 
Passed Away Peacefully 
February 191h, 2000 at  Mil ls Memor ia l  Hospital 
She was born April 15, 1922 to George and Clara Little 
(founder o~ Terrace), She is predeceased by brothers 
Dudley and Gordon Little and sister Dorothy Magna . 
Edith will be missed by her husbandMatt, son Bill 
(Sue) and grandchildren Dustin & Kyle, her sister Clara 
(Doug) Fay, her special cousin Tom Olson sister in law 
Julia Little, brother in law Ken Magnall, nephews Bill 
(Mirja) Little, Norman (Bernita) Magnall, David (Vicki) 
fay, nieces, Elaine Auriat, Linda Bee, Anne Anson, Dot 
and Lorraine Fay, and Marion Northcott and numerous 
great nieces and nephews and nephews and many 
beloved friends. 
The Memorial Service will be held Friday, March 3, 
2000 at 1:30 p.m. at the Kin Hut (Heritage Park) 
Reception to follow. 
In Lieu of flowers, donations would be greatly appreci- 
ated to Ihe Heart & Stroke Foundation. 
"Gotta have heart"i 
i i Lit 
l . .Parents of the .l 
New Years Baby 
"MARINA 
ELIZABETH BELL" 
Andrew & Venus 
would like to thank all 
the merchants who 
donated gifts. Also a 
special thanks to 
Gramma and Grandpa 
Radford, Gramme Bell, 
Sheryl Baker, Kim 
MacDougal & Cheryl 
Lewis, and all other 
Family and Friends for 
their support, kindness 
_% and gifts. , :  
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
In the Estate of 
PIERRE JOSEPH WILFRED 
NORMANDEAU 
late of Terrace, in the 
Province of British Columbia, 
Machine Operator / Truck 
Driver, deceased, 
All claims against the above 
estate, duly verified by 
Statutory Declaration, and 
with particulars and valuation 
of security held, if any, must 
be sent to the undersigned 
before April 12, 2000. 
CO-OPERATIVE TRUST 
COMPANY OF CANADA 
Co-executor 
333-3rd Avenue North 
SASKATOON SK S7K 2M2 
COURT BAILIFF SALE 
The Court Bailiff will offer for sate the interest in the following 
Judgment Debtor:. . . . .  - 
Bryan Richards a.k.a. Bryan Minard • : ': '"::{' ":.~ ""~ .~t". ':' 
Cenplete sterna system, 19" Samsung TV, 2 Fly Fishing rods, sectional 
couch, neoprene suit, computer system & printer, mountain bike, king size 
bed, maltresses & flame and much morn. 
Sold on a "As is, Where is" basis, no guarantees or warranties 
implied or given. 
Sealed bids will be received at the Court Bailiff's oFFice up to the hour 
of 12:00 noon, Monday, March 6, 1999. 
Sale may be suolect to cancellation without notice. The Court Bailiff 
reserved the riaht to adiourn the sale without notice and apply to the 
~,.ourl tor lurmer alrecnon it the ed arises. 
Terms of Sale: Each bid must be accompanied by a draft or mone 
order in the amount oF 10% of the bid offered and made payable t 
Caledonia Court BailiFf Services. The 10% deposit may be waived i 
special circumstances. The balance oF the bid, plus applicable taxes to 
be ~aid immediately upon acceptance of Ihe bid, Failure to do so may 
re: in for[eilure oFthe deposit. Highest bid not necessarily accepted. 
For appointment to view and for further in[ormallon, please contact he 
undersigned. 
CALEDONIA COURT BAIUFF SERVICES 
#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G IS2 
(250) 635-7649, R. Smith 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
• ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the land, within the City of Terrace, 
shown shaded on the accompanying map and described as: 
~52 t 1, District Lot 615, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 4325 
07 Haugland Avenue] 
Ill I 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule %" (Zoning Map) of Zonin~l Bylaw 1431- 
1995 by changing the zoning classification o~ the property 
shown shaded: 
FROM: Rural Suburban Residential (RR2) 
TO: Two Family Residential (R2) 
To allow for the subdivision of the subject property into two- 
family residential ots. 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
I BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the rece - 
lion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Buildlnn at 5g } 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of'~:30 a , 
to 30 p.m. ea.ch day. from Wednesday,. March 1st, 2000, 1o. 
M :lay, March 131h, 2000, excluding Saturdays and 
SL ays. 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS: 
AI persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
cation may do so in writing, and/or in person, At THE 
~[ IC HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS, AT 7tO0 P.M. ON MONDAY, MARCH 13TH, 2000. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RON POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
i i 
PLEASE 
TAKE 
NOTICE 
That in Accordance with 
the Warehouseman's 
Lien Act 
Notice to Debtor 
IAN BARTON 
owner of a 
1988 Pontiac 6000 
Blue in colour VIN# 
2G2AFFIR2J9200077 
will be sold by bid in lieu 
of Darts & services in the 
amount ot $1672.00. 
Time of sale will be 
10:00 a.m. 
March 9, 2000 at 
Canadian Tire Service 
Centre, 5100 Hwy. 16 
Wes!, Terrace, B.C. , 
SHANE CARDINAL - 
this is your official notice that 
at 1:30 p.m. on March 27, 
2000 at Fort Nelson Family 
Court at 4604 Sunset Drive, 
Fort Nelson, British 
Columbia, the Director of 
Chi ld, Family and 
Community Services will 
make an application for a 
Continuing Custody Order 
pursuant to Section 49 of the 
Child, Family and 
Community Service Act in 
connection with your child, 
S.B. born September 13, 
1991. 
You have the right to be 
present and to be repre- 
sented by Legal Counsel, 
Shane Cardinal or anyone 
knowing his present where- 
abouts, please contact, 
Michael Dean, Social 
Workers, Ministry for 
Children and Families, 5020 
Airport Drive, P.O. Bag 1000, 
Fort: Nelson, B.C. V0C 1RO 
telepBone 250-774-6185, 
ROAD RECONSTRUCTION & ~ RELATED INFRASTRUCTURE 
WORKS CONTRACT 
HAUGLAND AVENUE 
(Tetrault St. to Kalum St.) 
Tender documents and Offer Forms for road reconstruc- 
tion and related infraslrudure works of 500 M. of 
Haugland Avenue are available from Mondcv. ~arcn 
06th, 2000, and may be F icb :d up for anc .~runaaole 
fee of $25.00, at the P&,lic Works Department, 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, weekdays between the hours of 
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Tender to close at 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, March 23, 
2000. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNrrY PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the City of Terrace Official 
Community Plan Bylaw No. 1312-1993. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the land, within the City of Terrace, 
shown shaded on the accompanying map and described as: 
Lot 1, District Lot 615, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 4325 
15207 Haugland Avenue] 
I l l  ,I 
ItAUgt ~ A~ ~ | . .  • . ,  
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the Official 
Community Plan by changing the designation of the land shown 
shaded: 
FROM: Residential (2/3 Acre Lots) 
TO: Urban Residential 
To allow for the subdivision of the subject property into two- 
family residential ots. 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPEcTED in the recep- 
tion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Buildin~l at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of'~:30 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. each day from Wednesday,. March t, 2000, to 
Monday, March 13th, 2000, excluding Sa daysja:~L 
Sundays. ~ 
PUBUC HEARING DETAILS: ' . . . .  
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regardinn this 
application may do so in writing, and/or in person, A'f THE 
PUBUC HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, MARCH 13TH, 2000. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO, 
TAKE NOTICE and be govemed accordingly. 
RON POOLE, Chief Adminlstmtive C)ffi~:~Fr '~" ' 
,/ 
B8 -The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 1, 2000 
:155 OBITUARIES :!J 410 FARM 
• EQUIPMENT 
, .  , : . ' r  
Mary Elspeth Walker, 
nee Vanderburgh, born 
November 5, 1926, died in 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
February 13, 2000, after a 
14 year battle with a dis- 
abling illness. 
510 BUSINESS • 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Mary was born and raised in Summerland 
B.C., and graduated from the Vancouver School 
of Art (now the Emily Carr College of Art) in 
1947. 
Mary came to Terrace in 1964 with her 
husband, David R. Walker, when they were 
both offered teaching positions with the School 
District. From the late 1960's until she suffered 
a crippling brain hemorrhage in 1986. Mary was 
actively involved with the dedicated group of 
people trying to establish the Terrace Public Art 
Gallery. 
Mary was predeceased by her father, Dr. 
Alfred Vanderburgh, stepfather Thomas Croil 
and mother Marjorie Croil. Surviving Mary are 
her husband David, son Paul, daughters Katie 
(Danny) and Janet (Dwain) and granddaughter 
Joelle Walker. Also her brother John (June), 
nieces Kathy, Nancy and families, brother-in- 
law Michael (Joan), nephew Bruce, niece Diane 
and families. 
Mary's ashes will be buried beside her dad in 
Summerland in the summer time. An informal 
gathering of friends will be held at her home on 
Sunday, March 5, 2000, from lpm to 5pm. The 
family requests that no flowers be brought for 
the occasion; however, donations will be 
accepted for a memorial item to be placed at 
the Terrace Public Art Gallery. 
THANK YOU! 
To my great surprise my little Papushka 
J ess ie  Gowe 
arranged a party at the Royal Canadian Legion 
where many friends and relatives helped me to 
celebrate my 65th birthday. To one and all, my 
heartfelt hanksl 
She was able to have sisters Audrey & Enid with 
their husbands, from Duncan & Parksville as well 
as many friends from Terrace in attendance 
without my knowing of it beforehand. Your good 
Wishes & gi f tsare much appreciated. Now maybe 
Jessie can unwind. Thank you all. ,~a,~ 
I I 
====m 
CANADA oSnl ~BEST+)24 
888-913-8122 from DELICIOUS LAMB. For sale. 
$2.00/min. Credit card bill- Cut & wrapped to your specifi- 
ing. 1-900-451-2220 cations. $2.79/Ib. Delivery avail- 
$3.99/min Website: able. Hamblin Farm Meats. 
www.discreettalk.com Houston. 1-800-665-6992 or 
CANADA'S HOTTEST 24 hour 250-845-2133 
live one-on-one-talk. 1-900-830- USED COIN operated washing i
0044. (18+ $4.99/mlnute) machines $250. Ph 635-2838. 
www.9O0secrets.com/t15391 . . . . .  
LOGGING/TIMBER 
CAN'T USE Viagra? Maximus 
Natural Cream now available. 
For FREE info kit call Mark's 
Plaza Pharmacy. Toll Free 1- 
877-747-6664 
HYPNOSIS/HYPNOTHERAPY. 
Rewarding career helping 
others or self empowerment. 
Registrations being accepted 
now. Free brochure, BC Loca- 
tions Meridian Institute PO Box 
753 Duncan BC V9L 3Y2. 250- 
748-3588 
: 480~MACHiNERY • 
• h i ,  " i 
510 BUSINESS:  
OPPORTUNITIES :: 
i '  :i : > 
540 HELP 
i : WANTED: , :  
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bursement. Visit webslte 
www.drJoelkaplan.com. 
SUPPORT YOUR immune sys- 
tem before It's too late. Cutting- 
edge nutrition products can 
help. 24 hour message. 1-877- 
573-0457 
395 WANTED 
EVANLY.RAY$ 
FREE 2000 CALENDAR 
SRV 39,99 colledon dillon 
rated best service and m~l accurate 
psychics in (do In 1998 +1999 
• Career 
i Relationships 
Spouse habits, 
Picking Lo.o # s 
• ~ in  2000. 
! -900-451-4055 
24 HRS, S:l.99/mln • 18+ 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
U S E D  
C D ' S  • 
SKEENAMALL 
TERRACE 
635-4948 
WANTED FREEZER burned 
meat, fish or bones for sled 
dogs. Will pick up 250-635- 
3772 
WANTED: 1971 Buick Skylark, 
any condition, for parts, 250- 
846-5151 
410FARM 
EQUIPMENT 
LARGE SUPPLY, excellent 
quality, no rain, lots of leaf, 
Orchard Alfalfa & Timothy Mix. 
First & second cut, square hay 
bales - 65 Ibs. First cut round 
bales, 800 Ibs. 250-846-9606 
1998 FEATHERLITE horse 
trailer, model-9417 two-horse 
aluminum straight load. Fully 
loaded, dressing room, tack 
area. Used 1-season. Excellent 
condition. Asking $14,500. 
Need 4-horse aluminum trailer. 
250-847-0134 
WWW. 
3 YEAR old proven shorthorn 
bull, red, polled, average birth- 
weight on 2 calf crops 831bs. 
100% dehorner, mostly red 
calves. After 6pro 250-567-5510 
GENERAL LIVESTOCK haul- 
ing, cattle, horses,sheep. Li- 
censed and insured for Canada, 
USA. Hay hauling and sales. 
250-694-3448, cell 250-692- 
6559, fax 250-694-3769. Jeff 
Giesbrecht Transport, Burns 
Lake, BC> 
HAY FOR Sale: 1200 Ib round 
bales. Grass mix and all/grass 
mix. $45/balo. Contact # 250- 
635-5003 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Look early before calving 
starts. View parents & siblings. 
Priced for the comm. cattlemen 
250-690-7527 Ft. Fraser. 
NATURALLY RAISED Angus 
beef & pork for sale. Custom 
butchering and sausage mak- 
ing. Hamblin Farm Meats Hous- 
ton. Delivery available. 1-800- 
665-6992 
'" ~1 
FREE RANGE ~ 
Ill PORK & GEESE 
I I I  FOR SALE 
Ill CALL 
III 798-2214 
Ill *Hay is also 
~ avai lable for sale 
t i redofcab le  .corn 
A PERFECT part-time home 
businessl 2 hours/day earns 
you financial freedom. 24 hour 
messacle. 1-877-573-0457 
EASY MONEY maker. Unlimit- 
ed opportunity, little time, effort 
or investment required. Sounds 
too good to be true? For Info 
call (250) 635-9788 
GET INVOLVED with the Inter- 
net. Work from home using a 
simple system and make seri- 
ous money. No computer ex- 
perience necessary. Call 250- 
698-7649 
HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT 
Distributor. for product or oppor- 
tunity. Please call Evelyn 250- 
635-1543 
LOCAL ADVERTISING busi- 
ness for sale. Well established, 
low overhead, unlimited poten- 
tial for growth. $30,000, for 
more Info call 250-638-1292 or 
emaih nwbp@telus.net 
PRIME COMMERCIAL proper- 
ty on highway access road. 
Large building, warehouse and 
shed on 1.78 acres. 475K Call 
Jim at Houston Co-op (250) 
845-2303 or fax (250) 845-7949 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2000 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have rain. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
800-663-0099 
TOP OF sunny Okanagan Ap- 
pliance Repair Business. In- 
cludes van. shoD. eauIoment. 
Complete 
Shingle,:  
M i l l  
CKC REGISTERED miniature 
dachsunds from quality stock. 
Black & tan or red. Vet 
checked• Vaccinated, tatooed 
and dewormed. $475 each. 
Call: 1-250-845-2940 
Assumable land 
lease, low hours, 
heavy-duty 
construction 
Phone Larry a t  
635-5449 
WANTED FOR Stud purposes, 
male CKC Registered Labrador 
Retriever. Phone evenings 250- 
635-3265 
FOR SALE Good Used Logging 
Equipment: Ready to work: 
1999 MADILL 3000DL Stroke 
Delimber c/w 2200B Limmit; 
1996 MADILL 3800 BNT Log 
Loader c/w GenSet & lights ap- 
prox. 7000 hrs.; 1996 TIMBER- 
JACK 618 Feller Buncher ap- 
prox. 7200 hrs.; 1993 320 
HYUNDAI BNT Log Loader c/w 
New Recon. Engine & warranty 
approx. 8500 hrs. Call: Bob 
(250) 612.8379, Mike (250) 
613-5469 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators. Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
Birch firewood for sale. Phone 
638-7290. 
M&K Sawmills is looking for D- 
Fir saw logs. Call 250-992-2660 
or cell 250-992-0094 
1998 BRYANT oil furnace, 
85,000 BTU $750. (604)299- 
2967 - Burnaby BC 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS information Govem. 
ment assistance programs In- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866 
ADULT WEBSITESll Freoll 
Make U.S. dollars while you 
sleepl No computer neededl As 
see on TV's Dial-A-Date with 
David Bronsteln. Call nowll & 
receive an Adult Webslte over 
the phenol (416) 969-0155 
ATTENTION: I lost 40 pounds 
in 2 months. We need repre- 
sentatives in your area. Call to- 
day. 250-635-1543 I 
ACTORS WORKING Academy. 
Full-time six month film acting 
program starts March 2000. 
Scholarships available. Part 
time classes begin monthly. 
www.filmact.com 1-877-FILM- 
ACT 
REPORTER REQUIRED: 100 
Mile House Free Press has im- 
mediate opening for a full-time 
reporter. Knowledge of layout 
and photography a must. Car & 
camera required. Full benefits 
package plus car/camera llow- 
ance included. Send resume to 
Heather Colpitts, editor. Fax: 
250-395-3939 or phone 250- 
395-2219 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er Industry. Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator. For program or 
student loan Information, from 
our COl College (Abbotsford 
Campus) Call toll free today 1- 
888-229-1555 
WANTED: SR Collection Agent 
with Small Claims experience. 
Fax resume to: C.B. Vernon 
250-545-3377 Emall: cbv 
@workshopsbc.com No phone 
call please 
A & G Autobody Repair Ltd., 
has an Immediate opening for a 
qualified body person. Please 
send your resume, and related 
experience to A & G Autobody 
Repair Ltd., 975 Saskatoon 
Avenue, Prince Rupert, B.C., 
V8J 4J1. Ph: 250-624-3351, 
Fax: 250-624-3214 
AVON EARN EXTRA $$$ Run 
your own business. Choose 
your own hours. Define your 
own earnings. Enjoy Job satis- 
faction. Become an Avon con- 
sultant. FREE kit, samples, 
training, Limited time offer. Call 
Sharon Today 250.638-7699 or 
Toll Free 1.877.638-1300 
CAMP CALEDONIA [on Tyhee 
Lake near Smlthers) is recruit- 
ing for this summers camping 
season. We need paid staff 
from July 1st to Aug. 5th, 2000, 
and volunteers for Individual 
camps. We're accepting appli- 
cations for: Assistant Director, 
Craft Director. Waterfront Direc- 
tor, Nurses, Sports Director, 
Kitchen Staff, Female and I~ale 
Counselors, and Maintenance 
Director, Resumes can be sent 
to: Camp Caledonia, P.O. Box 
3328, Smlthers, B.C. VOJ 2N0 
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICAL 
Business for sale In Prince Ru- 
pert, Shop equipment and spe- 
cial tools Included, low operat- 
ing costs, established clientele, 
turn key and operate this small 
business, and be your own 
boss. Reasonably priced, For 
more Info call 250-624.2156, 
leave message, 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. are: 
Tanya 
615-O330 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
iust had a new 
baby, are getting 
married, or start- 
ing a new busi- 
ness, just give us a 
call. 
W•sA LCOML~ o9,Oo N
.... . . , )  
CAUSAL POSITIONS available 
with the Family Skills Program. 
Social Service Worker Certifi- 
cate or equivalent, valid drivers 
license, pager and vehicle re- 
quired. Contact Susan at 250- 
635-5135 or 250-635-5310 
CONTRACT AVAILABLE The 
Omenica Course is seeking 
contractual services to run the 
restaurant for the 2000 season. 
The facility Is privately owned, 
full service 18 hole golf course 
situated in the close proximity of 
Vanderhoof, B.C. Contact John 
R. Morgan, Pro Manager, Ome- 
nica Golf Course, RR#2, $10, 
Camp 22, Vanderhoof, B.C. 
V0J 3A0. Ph: (250) 567-2920 
Fax (250) 567-2923 
EARN $200, $300, $500 per 
week, assembling product in 
your own home, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. 
West, Suite 541 ref 683 Missis- 
sauqa, Ont, L5K 2R8 
EXPERIENCE LOGGING truck 
driver required for Central Koo- 
tenay area. Full 12 month work 
uslng-a i~ew trldem/tr dem con- 
figuration. Call 250-354-9233 or 
fax resume 1o: 250-925-9263 
EXPERIENCED LOGGING 
Truck driver required for Central 
Kootenay area. Full 12 month 
work using a new tridem/tridem 
configuration. Call 250-354- 
9233 or fax resume to: 250- 
825-9263 
KAMLOOPS MILLWORK shop 
requires Qualified Journeymen 
and 2nd and 3rd year apprentic- 
es in Millwork joinery. Applic- 
ants skilled in all facets of Mill- 
work only need apply. Must be 
willing to do shiftwork. Please 
fax resume to (250) 828-1921 
or mail to: Dancraft Industries 
Ltd. #5, 929B Laval Cr. Kam- 
loops, BC V2C 5P4 No phone 
calls please, Interviews will be 
by appointment only. 
LOCATED IN Vernon, BC, 
Westwood Electric has an 
opening for an =Electrical Pro- 
ject Estimator". Qualifications: 
At least 3 years expedence in 
electdcal installations (prefer- 
ably in the wood products in- 
dustry) and/or electflcal equip- 
ment/material sales. Additional 
consideration given to applic- 
ants with electrical technology 
diploma or electdcal trade cer- 
tificate. Knowledge in electdcal 
estimating is an definite asset. 
Communication skills and com. 
pater literacy is a must. 
Westwood offers a competitive 
wage & benefit package. Apply 
in confidence before March 15, 
. 2000 to: Westwood Electric, 
887 Falrweather Road, Vernon, 
BC V1T 8T8 Fax: 250-542-8586 
or Emaih marketing 
@westwoodcos.com 
:;ii'~F Northwest 
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'" Employers... 
Occupational Health & Safety 
Committee Training 
Bill 14 Workers Compensation 
Amendment Act is now law. 
March 3 &'30 8:30 am - 5:30 pm $124 
Call for additional dates available! 
i,,!iii~iiCommun!ty 
The Cornerstone of Community Education for 25 years 
MS Access (Database) ..................... $164 
February 28 - March 8 
General Pesticide Applicator .......... $ 250 
March 2 - 5 
WHMIS (Instructor-led) ...................... $ 50 
March 4 
Airbrakes ........................................... $180 
March 7 - 11 
SFU Guest Speaker ........................ FREE 
FIImmaker Dr.Jaqcqueline Levetin March 9 
TDG (land & rail) ................................ $ 70 
March 11 
InternetJE-mail ........... ........................ $ 89 
March 13 & 15 
Intro. to Windows 95 ......................... $164 
March 14 - 23 
Chain Saw Safety .............................. $189 
March 16 & 17 
OFA Level III ...................................... $639 
March 20 - 31 
Intro to LoggerPC v3.2 ..................... $169 
March 20 & 22 
Intro to Word 97 ................................. $164 
March 28 - April 6 
Management Skills for Supervisors .., $445 
March 28 - 31 
MS Project Level One ....................... $149 
March 31 - April 1 
Bear Aware ....................................... $49+ 
April 1 
Traffic Control/Flagging .................... $169 
April 8 & 9 
Cert i f ied Benchman 
Canfor is one of Canada's largest integrated forest 
products companies with principal operations in British 
Columbia and Northern Alberta. Our Polar operation in 
Bear Lake (65 KM north of Prince George) currently 
has a job opening for a full-time Certified Benchman. 
Qualifications for the position include a grade 12 
diploma and a good understanding of the lumber 
manufacturing process. The successful candidate 
will have exceptional interpersonal and analytical 
skills with a team player attitude. 
Daily transportation to the work site from Prince 
George is provided. Canfor offers a safe, high quality 
working environment, with IWA rates and benefits.. 
Shift work, including weekends, can be expected. 
We thank all applicants for their interest in Canfor, 
however, only those selected for an interview will be 
contacted. Please apply in confidence to the address 
below before March 10, 2000. 
Canadian Forest  Products  Ltd, 
Po lar  
General Delivery 
Bear Lake, BC V0J 3G0 
Fax: (250) 972-4323 
Attention: Monty Manahan, HR Coordinator 
CARRIER SEKANI FAMILY SERVICES 
Nurse(s) Position 
CSFS are currently looking for two (2) Community Health Nurses to deliver services in Burns Lake and 
Fort St. lames area. 
Because we are committed to improving and promoting optional health and healthy lifestyles through 
a holistic approach, we are looking for individuals with vision and enthusiasm. The nurse as a valued 
member of the community, will be expected to coordinate, plan and implement public health 
programs within a Health Center and in clients' homes. The primary goal of this organization is to 
deliver services that are client cel~tered and reflective of individual community heeds. 
The successful candidate will be able to adapt nursing procedures to local conditions and provide safe 
appropriate nursing treatment s~rvices within the current legal framework. 
As the success of the nurse is dependent upon his/her ability to work as.a team member, it is 
imperative that they are able to establish and maintain effective interpersonal relationships with 
communities of diverse cultural background. Flexibility, creativity, reliability, good judgment and 
initiative are essential. 
In addition to offering a generous benefit and wage package, CSFS offers Nurses the unique 
opportunity to actively participate inthe development ofan evolving health programme. 
Qualifications: 
* First Nations Candidates are especially encouraged to apply. 
. Current registration as a Registered Nurse within British Columbia or ability to become registered 
within four months of appointment. 
. Valid BC Drivers license, 
• Current Basic Rescuer Certifications (formerly CPR level C) 
• Proficiency inthe use of English language is essential. 
• Degree in nursing from a recognized Canadian University or a recognized equivalent OR 
Certification or Diploma in Community Health Nursing from a Canadian University or 
recognized equivalent. 
If you are up to the challenge and are looking for an opportunity to grow professlonally, send your 
resume to: Jan Tatlock, RN BScN 
Nursing Supervisor ' ' 
Carder Sekani Family Services 
PO Box 1219, Vanderhoof, BC V0J 3A0 
FaX: (250) 567.2975. NO PHONE CALLS PLEA$E! Closing Date: MARCH 3RD, 2000 
ii ¸  
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i PA~GON INSUP, ANCE AGENCIES LTD.;/iI~ 
PART TIME BOOKKEEPER REQUIRED 
Two full days per week and 2- 3 days over month end. 
Qualifications: Must be in third year of recognized 
accounting program or equivalent. Alternatively ou may 
have second year accompanied by proven experience, You 
will be required to maintain accounts receivable & payables, 
reconcile Insurance Company payables, bank deposits and 
reconciliation, prepare and post month end journal entries, 
prepare month end financial reports, reconcile general 
ledger accounts. 
Please submit resume to: 
Sherry McCall 
Paragon Insurance Agencies Ltd, 
255-4741 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S9 
If you are look ing for  a great oppor tun i ty  
where hard work  and ded icat ion  can lead to 
substant ia l  growth,  th is  is the  place for  you. 
We are in need of a self-motivated and career 
minded individual who has developed the skills 
to staff, train, schedule, and budget in a fast 
paced environment. Preference given to those 
with experience in supervision. 
Along with excellent earning potentials, we 
offer comprehensive benefit packages. If you 
feel you are ready to join our dynamic team, you 
are invited to either mail or fax your resume to: 
ATTN: DONNA CABAT 
4624 Feeney Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1J2 
Fax: (250) 635-0917 
604 
APARTMENTS 
$TIKINE REGIONAL 
COMMUNITY HEAL TH COUNCIL 
has an exceptional Opportunity for 
SHORT TERM (Locum)& 
LONG TERM (Permanent) 
REGISTERED NURSES 
The positions will be of interest to a Registered 
Nurse with a minimum of 2 y~)ars experience in 
emergency rooms and/or 2 years in an out post 
or remote location. This full time position offers 
hands on nursing, care,.,,::,EB;~.,pha~:macy,,,~ 
outpatient •clinics and many ot'her experiences 
and opportunities to learn and grow. 
DUTfS  include: 
Clinical and emergency services, 
• Patient care planning, 
• Development of day clinics and 
• Dispensing medications from the 
community pharmacy 
We offer a very competitive salary, 
a full benefits package, and signing bonus 
(permanent full time positions only). 
Please forward your resume to : 
Attention: Executive Director 
Stikine Regional Community Health Centre 
P.O. Box 386 
Dease Lake, BC 
V0C 1 L0 
Fax: 250-771-3911 
E-marl: thomas .wr ight  @srchc.hnet .bc.ca 
~ Nisga  a T r iba l  Counc i l  LIAISON ACCOUNTANT (3 YR TERM) OPERATIONS ACCOUNTANT 
(UNLIMITED TERM) 
The Nisga'a Tribal Council is seeking two self directed individuals 
who, under the direction of the Chief Financial Officer: 
Liaison Accountant - will act as a resource to 4 Villages in 
the development and implementation el budget, accounting and 
repealing systems. 
Operations Accountant will provide full function accounting 
support o operation areas involved in forestry and fish research. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Liaison Accountant 
5 yrs of diversified, computer based accounting 
experience 
as strong background in budget procedures and 
processes 
Operations Accountant 
5 yrs of diversified, forestry related accounting experience 
a strong background in purchase order systems 
Combined 
be working in a 4th level or better of a designated 
accounting degree program. 
excellent written and verbal communication skills, 
well developed spreadsheet skills 
good interpersonal skills 
a willingness to travel 
Salary will be commensurate with the education and experience. 
The closing date for this position will be 
5 p.m. March 10, 2000. 
Please forward your resume, work related references and cover- 
Ing letter to: 
Nisga'a Tribal Council 
Chief Financial Officer 
P.O, Box 231 
' NewAlyansh, B,C. V0J 1A0 
Fax: 250-633-2367 Email: hrdept@ntc,bc,ca 
I aring dependable people who : .... Have a Home Support Worker/Nurses Aide . II Certificate ' I I  Or a nursing background II Enjoy working with people in their homes II Have a vehicle and pager (required) I I  pply at: Terrace Home Support  Serv ices I I  #1 '3215 Eby St.,Terrace, B.C. I I  Phone: 635-5135 II 
L~ ~ ~ I C A S U A L  POSIT ION 
ENGINEERING DRAFTSMAN 
Adam Engineering Ltd. is a locally owned and operated 
company based in Terrace providing engineering services 
in civil, structural nd survey disciplines. 
We have an immediate opening for a draftsman/junior 
technician to assist with design and drafting assignments 
on a wide range of projects including roads, bridges, build- 
ings and subdivisions. 
This position will suit a self motivated individual who can 
work well in a team environment. 
Computer assisted drafting experience is essential for this 
position, Survey and data reduction experience would be 
an asset. Technical training in design and use of applica- 
lion software will be provided as required. 
Interested candidates are invited to submit a resume to 
the address below by 6th March, 2000. 
A 4931AKeithAve.,Terrace A D A M  
• V8G 1K7 Tel 635-0911 ENGINEERING LTD 
Invitation to Quote 
Courier Services for the 
General Area of 
Terrace, B.C. 
OFFICE ASSISTANT required 
to cover for maternity leave. 
Need two or three years experi- 
ence working in an office envi- 
ronment. Essential to have 
good knowledge of MS Word 
and MS Excel, able to use a 
Dictaphone, and have basic 
bookkeeping skills. Fax or mail 
resume by March 10 to Brouwer 
Claims Canada & Co, Ltd., 
#200, 4665 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, BC V8G 1S8 Fax:250. 
635-0154 
ANGELICA'S HAIR SALON 
Wanted 
QUALIF IED 
HAIRSTYL IST  
with resume. Minimum 3 
years experience. Full or 
pert time. 
See Anglica at 
4621 Lakelse Ave. 
or Ph. 615-0092 
for appointment. 
Earn extra $$$ 
-~ Run your own business 
-¢ Choose your own hours 
-¢ Define your own earnings 
-¢ ,Enjoy job satisfaction 
• -) Become an Avon Constdtant 
-¢ FREE l~t, samples, training 
" =~ " r "L IM ITED 
' TIME OFFER 
CALL SHARON TODAYII 
! i:i~::: 638-7699 or 
::/,: Toll Free 
~::1-877-638-1300 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March l, 2000- B9 
LOOKING FOR experienced 
Fallers. Need at least 7 years 
experience. Also have worked 
in Helli and general falling. Must 
know the timber of Terrace. 
Failer must have their own 
WCB# & Company name. Fax 
resumes to 250.635-2768 
NELSON AREA mill requires 
experienced Saw Filer and Mill- 
wright. Fax resume to: 250-825- 
9263 or mall to: RR#1, 514, 
C20, Nelson BC V1L 5P4 
OUR CLIENT, a large logging 
contractror located In North- 
western British Columbia, re- 
quires an Office Manager. The 
Office Manager is responsible 
for day to day operations includ- 
ing all aspects of accounting 
from bookkeeping to monthly fi- 
nancial statements, payroll, liai- 
son with sawmill representa- 
tives and various functions. The 
ideal candidate will have an ac- 
counting designation, computer 
experience in the logging indus- 
try, Salary and benefits will 
commensurate with experience. 
Please forward your resume in 
confidence to: Chan Foucher 
LeFebvre, 1820 Third Ave, 
Prince George, BC V2M 1G4 
Only those selected for an 
interview will be contacted. 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
in care giver for elderly man, 
two days per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non-smoker, 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
File #16, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace BC, 
V8G 5R2. 
SHOP/SITE SUPERVISOR 
Qualified metal trades team 
leader. Experience in Blow- 
pipe/cyclone material move- 
mont. Salary to $50,000.00. 
Fax: (250)447-6636 Ph: Bill@ 
(250)447-6615 Christina Lake 
BC 
LOGGING HAYRACKS re- 
quired. Fort Nelson Highway 
haul. 250-769-7410 evenin.cls 
WE PAY YOU to lose Lip to 
201bs in one month. Serious in- 
quiries only. Kam, 604-514- 
0058 
Quota for 
providing courier services for 
government mail in the general 
area of Terrace, B.C. 
Copies of the bid document are 
available at B.C. Access Centres, 
Govermnent Agents, and the 
Purchasing Commission Internet 
,.,~,., t' #zte at http://www.pc.gov.bc~ca~;,~.~ ~';i.i 
" " Closing date for quotation is " " 
2:00 p.m, Pacific time on 
March 7, 2000 at: 
Purchasing Commission, 
PO Box 9476 Stn Prov Govt 
102 - 3350 Douglas St. 
Victoria BC V8W 9W6 
Fax: (250) 387-7309 or: 
(250) 387-7310 
cBRITISH OLUMBIA 
Ministry of Finance 
and Corporate Relations 
Purchasing Commission 
KITSUMKALUM 
BAND COUNCIL 
i i i i i~ ~?-~:~i~i!i:;:'::i~i~'::~?:::::::::':::~':::::~i::'::i~:::::ii~iii::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :'::::iii::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~ i ~ i~ i~ i
'~*~:~:~!  .,: . :.: ~ i : i : :  ~: . .:.i:~: : .  : . i :~:~::~.:~:::~ 
TEMPORARY POSITION 
Kitsumkalum Band is in flae process of completing five capital 
projects, as well as embarking on a Physical Development 
Plan for the community of Kitsumkalum. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Certified Journeyman Carpenter or certification in 
Construction Teclmology with experience in the following 
areas: 
• Ability to supervise and coordinate community construction 
projects. 
• Ability to read and interpret blueprints, and be able to read 
and cost material take offs. 
• Ability to communicate w ll with the Suppliers, Workers, 
and Subtrades. 
• Ability to supervise delivery of materials and to control 
inventory. 
• Basic field survey experience 
• Ability to plan and prepare detailed project reports and 
schedules. 
• Ability to read, nndersland and draft contracts hat protect 
tim interests ofthe Band. 
• Basic understanding of civic superstructure, inclusive of 
water, sewage and road maintenance. 
• Applicants must have a valid B.C. Drivers License, and pref- 
erence will be given to applicants who are able to provide 
dteir own reliable vehicle. 
Benefits as per Kitsumkalum Administration standard. 
Preference will be given to qualified individuals of Aboriginal 
descent. 
Applications, including a cover letter, resume and ref- 
erences, must be received by March 17~ 2000 at: 
Kitsumkalum Band Council 
EO. Box 544, 
s 
Terrace B.C, V8G 4B5 
Phone Number: 250-635-6177 Fax Nuntber: 250-635-4622 
• SITE-KEEPER 
SMITHER TOURISM Coordina; 
'or (3-year Part-time Coniract) 
The Town of Smithers requests 
expressions of interest for the 
part-time contract position of 
Tourism Coordinator. This posl. 
tion will provide '.specialized 
tourism services to the Town ol 
Smlthers and area, and will be 
responsible for carrying our the 
goals and objectives of a "Multi- 
Year Winter Marketing Strategy 
and Implementation Plan" which 
can be obtained at the Town of 
Smithers Municipal Office, 3836 
Fourth Avenue, Smither, Man. - 
Fri, 8:30am - 4:30pm. For com- 
plete job description and/or ad- 
ditional information please call 
(250)847-1610. This contract 
position offers $1250/mth based 
on a 20hr work week. Interested 
parties should submit a compre- 
hensive application detailing 
qualification, experience related 
to "Multi.Year Winter Strategy 
and Implementation Plan" by 
4:30pro Mamh 20, 2000 to: Kel- 
ly Timms, Corporate Adminis- 
trator Assistant, Town of Smith- 
ers, PO Box 879, Smithers, BC 
V0J 2N0 or Fax 250-847-1601 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER- 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, reaps, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
JOURNEYMAN PAINTER in all 
aspects of painting - lntedor- 
exterior. Discount for seniors. 
Free estimate within Terrace 
and surrounding area. Phone 
250-615-0160 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates Now in two loca- 
tions. Terrace at 615-0002 or 
638-6969 (cell). 
Local business requires an 
on call location site-keeper 
with a clean driving and police record. The posi- 
tion requires some lifting, excellent paperwork 
skifi,~ and the abili b' to occasionally handle 0 six 
ton single axle truck in off road conditions. The 
position is suitable for someone who is looking to 
add work to an existing business or for someone 
semi retired with a trucking background. The 
expected workload is one day per week starting in 
February 2000. Reply, in hand written form, with 
a brief of your work history and explain how this 
part time opportunily will work for you. 
Reply to: 
Box 48 
.Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5A2 
1 & 2 BEDROOM apartments in 
quiet location near town. Pets 
welcome. $300 & $400 per 
month. 250-635-9102. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 250- 635- 
5136 or 635-6428. 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 615- 
0345. 
~Z-'~'DROOM apt. in Thornhlll. 
F/S Utilities included. 
$600/month plus deloosit.' 2 
bedroom side by side duplex in 
town. F/S, W/D, $575/mon~ 
plus deposit. 250-635-5992 
2 BEDROOMS, quiet, newly 
renovated, ensulte, storage; 
rent includes hot water. Avail- 
able Mamh 1st. $500 per 
month. 250-638-1115 or 250- 
615-9772 
4 BDRM upper duplex in Ter- 
race, NG heat & hot water in- 
cluded. DD & ref reqd. Phone 
798-9554. 
4621 LAKELSE Ave. 
$485/month plus 1/2 month 
damage deposit. Garbage pick- 
up available. Downtown loca- 
tion. For more Into contact 250- 
638-1965 
COZY 1 bdrm suite, utilities In- 
cluded, $450/month + deposit. 
250-638-8482. 
FOR RENT Bright, clean, spa- 
cious 2 bedroom unit with on- 
site caretakers. Five applianc- 
es, gas fireplace and mini stor- 
age. Good value for $750 
month. 250-635-4954 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in ThornhilL Single 
I I~  ~ occupancy only, No pets. Refer- 
ences required. $360/month + 
$180 Sec. dep. Phone 250-635. 
,~L  Skeena Cellulose Inc, is an integrated l;orest~l 2065. . _  
I I ,  
1 , ~  Products company located in British Columbia 1 / TERRACE APARTMENTS I 
/ AIV,~k with Sawmill Operations in Terrace, Camaby, I 1 -newly renovated, I 
l ,~ / l ) ' I "~  Kttwanga and Smithers; a 1300 tonne per I | 2 Bedroom 6500 per month I
! ,~w' .~= day Kraft pulpmill In Prince Rupert and a I II -free hot water/recreation I! 
Skeena IleadO$celnVancouver. l (:all collect @ 632-430a l 
l or cell @ t-250-639-4069 l 
We currently have an opportunity in our I -<lose to school end hospital I 
Solid Wood Group for a: r . . . . . . . . . .  
~:ii: ~iil;iiiii!i!ii!ii::;i;ili:i::::;!iiiiiii;;i~i~i; ~i;i: i ;i !iil;i;:::i!i;;~i~i::~  i i ii ; l ii;iii ii; !lil:!iiii;i;iiii!::ili ; il ~:i ! :~::iiii::i::i!iiiiii!:~iiii~i~,iiiiiill iiiiiil::~;:~ii iiii::!i~ 
We are looking for a resufts-oriented team player with 
a minimum of five (5) years proven experience in a sen- 
ior position. A Bachelor of Business Administration 
degree from a recognized university or equivalent will 
be of benefit. Candidates will have progressed through a
variety of roles in the Human Resources field including 
Employment, Labour Relations, Accident Prevention, 
Training and Benefit Administration and will have dem- 
onstrated superior organizational, interpersonal and 
leadership skills. 
Duties will include the coordination of Human 
Resource functions at four sawmills and two woodland 
operations. 
The successful candidate will be located in Terrace, 
B,C., a growing community that offers excellent educa- 
tional and medical facilities as well as superior ecrea- 
tional opportunities. 
5keena Cellulose Inc. offers a competitive salary with 
an excellent benefits plan as well as the opportunity 
for career development and advancement within the 
organization. 
For confidential consideration, send your resume by 
March 31, 2000 to: 
Mr.Terry R, Bennett 
General Manager, Sawmills 
4900 Keith Ave, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 5L8 
k , Fax: (250) 638-3120 
I 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00  month. 
One bkx:k [n:)m s,~mming pool. 
No Pets, references roqulred. 
Phone635-3475 
Apartments 
1 & 2r Bedroom 
+ Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• .Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schoolsj]~l~,~.,,,~,. 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route- 
. Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Call: 635=N78 
! 4 ' ,i i ~ 
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. :1668 TOURIST: 
AccoM.  : 
"ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 4 BEDROOM house 3691 
and laundry facilities. New man- Hawtilorn 250-635-6165 
agement on site. No pets FAMILY HOME close to 
please. 250-615-5441 schools and town• 4 bedrooms, 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 2 1/2 baths with 2 fireplaces. 
close to town. Laundry facilities. Finished basement and many 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd. special features. Fully land- 
615-7665 or 635-5653. scaped, fenced yard with work 
shed. $900 per month or own. 
STUDIO SUITE right down- Ca11250-635.9456 
town, heat included. No pets. 
For working couple/single per- 
son. Phone 250-635.7585 
i 
"~ARK MANOR APTS ~ 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 ruth, includes heat. 
Close to swimming pool & 
downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
636 HOUSES FOR 
' , :RENT:  :: 
r , ; 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
. Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
• On s~te management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
1 BEDROOM basement suite, 
close to town. Utilities included, 
damage deposit + reference re- 
quired, $500/month. 250-638- 
8010. Available immediately 
2 BDRM bsmt suite, IRe lot, 
good Southside location, near 
schools & parks, no pets, no 
smoking. $500/month. 250-635- 
5081 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
NS, Ref req. + Damage deposit. 
Phone 250-635-3789 
2 BEDROOM suite ,in Horse- 
shoe area. Close to downtown, 
schools, bus routes. Non-smok- 
ing. Includes appliances, laun- 
dry facilities and utilities. Avail- 
able Ma~:ch 1st. 250-638-0702 
BRIGHT, SPACIOUS one bed- 
room basement suite in newer 
house..Ful!y furn!sJ?ed,. Avail-. 
able 'March .+1st; C~tI:. 250-635- 
0634 Friday evening til Sunday. ~ 
or call 250-621,3209 Monday to 
Friday noon 
FOR RENT Large 3 bedroom 
bsmt suite, F/S, W/D utilities in- 
cluded. No pets, no parties. 
References and damage de- 
posit required. Avail. Mar 01/00. 
$750 month. Call 250-635-0767 
FOR RENT newer 2 bedroom 
ground level basement suite 
with fddge, stove and w/d hook- 
up. $600/month. 250-615-7734 
NEW ONE bedroom suite. For 
working person. 10 minutes. 
South of town. Room for 
horses. Including 4 appliances 
and utilities $475. 250-635- 
5270 
NEWER 1 bdrm bsmt suite, 
close to town. F/s, w/d, Avail. 
Mar. 1st $475. Call 250-635- 
3004 
ONE BASEMENT suite for rent. 
Centrally located. Access to 
washer & dryer. Partly fur- 
nished. $450 per month plus 
damage deposit. Heat and light 
included. Call 250-635-6851 
ONE BDRM basement suite for 
non-smoking person In Horse- 
shoe area. $500 includes all 
utilities. 250-635-5136, 
SMALL 2 bdr basement suite. 
Available immed. Utilities incl. 
$450/month. People with good 
rental refs can call 250-638- 
8639 
ALMARLIN BUILDING 
3219 Eby Street 
Tel: (250) 635-7191 
Ground Floor: 
2,625 sq. ft. 
Second Floor: 
1,130 sq. ft. 
REASONABLE 
RATES 
1 BDRM unit in Thornhill. 
$325/month + utilities. Damage 
deposit required. Phone 250- 
635-7025 
1 BEDROOM house in Horse- 
shoe, minutes to downtown, 
May 1st to Aug 15 only, $375 
per month (for prof person) plus 
utilities and deposit, semi-fur- 
nished, F/S, W/D, HG, no- 
smoking, no pets, no drinking, 
phone 250-638-8990 
1A 1 bedroom cabin furnished 
or unfurnished. Available imme- 
diately. Phone 250-635-2319. 
$415 month. 
2 BDRM townhouse. Clean 
quiet. Fridge/stove. Suitable for 
professional couples. No pets. 
Ref. required.Phone 250-635- 
3796 
2 BEDROOM duplex, fridge, 
stove and recently renovated 
washer and dryer hookups. 
Close to schools in Thornhill. 
Phone 250-635-1702. $575/mth 
2 BEDROOM in town. N/G Heat 
and water. 5 appliances. $550/ 
month plus damage deposit• 
Referencs required. 250-635- 
2963 
2 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath town- 
house. Stove and Fddge includ- 
ed. W/D hookups. No pets. 
$600 month. 250-635-5213 
3 BDRM mobile. Two acres of 
land. 4 appliances, non 
smokers, pets ok. Horses wel- 
come. $750. Two bedroom su- 
ite, family neighborhood. 5 ap- 
pliances, no pets, non smokers. 
$700 includes utilities. Refer- 
ences needed. 250-638-8753 
*SNOWBIRDS Vacation 
Suites* Weekly/Monthly •Las 
Vegas - new deluxe 1 bedroom 
W/complete kitchen facilities, 
fully furnished, utilities paid, 
phone/TV. $199/week U8 1- 
702-431-7121..Mesa Adzona - 
Lovely studio/lbdrm, furnished 
patio apartments located in 55+ 
community W/clubhouse, golf, 
heated pool. 1-480-986-0185. 
GOING TO Hawaii? Apartment 
in Waikiki available, Sleeps four 
- completely maintained. For 
rent by the week. 250-835-2351 
QUALITY HOTELS, major 
savings. Wash, Oregon, B.C., 
Alberta Toll Free: 1-877-779- 
7775 lastmlnutelod.qin~s.com 
SKI SUN PEAKS BC (45rain 
from Kamloops) Fully equipped 
Condos & Chalets, Hot tubs, 
Saunas, Ski In/out, sleeping 2- 
32. Kids 12 and under w/adult 
full price ticket freel Stay 6 
nights & get 1st night freel TOP 
OF THE MOUNTAIN accomo- 
dations and management 1- 
800-585-8834. www.mwsolu- 
tions.com/top. Email: sunpeaks 
@direct.ca 
-SPRING BREAK available - Ski 
Big White. Brand new chalets, 
hot tubs, F/P, views, ski in/out. 
Reasonable rates. Call Class 
Act Toll-free 1-877-397-0955 
www.rentchalets.com 
WORKING COUPLE W/2 child- 
ren. Wanting to rent home in 
Cedarvale/Usk/Gossen Creek 
area. Phone 250-638-7830. 
CALIFORNIA USAltl Large, 
fully improved, residential/ re- 
tirement lots in Southern Cali- 
fornia. Mobile homes OKI $60 
down, $60 monthly, $5995 
3 BDRM townhouse, fairly new 
with basement, walking dis- 
tance to downtown Terrace. No 
pets, ref reqd. Available now. 
Phone 250-638-7140 or 250- 
632-5918. 
3 BEDROOM duplex, recent 
renovations wood floor, fire- 
placce, dishwasher. $750 plus 
utility. 2 bedroom duplex, 5 ap- 
pliance~, cable vision, $800 in- 
cludes .~ utility. Both Upper 
Thornhill. Available April 1st. No 
dogs. Non-smoker. 250-635- 
3756 
4 BEDROOM available March 
1st. Close to schools and hospi- 
tal. Large yard. All appliances. 
cash. US Funds. Free 
• brochure. 1-800-884-7060. 
~ A ~  acr- 
es Marina frontage. Minutes 
from Halibut, salmon, golf, 
beachff0rest trails. Sandspit, 
QCI. 250'626-3228 
ocean-front, .42 acres, 
$209,000, south facing beach... 
"Saltspring Island" 5.11 acrres, 
$129,900, good timber, building 
sites... Gerry Smith 1-800-461- 
5353 gesmith@pinc.com Pacific 
Coast Savings Real Estate 
15 UNIT apt. bldg, Masset, 
Queen Charlotte. Assume mort- 
250-635-0055 ~ gage only. Needs hands on ~ 
CLEAN WELL maintained ~anaaement: New carpet in 
srfialle-'2 "~edrd0m hbl~e in ++ h"mllw-~v-~'"-¢;;~'9"~nr .01 .~,hone :" 
Thornht . Stove; fndge, washer,; 604'214-'2957 ~lays ~i' ~04-263- 
dryer, N/G heat. Suitable for 2 8911 evenings 
people. No pets. $550 per 
month, plus sac. dep. Call after 
5pro 250-635-7467 
FAMILIES • WELCOME, 2 
bdrm, 2 bath, f/s, 2 car parking, 
¢ $800 per month. 250-638-1182 
FURNISHED ONE bedroom 
house in Thomhill. Quiet neigh- 
boars. $415 per month. Refer- 
ences please. 250-635-2319 
LARGE SIX bedroom house 
on acreage. Non smokers pre- 
ferred. References & damage 
deposit required. $950 per 
month• Pets allowed. 250-635- 
2898/250-638-1212 
LARGE TWO bedroom upstairs 
suite in Thornhill. 5 appliances. 
Garage. No pets. Non-smoking. 
Ref. required. $500/month. 250- 
635-7411 
SIDE BY side duplex for 
rent/lease. Located on Mc- 
Deek., available now. 3 Bdrm 
townhouse on Kalum, available 
March 1st. 250-638-1094 leave 
messaqe 
TWO BEDROOM, gas furnace. 
On acreage, Non-smokers pre- 
tarred. References & damage 
deposit required. $650 per 
month. Pets allowed 250-635- 
2898/250-638-1212 
ROOM FOR rent Braun's Is- 
land. Close to bus stop, all ca- 
ble channels, call Betty at 250- 
615-0272 
j 'q  
'k, j l  
J~  
jp, 
VANCOUVER, HEART of Ib/  
downtown. Executive lofted stu- 
dio suites in new high-rise. Su. 
perlatiye location, spectacular 
views. Monthly or extended =,.'~ 
stays @ $1350 + util. Well fur- 
nished and equipped, T.V. mi- 
crowave. HNV floors, Secured 
UG parking. Contact Dawn @ ~'~ 
1-604-938-4502. www.vip. 
homes.com., Emaih roehlig@di- ~ 
tact.ca. 
,+ 644:MOBILE: .  
.... HOMES::~ . 
: :  ." : : : ' : - .  
3 BDRM mobile home w/addi- 
tion, 4 appliances, $600/month, 
available immediately. Phone 
250-635-2126 "dr 
, j  
I t% 
b/' 
Ib, 
R 
/' i 
1400 SQ ft rancher. N/G+and 
wood heat. Very well kept. 
Large master bedroom w/ensu- 
ire. Fenced back yard w/large 
deck and shed. 4608 Davis 
Ave, $104,900. Call 250-635- 
4162 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: a four 
year old 26x46 modular home 
in an adult only park. Two bed. 
room and den. Master bedroom 
has ensuite and walk-in closet, 
Three skylights, jet tub in main 
bathroom, central vacuum, air 
conditioning and natural gas 
fireplace. Asking $92,000, Must 
be seen to be appreciated. 
Phone 250-638-1269 
NEW DUPLEX or house for 
sale. One bath per unit, 3 
bdrms up, 2 down, 10x10 shed, 
5 appliances/unit, •double paved 
driveway, Asking $219,000, 
250-638-8089 
TWO SIDE-by-side lots, one 
with house 1530 sq. ft. with 
basement entry, and one with 
large centre shop (30' x 30'), 
with attached smaller shop on 
each side. Phone 250-635-5091 
VIEW PROPERTY 4517- Cedar 
Crescent 1,700 sq.ft, on two 
levels. 3 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, 
large deck, 2 fireplaces, triple 
garage. Over 2 acres, Asking 
$289,000 O.T.O. Please call 
(250) 635-1543 
"UNIQUE CHARACTER 
HOME" 2604 Braun St. 250- 
635-4857. $169,000 
~Sherry Anderson ~ 
Notary Public 
Real Estate, ¢ 
Conveyanclng 
Wills, 
Mobile Home 
Transits, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documentation, 
NolaHzations 
• NEW L~.A110N 
#104-4644 Lazelle Ave. 
QUALITY DUPLEX on the 
bench 2 yrs old, strata-titled, 
1960 sq. ft. up and down. 4 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms each 
side with built in D/W and mi. 
crowave plus many amenities. 
Double garage and large dec k 
each side. Fully landscaped, 
paved ddveway, sidewalks, 
12x28 wired shop, 10x16 
greenhouse. $159,900 per side. 
250.635-0518 anytime- 250- 
635-1990 eves and weekends 
3 BEDROOM home w/legal su- 
ire down on large private lot on 
river; close to town. 8 applianc- 
as, gas, attached garage. 
$139,900, 250-638-1292 
3 PLUS 1 bedroom home. 3 
bathrooms, double garage, N/G 
heat, hot'water & fireplace. New 
roof, carpets & paint. Great 
neighborhood. Close to 
schools, 4923 Lambly Ave. 
$159,9U0. 250-635-1746 
CUTE STARTER House Iooat. 
ed in Horseshoe. Two bed- 
rooms, wood floors, Euro Kitch- 
en, vinyl windows and large 
fenced back yard. $69,000 250- 
635-7688 
GREAT INVESTMENTI 1600 
sq. ft. 4 bdrm house, 2 up 2 dn 
on 2 corner lots. Corner of Eby 
and Davis, 1 block from Zellers. 
Fruit trees, no agqnts, 
$119,000. Call 250-615-5433 
TWO YEAR old 3 bedroom 
rancher on slab. Vaulted ceil- 
ings in the living/dining room. 
Two full ba, throoms with skylight 
in main 15athroom. Built in de- 
humidifier and a roughed in va- 
cuum systems. Sliding glass 
doors off kitchen to patio and 
large back yard. Home is com- 
pletely fenced on a quiet street 
in a friendly neighbourhood. 
Close to schoole and shopping• 
6 1/2%. assumable mtg. 
JACKPINE FLATS 3 bedroom 
home with basement• 2.3 acres. 
Wired shop. Carport, green- 
house. 406 Dis Lakelee Lake 
road. $115,000. 250-635-4246 
NEWER 2 storey, four bedroom 
house, 2x6 construction, M- 
cludes 1 1/2 baths, nice sun. 
deck large kitchen with oak cab- 
inets fenced yard on 1/2 acre 
lot, Must see. Asking $142,000. 
Call 260-638-7745 
12X68 TRAILER with 8x24 ad- 
dition. Newly renovate d, in quiet 
• clean trailer court. To view or 
more into call 250-635-1759 
1981 - 14x60 mobile home for 
sale. Great starter or rental rev- 
enue. New renDs, inc: fully 
painted interior, new bath floor- 
ing & fixtures. Asking $21,500. 
Call 250-635-2628 
1995 14X70 mobile home, with 
2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, plus 
finished addition 8x16. A large 
glassed in patio,,excellent con- 
dition. Fully fenced in yard, ask- 
inq $66,000. Call 250-635-5105 
MUST SELL by March 31st. 
Mobile home with full addition, 4 
appliances. Large rooms, 3 
bedrooms. New low price. 
$23,900. 250-635-1740 
1980 FORD Econoline Camper.. 
ized Van. Good running condi-' 
tion; $3500.00 O.B.e. Must sell 
will consider trade with small 
car of equal value or less'. 250-" 
615-3133 i 
1986 TOYOTA 2wd.pickup, 22 
R, 5 spd, runs nice, has cano- 
py. $1995.00 OBO. 250-635. 
6837. 1987 Escort, 2door 
hatchback, 1.9L, auto, runs exo. 
$1995.00 OBO, 250-635-6837, 
1970 Chew 2500 series, 2wd, 
small block, auto, lots of poten- 
tial. $1,000.00 OBO. 250-635- 
6837. 1985 VMAX, 24000 kms, 
very nice. shape; $3750.00 
OBO. 250-638-6907. 
1987 HONDA Civic. One own- 
er, Low mileage, excellent con- 
dition. $3000. 250-635-4875 af- 
ter 4 pro. 
1987 PONTIAC Grand Pdx. In 
excellent running condition. 
$1600. 250-615-4700. 
1989 TEMPO GL in excellent 
condition, only 44,000Kin. Call 
after 5pm. 250-638-1238. 
1994 CHEVROLET Cavalier, 4 
door, NC, ERC, comes with ex- 
tended warranty. Asking 
$7,200. Phone 250-638-0179 or 
messa.qe 250-615-9701' 
CARS FROM $500 Govern- 
ment seized & surplus~ Sold lo- 
cally, Call for listings. 1-888- 
341-9500 Ext. B300 
REDUCED 1990 Mazda MX6 
dark blue, 2dr, 5 spd, 125K. 
New tires, very good running 
condition. $4800. 250-638-0268 
Terrace, B.C, V8G !,$6 $146,900 Call 250-954-1871 at- 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 tar 7pro 
~L ~= mm +~s-s~ j . 
To ,, ' 
Umque Property + and  House  I] 
Custom built in 1998. y~*~=m~=~.~.~.~ . ..,,~, ~ ilJJJ 
P,vata wooded area, + III 
lawn, wildflower I ' ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1 1  
maadow gardons. III 
Mountain Panoramas! ~ 1 t ~ ~ ' ~  III 
Park and adjacent to ~ J ~ ~ ! ~  Ill 
property S m a l l m r e d i i ~ _ _ ~ J l J -  ,, .~.+:, ~i~ii:.~..:,:,: -, : :i~::;+ ,. ~ ::. ,:++ • ++  :{+>;.., - 
shop. Propane furnace ~ ~ + + ~ ~  III 
wilh wood heat backup. + m il IHOMESl  ..... 
Stucco sided, natural I11 ').l 1956 Hart H ighway .+ :ii:: Besidenl~. ~: j~W~ :i+:+,i :.~ 
wood windows, river rock foundation. Custam kitchen cabinets, tile entrancewoy, I l l , ~1 PRnNGE GEORGE. ac ~ ~:."; N&K~M~ ~ !  ;*?.i:;~i'~ 
hardwood floors, fireplace. Soaker tub upstairs. 3bedrooms plus office, dining III i j .  563"5412 ~i,~i i :  ~!~i: NO w~I '~ ' : : +:~ i ~s ;~:+~i ~ ' / !  .... 
room, living room, 2 baths, 2,000 sq ft finished an Iwo 11oars. 1,000 sq fi p arlly II n ti: ..~...~;.,.::~x:.. • .:;; . . . . .  ~ ~#.~.. 
In shed above ground 5nsemenf with fu I wiqdows Owners ore moving. ' III . ~] '. ......... W~:  '~+"  +++ !' :' ~ ; : :+ . :~ '~~~~ + "i urch"se'pr+ce'$32]',000 00+,"+  o` e`63+2008++ !]*:1-888-301'.2288 i ~ ~ ~ ~  
BREAKFAST KITCHEN ~ DINING ROOM 8". 6- x 9.. 8 ~ 9'.4"X9'- ~ ~.  9'.I~x I t'. 6" 
IZ~,~z+~q (Zl~MI LIVING ROOM 
12'. 0" x 15.. O ~ 
fOYER 
E~MASTER SUITI 
I1'. O~x 15'. ~ ' 
13 414J,~,q 
DOUBLE GARAGE 
19'. T x 2~- 0" 1 - -  ../..+ .,:- ..... 
L_ 
-~.~- MAIN132a SQ.FT.FLOOR(PLANM,) '" 
• .~. _133.t 
2 x 6 EXTERIOR WALLS 
NOTE= .THIS DESIGN INCLUDES 
AN UNFINISHED BASEMENT 
(NOT SHOWN) 
WIDTH - 40'. o" (12.2 M) 
DEPTH - 53'. 0" (16.2 M) 
OTAL 1326 SQ.FT. 1123.1 M=II 
ii!ii!!!i!i!+!!! 
r 
J 
,t 
~V 
,.n" 
House Plans Available Through 
 'etm  atldm 
~.  terrace.builders@osg.net 1111 
1-800-470 DO IT TIM~B~. 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
Dry  
SERVICES LTD. 
oCHIMNEYS ,MOSS REMOVAL & ZINC 
• FURNACES ,AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS 
• BOILERS ,AIR DUCT CLEANING 
• FIR-=PLACES ,OIL STOVES 
• DRYER VENTS ,SEPTIC & GREASE TRAPS 
• EAVESTROUGHS .JEN AIR CLEANING . . . . .  
Phone 635-1132 
I ~ It I=l I] It l+l Id I,+1 I  H It U I+ ~ III] 
Northwest Tile 
& Marble 
SALES AND INSTALLATIONS r~l 
ComqSee Our Showroom J~ 
Ceramic Tile, Marble and ~'J 
Glass 6locks FJ'I 
63~80 
4038 M~z Plaza, , 
T~rmce, B.C, rag 3Z9 
I H II lI IttJ I',tH II II H IH I:.1 II! I:t I I tl 
I'! ~ I'Ll tl I.I h~l H H ~ f] i+t H ~.1H Iq HI 
SMAL-.mMIGHTY! 
BUSINESS BUILDING 
ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Business Diredories 
s (ioo 
• ,F~ per week** 
plus GST 
'Based 0n 13 week contract 
. TANDARD 
3210 Clidon St., Terrace 638-7283 
Fax: 638-8432 
'u • .. g 
On fume and on budget  . 
"I~ Home renovations • New home construction ~ #', 
qll, Commercial construction • Roofing g 
J" Certified Blue Max® rigid foam/concrete installation "~ ,< 
1~ BC-certified builder 1~ 
"1.. ,jr" 
BARTON CONSTRUCTION LTD.  ~1~ k ,~ 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR , .  
Building aReputation for Quality ~ 
Tel/fax 635-6244 ~ ~.  
SMALL BUT MIGHTY!  
BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Home Improvement $ '~00 
Business Directories 11~,per  week** 
plus GST 
'Based on 13 week contracl 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace 638-7283 
Fax: 638-8432 
1,,I  
I 
1995 CHEV 4x4 pickup 3/4 ton, 
6.5 turbo diesel, extended cab, 
shod box. Excellent condition. 
Leather interior, full load, and to 
many options to mention. Ask- 
ing $24,000. Call evenings. 
250.635.2126 
CHRYSLEF 
1997 FORD Ranger, red, 
28,000 kms. $13,600 firm. 250- 
635-3884 
1999 CHEV crewcab 4x4. Air 
• conditioning, cassette, 8,300 
Km. Box liner, Running board. 
$36,000• 250-842-5005 
'93 HONDA Civic SI hatchback, 
excellent condition, low kms, 
cruise, power sunroof. Totally 
reliable, fun, economical to 
drive. $8600 firm. 250-847-2121 
,82b VANS FORI 
. :SALE : : .  
- , : .  , , • 
1995 S-15 GMC Jimmy 4x4 
67,000Km Excellent condition. 
Fully loaded. New tires & 
brakes• $21,000. 250-635-1333 
evenings. 
1997 XL 12005 Sportster, 
black, 17,601 kms, $10,000. 
1996 XL 1200S Sportster, Sil- 
ver/black, 16,525 kms, $10,000. 
1975 FXE Super Glide, red, 965 
on speedo, $9,500. 1983 
FXWG Wide Glide, 48,400 kms, 
$11,500. 1997 FXD Super 
Glide, with warranty, sil- 
ver/black 951 kms, $14,500. 
1997 S3 Beull, with warrranly, 
white, 2121 kms, $12,000. 2000 
FLST F Fatboy, white, 2343 
kms, $23,000. 1989 Katana 750 
CC, black, 40,836 kms, $3700. 
1998 FLHTCI, Electric Glide 
Sport, 95th aniversary, red & 
cream, 26,622 kms, $23,000. 
1985 FLHS Electric Glide Sport, 
red 50,000 kms, $14,500. 1987 
FLSTC Heritage Classic, 
white/green, 96,000 kms, 
$14,500. For more infomation 
call Wayside Service 1-800- 
410-5473 Smithers 
• 870 RV'S 
•CAMPERS 
, . . ,  . . . .  
MIKE ROSMAN RV "HELP" we 
need campers, trailers, 5th, mo- 
torhomes. Buy/consign fenced 
compound separate use sales 
staff. Interiors largest dealer. 
Call Peter 1-800-811-8733 or 1- 
250-558-8635 
iZtEIi:Ei ED 
m 
1998 Honda Civic EX 
5 spd,4 cyl, Low km 
$18,995 
1994 Volkswagen Golf 
5 speed, 4 cyL, One owner 
$10,995 
1996 Chev S10 Blazer 4x4 
VB, Aulo, NC 4dr 
$23,995 
1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
5 spd, 6 cyl, fully loaded 
Was $12,995 
Now $10,995 
1995 Chev Beretta 
2dr coupe, 5 speed 
$11,995 
.1997 Subaru Legacy GT 
sedan, AWD, Auto, CD, only 38,000k 
$25,995 
1998 Honda CR-V 4WhDr 
Only 40,000 kms 
$24,995 
1990 Chev Blazer Tahoe 
Fully loaded w/leather, roof rack, 
Sunroof, Alloy Wheels, 6cyl, Auto 
$10,995 
1998 Ford Windstar 
V6 Auto, NC, power windows, locks, 7 
pass., low kin's, factory warranty 
was $21,995 
Now $19,995 
1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
GT 
4 cyt, 5 spd, NC, fully loaded, spoiler 
Was $20,995 
Now $18,995 
1994 Honda Accord EX-R 
Full Load, top of the line, one owner 
$15,995 
1996 Civic Hatchback CX 
5 SN, Cassette 
$11,995 
1999 Civic EX 4Dr Sedan 
NC, ABS, power group, auto 
$19,995 
~W"$9,995 
1994 Geo Tracker 
5 spd Convedible 
$9,995 
1996Suzuki Sidekick 
4 dr,4 wd, 4 cyl,5 spd 
$14,995 
1995 Chrysler Intrepid 
Auto, V6 
$13,995 
l g ~ c o r d  
4 ~ C m i s e  
1981 Leocraft Motorhome 
27ft ( 16ft awning) Roof air, microwave, 
generator, superclean condition 
$17,995 
4838 HWY 16W, TERRACE o~ ,~ 1-800-665-1990 638-8171' 
1996 JAYCO 24' motorhome. 
C-class. 2 yers warranty left on 
it• Dual air, sleeps 6. Like new 
condition. This is a must see. At 
$34,500 for more into call 250- 
635-9451 after 5pro or on wee- 
kends. 
1992 22 112 Ft. Travelaire 5th 
wheel, complete with Hitch, 
sleeps six, large fridge, 4 burner 
stove, oven. Forced air furnace, 
lots of storage, large bathroom . , - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
with dual, holding tanks "dualS, i: 1994 i VMA~"~00-c-:c~-,~,amaha, 
snowmobile 1 b long tracK, pi:6panel new battery, huge , , "  
awning, large tinted windows - very reliable, good condition. 
$2700. Call: 1-250-845-2857 
BABYSITrER WANTED. Start- 
ing April 8th. For five month old. 
On-call. Non-smoker. 250-635- 
7719 
LOOKING FOR an experienced 
all with blinds & valances. 
VERY CLEAN, & very good 
conditioff. Asking $13,500. Call 
after 6pm. 250-638-0527 
K E N ' S  I nanny References required. Preferably someone who 
speaks Vietnamese. Apply by 
resume to 3801 Eby St., Ter- MARINEI race, B.C, V8G 4J6. 
RELIABLE MOTHER of one in 
Lower Thomhill wanting to ba- 
bysit a baby or toddler. Days or 
'93 Arctic Cat evenings. Have references. Cal, 
Donna 250-635-7107 
SUNFLOWER CHILDCARE 
EXT 580 MC center, fully licensed facility 
provides coordinated program 
$~gUUUeUU"  Ae~A .~ of activities designed for the 
child's well-being and educa- 
tional development. Now has 
openings for your child care 
needs• For more information 
call 250-635-1512 
o... 
( Looking for ~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information c  
• child care options and on 
Come See 
YZ125, YZ250, YZ426 
They ere here 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of tho 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the MinislTy of Social 
t~,,~elopment a d Economic ,%',cud~ 
CAN'T MAKE your payments? 
We can help. By tomorrow 
things will be Looking Up. Cred- 
it Counselling Society of B.C. 
BC's Only Non-Profit Servicel 
1-888-527-8999. 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. 
American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
podation, All Canadian/Amerl. 
can immigration applications. 1- 
800-347-2540 
TE R R A C E 
I~  I~tng 5years aM and blind 
l i nd  ~ the bu~ to vblt ~our morn 
it wot,~ Chehma did It i|fely with 
h~"  wr i t ( :  g i l t ,  tharok l  tO Ik l l l~  
we t lugh l  her. 
YAMAHA JACKETS! 
! 993 Arctic Cat 
Ext 550 EFI 
Excellent condition 
'1,999.00 
~;i Mar i sa  & Deborah  Cervo ~ j  
i SIGNIN , DR SSMAKIN 
ii~ and AL~RATIONS l 
~.~ Terrace, B.C. Ph: 635-1338 " i 
Pampered "P~=w'-= ] 
Pet Parlour 
Pets need 1o be pampered too!] c~ 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 1,2000- Bll 
L0(ol 0r L0ng .~ Or The (0untry 
i . Dislonce Moving ~ C0mplelely Closed In ! 
Local Freight Hauling -~ Very Reasonable i 
.~  Will Move You Across . Rotes 
; "T0~ , ~ C0mple!dy Insured '~ 
• ' FREE NO OBLIGATION QUOTE 
JOE @ 1-250-615.0120 orTOLLFREE 1-800-665.7228 
M._0VING? 
eI ECISELY RIGHT 
~ ,  Tmck & New 28 ft Trailer at Your Servicef 
~ • Across town or the country 
J l~  • Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
•  on,ab,e 
e~: 615-0002 ceg: 638-696~ 
DOUBLE CLEAN 
CARPET CARE 
BATHING, BRUSHING, CLIPPING, NAiL I 
TEIM~ING, EAR CLEANING ETC, I 
2240 Spruce Slreet I I 
Terrace, BC 
I I *Fiber Zone Pile lifter helps restore Pile! ~ ~r t .99g~ 
635-1108 I i *High Intensity Air Movers speed drylng! V~'~dkt#~ ..S s.o_o o 2 ~rdt ~me..Ce, ! - 
IICRC Certified Technicians in: 
• te,~. - Carpet Cleaning ~e~.~%%, 
,~..,,e£¢. ~ '  - Upholstery Cleaning ' " 
~'" - Flood Restoration 
,.rn,,u....v,n, 
NORTHWEST Express 
F Local Or Out Of Town . . I ~ ] ~  
u' Full Service ~:~:6N~e~e~lSA~;~eA6 
V Inquire about U-Load Discount 
PHONE 635-7504 Cell: 615-9377 ~)[P~O~]'~ )&~&~' I].~, ~@@@ 
• , , . .  : , . .  . .  
Digital FOR Satelli S f L  
Ethnic Programs Inclu& 
• Hindi .Italian 
• German ,,Japanese 
• Portuguese -Spanish "]uslice For All" 
• Chinese -Arabic 
Plus Many Morel PPL LEGAL C^RE OF 
Call: 250-638-0315 CANADA COm~ORATION 
w: ' , ,~  "~ . . . .  Must sefl Immediate~y, 
~r ~5% excellent condition, 
, ll e.n w.. 
I ~ ~"" 
I ~ '~: i .~  :~ Relax ..... let 
~i~1 ) z ~  the Network 
Classifieds help! 
ilt's ~q,s~,,,ef~ct, lve, gnU. ffc oDqr~c,~ ~e II dellver'Yoar 
i message'foOver'311X~oig)Ore~J~eis'ln;B,~;and.fh'e '~ 
Yukon for only $290 (up to 25 words). To Increase your 
advertising aud ience  call thls paper  at: 
'638-7283 
or (604)669-9222 for more  Information. 
r ~  ¢om~Hn.  N~v~mm, BB 
A e I Q I~ l A I I O N 
I d l l411  cer•m| la  alNI  X• I 'e l l  
Direct  
.., , , ~ ~ ~ ; ;  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  " - I i  - , 
PIONEER UPHOLSTERY 
' since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
WeRe ~ tara ;~;. ivzqpT~ m R1Pt~,~ F1"tl: Fpvvz ~ va 
iii!':i:il. :II!I:I ' i ~ l  l l ' "  l i  • i ' I I ' - -  * ' t l  --; 
Dobb=e St., Terrace, B.C 
635-9434 
IV' 
.: Claudette Sandecki 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD, 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and- 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
AM MECHANICAL 
FULLY CERTIFIED 
Serving Nortb Amerlcan 
families hwe 1972 
Legal Expenses Plans 
Lawrence (Larry) Goetz 
Independent Associate 
Ketworking With quality I~rt, 
Firms all across Norlh America! 
...all for a YEItY Iow month/)' rate! 
Tel:'(250) 638-8289 
Fax: (250) 638-8289 
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#7- 4038 MOTZ RD., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4M4 
Charles Robinson 615-4740 
I 
Price effective until March 10/2000 Limited Items 
SFANDARD 
3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5R2 
638-7283 
ie're in the Independence Bu~.lne: / 
TERSE 
'97 Chrysler Sebring 
V6, Auto, Loaded 
$18,995 
'98 Dodge Durango 
V8 Auto, NC, Leather, 7 
Passenger, Loaded 
$32,995 
'97 Dodge 4x¢:;~"esel 
Lara~ o~,~,  Tilt 
Auto, ~ ; ~ s  & more 
~31,995 
'97 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
Club Cab, SIT, auto, air, tilt, 
cruise, windows, locks 
$23,995 
'97 Jeep Gr Cherokee Laredo 
6 cyl, Auto, Air, windows, locks, 
Super Clean 
$27,995 
'96 Chrysler Town & Country 
leather, quad seats. Dual air 
& more 
$31,995 Now $26,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$15,588 
'96 Jeep GR Cherokee 4x4 
Laredo 
Auto,Air, windows, locks & more 
$25,995 
'95 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Crusle, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks & More 
$13,995 
'94 Chrysler Con¢orde 
6cyl, auto, NC, tilt, cruise, 
windows, locks & more 
,$12,995 
'98 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4, XLT, V8, Auto, Lariat, 
Loaded 
$30,995 
'96 For~ E.*~rt 
Auto,~ ~:~~ndows,  
~$9,995 
'92 Mercury Cougar 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$8,995 
'97 Chevrolet 4x4 
X-Cab Silverado, Step Side V8 Auto 
Leather & more 
$27,995 
'97 Pontiac Bonneville SE 
VB, auto, air conditioning, tilt, locks 
cruise, cassette, windows & more 
$22,995 
'96 Pontiac Grand Am 
2 dr, VB, 5 Speed, pw, pl 
$12,995 
'96 Chevrolet Blazer 
Rockport, V6 Auto 
$25,995 
'96 Chevrolet Camaro 
2.28. V8, 6 Speed, Air, Cruise, 
Tilt, Windows, Locks, T. Top 
$21,995 
'95 Chev Tahoe 
350 V8 Auto, low kin's, loaded 
$29,995 
'95 Chevrolet 4x4 XCab 
Diesel 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette 
$25,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$9,995 
i I kvAI ;,[0] ;tl I~"Hi 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JLX, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, windows, 
locks & more 
$18,995 
'97 Mazda 
4 wh dr X-cab SE plus V6 5 spd 
NC, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, Locks 
$17,995 
'95 Hyundai Sonata 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
$11,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
V6,Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
Now $15,995 
'98 Honda Accord EX 
Automatic, Leather, Sunroof 
Windows,$27,945jLocks, Immacul i
,,-o-..,, 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635-7187 
1-800-313-7 ll~,mt. ~958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
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Sports cope 
Kermodes sweep Rupert 
CALEDONIA'S senior boys basketball team travelled 
west Feb. 18-19 to play two Prince Rupert teams. 
Caledt:aia beat the top-10 ranked Prince Rupert 
Rainmakers Friday 89-79. The Rainmakers, who are 
always tough to beat, played without injured point 
guard Ryan Bishop. 
The boys then beat Charles Hayes Secondary on 
Saturday in a decisive 73-42 victory. 
Rename the trails 
THE KITIMAT CROSS Country Ski Club is changing 
its name and the want you to help them think of a 
new one. 
The name change was deemed necessary to make 
the club's name reflect the region it represents. And, 
say club organizers, a new name will help them raise 
money from Terrace and the regional district. 
So here are the rules: The new name must fit the 
old logo, it should be short and snappy and must be 
mailed into the club (box 404, Kitimat, B.C. V8C, 
2M4) by March 31. 
Need help to get the creative juices flowing? The 
Snow Valley Nordic Ski Club is just one suggestion 
already floating around. 
The winner will receive a free single adult mem- 
bership and a night for two at the Mount Layton Hot- 
springs. 
Get your motors running 
THE SKEENA VALLEY Snowmobile Club hosts the 
annual Mogul Blaster Hillclimb at Shames Mountain 
next month. 
The race features local riders and a host of big 
names, who tour B.C. Snowmobile Federation events 
all winter long. Qualifying runs start Saturday, March 
11 and the finals run Sunday, March 12. All races 
start at 10 a.m. 
For riders interested in participating, registration 
takes place Friday, March 9 at the Elks Hall on Te- 
trauit Street from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. Everyone's wel- 
come. 
The fee for spectators i $5 for adults and $2 for 
youth. Children under 12 are free. For more informa- 
tion call Trevor at 635-2909 or Joy at 635-4858. 
Corporate challenge 
SKIERS, SNOWBOARDERS and telemarkers are in- 
vited to take part in Shames Mountain's first ever Mr, 
Mike's West Coast Grill Corporate Challenge Sun- 
day, March 5. 
Get a group of three participants (with at least one 
female) and race down Back Eddy together. The win- 
ning team will have the best average time. 
Businesses are encouraged to battle each other, but 
ringers and friends are allowed. In fact, Shames 
Mountain Ski Club members will be auctioned off at 
9 a.m. race day, for teams hort on players! 
Besides the hill-top beer garden and Mikeburgers 
for sale, all participants get a t-shirt and Mikeburger 
and a full day lift ticket for the half-day rate. Races 
start at 11 a.m. The entry fee per team is $40. 
Teams are encouraged to pick up an entry form at 
Mr. Mikes, Valhalla, Ruins or All Seasons as soon as 
possible so t-shirts can be ordered in time. 
Youth soccer clinics 
THE TERRACE Youth Soccer Association is hosting 
a series of coaching, referee and player development 
clinics for the 2000 season this summer. 
The clinics begin April 14-16 with the Community 
Coach Youth Clinic and continues April 29-30 with 
two Class 4 and Class 5 referee clinics. 
The Community Coach Senior Clinic runs May 6-7 
at Northwest Community College., 
A skills-based player development clinic runs Aug. 
26-27. 
Contact George Butjtas at 635-3719 for more infor- 
mation. He also can be reached via email at 
g.bujtas@kermode.net. 
Drop-in futsal 
INTERESTED in playing indoor soccer, but not sure 
you can commit o a full season of league play? 
I Why not try Thursday night drop in futsal at Thorn- I 
hill Elementary. The session began Jan. 6 and runs for I 
two hours from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. This is a more relaxed J 
form of coed indoor soccer and all are welcome to at- I 
tend. Non-marking indoor shoes are required. I 
I 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER ASSOCIATION 
COACHING, REFEREE & PLAYER DEVELOPMENT 
CUNICS FOR THE 2000 SEASON 
COURSE DATE TIME LOCATION 
Community Coach Youth Apri1141h 6:00pm-Fri NWCC 1101 
April 15th 9:0Ohm- Sat 
April 16th 9:00am- Sun 
Clnss5 Referee April 295 9:00nm-Sat NWCC 1105 
Class 4 Referee Apri1291h 9:00am-Sat NWCC 1101 
April 30th 9:O0am-Sun 
CommunilyConch Senior May6th 9:00am-Sat NWCC 2002 
MayTlh 9:00am-Sun 
BCSA Player Developmenl Aug 261h 9:00am- Sat 
Aug 271h 9 : 0 0 a ~  
If inleresled in any of these clinics plense call 
George Bujfas 
Phon~/Fax: (250) 635-3719 
• Emi l :  g.builns@kermode.nel 
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Every Wednesday j j : :': 
Men,sDay: ~ 
Special unch 
& FREE lunch raffle 
Every Thursday - 
Ladies'Day 
$20 lift tickets, 
discounted lift & rentals packages to01 
Saturday March 4 - 
Chicks  On St i cks ;  l l ~ ~ : ~ ' ~l 
Skiing/nutrition/fitness Cl inic 
for intermediate skiers. 
Call 638-0828 to register i:i ::i 
Sun., March 5th ,11:am- 
Mr. Mike'sWest Coast Grill 
CorporateCha!lenge !;:;; 
Teams of 3 (min. one female); t-shirts, 
Mikeburgers and prizes f0r competitorsl 
Band Mildly Salsa entertains.: 
Beer garden outside thedayledge 
For updntes & snow conditions call 638-8754 
Toll-free: 1.8;r7:898,4754 
Websile: www.shames.em.com 
SHAMES 
MOUNTAIN 
I r 
Due to  Popu lar  
Demand. .  • .  
(and contrary to Rumor) 
Polaris is here to stay! 
Order your 
2001 Polaris today! 
P L. RRII 
2815 Kalum St. 638-1956 
i 
AUTO 
COMMUNITY NBNSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
British Columbia nd Yukon 
CARS FROM $500. 
Government seized and 
surplus. Sold locally. Call 
for information. Toll Free 
1-888-341-9500 Ext. 
B100 (Fee). 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
COLLECT CASH1 Coke, 
Pepsi, Frito-Lay, Mars. 
Re-fill unique vendors in 
your area. F/T, P/T. No 
selling. Min. Investment 
$13,980. Call 1-888-577- 
5376 (24Hrs) Member 
B.B.B. and D&B. 
BIG PROFITSI $6,000 
Investment In the 
Japanese Yen, could 
have recently given you a 
return of $45,000. Call 1- 
888-807-4364 for your 
report & find out what 
market is ready for the 
next big movell 
UP TO $30,000 or more 
per month. Canada's 
fastest growing concept in 
this Billion Dollar Industry 
will be opening stores in 
your area. $124,000 turn- 
key. Toll-free: 1-888- 
526-3388 
JOCUS TOYS 
EXPANDING needs 
consultants. 300+ 
educational products, 
majority under $20. Home 
parties, catalogue sales. 
Information free 
Spr ing /Summer  
catalogue. Introductory 
kit, $99. Please contact 
Netonla 1-800-361-4587 
ext# 9387. 
NEXT OPPORTUNITIES 
In Horticulture Seminar 
March 25/26. For details 
contact Growers Press 
Inc PC Box 189, 
Princeton, B.C., V0X 
1W0. Ph/fx 250-298-7755 
e m a i I : 
grower@nethop.net or 
w e b s i t e 
www.21 stcenturygardener 
.com. 
GREAT CANADIAN 
Dollar Store franchise 
opportunity from $80,000. 
Including stock. Member 
of Canadian Franchise 
Association. #302-31 
Bastion Square, Victoria, 
BC, V8W 1J1. Fax 250- 
388-9763. Website: 
www.dollarstores.com. 
HOME & PET SITTING. 
Start your own home- 
based business. 
Financial ly rewarding. 
Low investment, Turn-key 
operation. Exclusive 
territory. Limited 
Franchises available. Toll 
free 1-888-247-2787, 
www.homesitter.com. 
Network C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approximately 100 ] (~ (3/3 
community newspapers in B.O.and Yukon tJ~ E.. C.JV 
and reach more than 3 million readers. I 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
UNPRECEDENTED 
OPPORTUNITY. An 
established Canadian 
Franchise in bottled water 
is expanding its product 
focus to incorporate an 
explosive e-commerce 
opportunity. Complete 
turnkey with guaranteed 
territories $29,900. - 
$249,000. Call Mike 1- 
888-928-2582. 
FREE DETAILED 
REPORTi 13 Secrets To 
Getting Rich With Your 
Web-Sltel Cost: $1 for 
shipping to: RX3 Web, 14 
Curran, Halfmoon Bay, 
B.C., V0N 1Y0. 
NO MONEY DOWN. Up 
to one year no interest no 
payment. Complete 
computer package. State- 
of-the-art computer, 
monitor. Free printer. 
Ideal for children's 
education, business and 
entertainment. Limited 
quantity. $69. per month 
O.A.C. 1-888-855-5527. 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
CERTIFIED TECH'S and 
Service Writers for a Ford 
Dealership close to 
Vancouver. Above 
average pay plan and 
benefits pkg. Call Shawn 
or Keith at 604-892-3673. 
CHILD CARE 
AVAILABLE 
NANNIES ON THE 
INTERNET. Local & 
overseas. Applicants 
resumes available for 
viewing. Register your job 
description on line 
www.opti-mum.com. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR 
TRAINING INSTITUTE 
offers distance learning 
and on campus courses 
for certificate and diploma 
programs, Course 
catalogue 1-800-665- 
7 0 4 4 
www.counselortrainlng.co 
m. 
A NEW CAREER? Train 
to be an 
Apartment/Condominium 
Manager. Many jobs 
avallablel Free job 
placement assistance. 
Government registered 
program. For 
Information/brochure Call 
(604) 681-5456/1-800- 
665.8339. www.rmti.ca. 
EDUCATION 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER .... write for 
money and pleasure with 
our home-study course. 
You get individual tuition 
from professional writers 
on all aspects of writing- 
romances, short stories, 
radio and TV script, 
articles and children's 
stories. Send today for 
our FREE BOOK TOLL 
FREE 1-800-267-1829 
FAX 1-613-749-9551 The 
Writing School 3359-38 
Mc Arthur Ave. Ottawa, 
ON K1L 6R2. 
TEACH CANADA! Use 
the most powerful 
classified system in 
Canada and reach 
millions of readers. 
Intrigued? Contact this 
newspaper and ask about 
Network Classifieds. Or 
call 604-669-9222 ext.3. 
WORK FOR THE largest 
employer in the worldt 
The Tourism Hospitality 
Industryl Adventure 
Tourism, Travel/Tourism, 
Pre-employment Flight 
Attendant or 
Hosp i ta l i ty /Resor t  
Management; Canadian 
Tourism College. Surrey 
1-800-668-9301 or 
Vancouver (604) 736- 
8000. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
logs into boards, planks, 
beams. Large capacity. 
Best sawmill value 
anywhere. Norwood 
Industries, manufacturer 
of sawmills, edgers & 
skldders. Free information 
1-800-566-6899. 
ALBERTA GROWN fruit 
trees many varieties. 
Seed potatoes 21 
varieties, Catalogue 
available. Sprout Farms, 
Box 719, Ban Accord, AB, 
T0A 0K0. 1-800-676- 
0353. 
HELP WANTED 
EARN $300 PER WEEK 
with your computefl Copy 
3.5" software disks from 
home. Send S.A.S.E. for 
free report and duplication 
rights. Omni-X: 2372 
Yonge St., #9, Toronto, 
ON, M4P 2E6. 
for 25 words 
$ 6.00 each 
additional word 
HELP WANTED 
FOOD SERVICE 
SUPERVISOR is 
responsible for organizing 
and overseeing the Food 
Service Department. 
Performs administration 
duties and prepares 
meals. Graduation from 
two year Food Service 
Supervision program plus 
experience. Resume to: 
(250) 344-2511 or mail to: 
Box 1260, Golden B,C. 
V0A 1 H0. 
REAL ESTATE 
TIRED OF THE HIGH 
COST OF LIVING? 
Consider moving to small 
town Saskatchewan. 
Broadview is a clean, 
safe, inexpensive, place 
to retire. For information 
contact the Broadvlew 
Town Office: Address - 
Box 430, Broadview, SK, 
S0G 0K0. Phone 306- 
696-2577. Email 
town.of.broadview@ sk.sy 
mpatico.ca. Or Lynn 
Baker - Phone 306-696- 
2206. 
FOR SALE OR LEASE - 5 
acres with 6,500 sq.ft. 
building including shop, 
office, storage in Industrial 
Park at Armstrong, BC - 
Call 604-689-8566 or 604- 
926-9892. 
SKIING 
SKI BIG WHITE 
Kelowna, BC, "100" 
Condos/Chalets/Townho 
rues-Studios, 5 bdrms, ski 
in/out, hot tubs, gas f/p, 
full kitchens. Book Newt 
Spring Breakl 
• www.condosunlimited.co 
m 1-888-676-9977. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
"Cheaper than Wood" 
Quonset-Straightwall 
quonset-all- new Alpine 
Model: 4:12 roof pitch. 
Pre-engineered Steel 
Buildings. Factory 
Clearance. BC Company, 
Alpine Steel Buildings. 1- 
800-565-9800. 
FUTURE STEEL 
BUILDINGS. Durable, 
Dependable, Pre- 
engineered All-Steel 
Structures. Custom-made 
to suite your need and 
requirements. Factory- 
Direct affordable prices. 
Call 1-800-668-5111 ext. 
132 for free brochure. 
TRAVEL 
TIMEsHARE RESALES. 
To buy, sell or rent 
worldwide. World's 
Largest Reseller. Era 
Stroman since 1979. 
Buyers call 1-800-613- 
7987. 
657 - WEEK OF 
FEBRUARY 28/00 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the 
BCYCNA at (604) 669- 
TRUCKS 
"O DOWN O.A.C." 
Guaranteed credit 
approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
utilities. Repo's, broken 
leases, heavy duty 
equipment. Take over 
payments. Free delivery. 
Call The Untouchables 
now. 1-800-993-3673. 
Vancouver 327-7752. 
WANTED 
A CLEAN 
ENVIRONMENT and 
money in your pocket. 
General Scrap pays best 
prices for all scrap metals. 
Batteries (minimum 40 
Ibs.) $2.50. 780-453- 
7000. 11915-156 Street, 
Edmonton. 8448-1-9 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
DECKX REQUIRES 
leased operators and 
company drivers to pull 
flat decks in Canada and 
U.S. Above average 
mileage rates. Fuel rebate 
to truck. Benefit package. 
Call Rick at 1-888-404- 
9993. Fax 780-413-9939. 
TRANXX COOLX 
DECKX, is looking for 
owner operators and 
company drivers. 2 years 
experience over the road. 
Must be able to cross 
U.S. 1-877-207-1101. 
MUSIC FOR YOUNG 
CHILDREN is training 
new teachers in selected 
areasl Share the joy of 
learning music to children 
in small groups. Private 
teachers or adult pianfsts 
must have Grade 8 piano 
to apply. 1-800-828-4334. 
SEISMIC CREW 
HELPERS - currently 
have numerous positions 
open immediately. The 
work is seasonal, labour 
Intensive, requires lots of 
walking and overtime. The 
rotation 28 days In field 
with 7 days off. 
Candidates must be 18 or 
older, must have valid 
driver's license and be 
able to pass pre- 
employment drug test. 
Apply by fax 403-257- 
6803. Candidates are not 
required to live In Calgary, 
but will be required to 
come to Calgary if 
interview is requested. 
EXPERIENCED PARTS 
PERSON. Submit resume 
to: Diane Bosomworth at 
Doug Marshall Chev Olds 
Cadillac, 11044-100 St., 
Grande Prairie, AB, T8V 
2N1, Phone 780-532- 
9333. Fax 780-539-7310, 
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